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Module One 
 

Construction Tasks Which Can Expose Workers to Lead  
 
It’s estimated that 840,000 construction workers are exposed to lead every year. The 
construction lead Standard applies to all construction work where there’s potential for 
exposure.  
 
Lead exposure is serious, and it can happen during a variety of job activities, because 
it’s so common in many materials, including paints and coatings, lead mortars, and 
plumbing materials which may be welded on. Lead exposure can also be a problem in 
abrasive blasting.  
 
The most serious hazard with lead exposure. is when lead-containing particulates 
become airborne.  
 
Some common construction site tasks which could expose a worker to lead include: 
 

• Demolition and Renovation on projects where the structures have lead-painted 
surfaces 

 

• Paint removal or spray painting with lead-based paint 
 

• Sandblasting steel structures that have been painted with lead paint 
 

• Grinding, cutting, or torching metal surfaces that have been painted with lead 
 

• Welding, cutting, or removing pipes, joints, or ductwork that contain lead. 
 

• Lead soldering 
 

• Cutting or stripping lead-sheathed cable 
 

• Cleaning up sites where there is lead dust 
 
Exposure to lead occurs through breathing lead dust, fumes, or mist, and by ingestion of 
lead dust on cigarettes, chewing tobacco, make-up, or food. 
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Module Two 
Minimizing Exposure to Lead 

 
In Module 2, we’ll cover how contractors can do their part in minimizing lead exposure. 
Contractors on projects that may contain lead are required to recognize the potential 
hazards. Let’s take painted surfaces as an example.  
 
On military project sites, painted surfaces are automatically presumed to contain lead 
until all paint samples have been analyzed by a lab which includes input from a Certified 
Industrial Hygienist. Detecting even the smallest amount of lead in paint will 
automatically trigger quite a few requirements that must be followed.  
 
These requirements can be for the smallest of tasks such as manual paint scraping and 
sanding as well as drywall demolition.  
 
The contractor will be required to conduct air sampling to determine the exposure to 
lead during these tasks and during other tasks that could result in lead exposure. Until 
actual exposures are determined, workers are required to wear respirators that are 
appropriate to the task.  
 
Depending on where the lead is located, the contractor may choose to avoid working in 
the area where lead has been found. Or the Government may require a lead abatement 
specialist to reduce or eliminate lead exposure all together.  
 
All workers who may be exposed to lead must be trained in the hazards of lead. This 
training will occur prior to the work.  
 
The results of air sampling are used to determine if workers are exposed to lead above 
the action level, called A.L of 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air, or above the 
permissible exposure limit, or P.E.L. of 50 micrograms of lead per cubic meter of air, 
averaged over an 8-hour shift. 
 

• Exposures above the A.L. or P.E.L will trigger additional requirements including 
 

• Engineering controls and proper housekeeping 
 

• Washing facilities for hands and face and additional worker training 
 

• Respiratory protection  
 

• Medical monitoring, and Additional air sampling 
 
The contractor must have a written safety plan for projects that may expose workers to 
lead.  
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For U.S.A.C.E. and N.A.V.F.A.C. Projects, the Lead Abatement Plan is part of the 
Project Accident Prevention Plan. This plan will be written by the subcontractor doing 
the work and must follow the E.M. 385-1-1 requirements.  
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Module Three 
At Risk Activities 

 
Now let’s talk about activities that are classified as At Risk for hazardous materials.  
 
For each activity where employee exposure exceeds the PEL, the employer must 
establish and implement a written compliance program to reduce employee exposure, 
keeping it under the PEL.  
 
The compliance program must provide for frequent and regular inspections of job sites, 
materials, and equipment by a competent person. 
 
Written programs, which must be reviewed and updated at least every six months, must 
include: 
 

• A description of each activity in which lead is emitted 
 

• The means to be used to achieve compliance and engineering plans and studies 
used to determine the engineering controls selected where they are required 

 

• Information on the technology considered to meet the PEL; 
 

• Air monitoring data that document the source of lead emissions; 
 

• A detailed schedule for implementing the program, including copies of 
documentation (such as purchase orders for equipment, construction contracts); 

 

• A work practice program; 
 

• An administrative control schedule, if applicable; and 
 

• Arrangements made among contractors on multi-contractor sites to inform 
employees of potential lead exposure.  

 
 
Examples of at-risk activities include: 
 

• Disturbing paint on structures built before 1978. 
 

• Demolition and Salvage work. 
 

• Removing or encapsulating materials containing lead. 
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• Installing products containing lead. 
 

• Renovating structures that contain lead. 
 

• Emergency cleanup of lead-contaminated materials. 
 

• Transporting, storing, or disposing of lead-containing materials where 
construction activities are performed. 

 

• Performing Maintenance Operations associated with these activities. 
  
 
We also have to consider what are known as Trigger Tasks. Trigger tasks can expose 
workers to extreme amounts of lead. Some examples are: 
 

• Cutting with a torch. 
 

• Heat gun work. 
 

• Manual sanding. 
 

• Manual scraping of dry materials. 
 

• and Sanding with or without a dust collection system. 
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Module Four 
Required Safety Planning Where Hazardous Materials May Be Found 

 
Now we’re going to go over the required safety planning where hazardous materials 
may be found on a project site. 
 
Both lead and asbestos sources are to be labeled as a lead or asbestos hazard that 
should not be disturbed without proper protection. If infeasible to label each source, a 
site map may be posted which points out the location of the lead and asbestos hazards. 
 
If the evaluation shows the potential for activities to generate unacceptable 
occupational exposure lead, a written lead compliance plan must be submitted and 
accepted prior to the work.  
 
The lead compliance plan must in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1025 and 29 CFR 
1926.62. which are included in the downloadable course materials.  
 
This plan describes the procedures to be followed to protect workers from lead hazards 
while performing lead hazard control activities. The plan is typically written by the 
subcontractor doing the work, then supplied to the contractor to submit to the 
Government. 
 
If the evaluation shows the potential for activities to disturb ACM, an asbestos 
abatement plan shall be developed. The plan shall be in accordance with 29 CFR 
1910.1001; 29 CFR 1926.1101; and 40 CFR 61, Subpart M. An Asbestos Abatement 
Plan outline is included in the downloadable course materials.  
 

The plan is typically written by the subcontractor doing the work, then supplied to the 
contractor to submit to the GDA or local SOHO before beginning work. 
 
These plans must be developed as an appendix to the Accident Prevention Plan or, for 
USACE operations, the Project SOH Plan.  
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Module 5 
Recognizing Health Hazards of Asbestos in Construction 

 
No asbestos-containing materials shall be used or brought onto any USACE or 
NAVFAC projects. Lead-based paints shall only be used with written approval of the 
GDA or USACE SOHO and shall never be used inside a residence, childcare facility, or 
medical treatment facility. 
 
Asbestos workers have increased chances of getting two principal types of cancer: 
cancer of the lung tissue itself and mesothelioma, a cancer of the thin membrane that 
surrounds the lung and other internal organs. These diseases do not develop 
immediately following exposure to asbestos but appear only after a number of years.  
 
Asbestos fibers are released into the air during activities that disturb asbestos-
containing materials. These fibers can then be inhaled without knowing and trapped in 
the lungs. If swallowed, they can become embedded into the digestive tract as well. 
 
Some construction materials are presumed to contain asbestos if installed before 1981. 
Examples of these materials, as well as other presumed asbestos-containing materials 
are: 
   

• Thermal system insulation and Industrial pipe wrapping 

• Roofing and siding shingles  

• Vinyl floor tiles and heat resistant textiles 

• Plaster, cement, putty, and caulk 

• Ceiling tiles and spray-on coatings 
 
REQUIREMENTS 
All construction or maintenance projects must be evaluated for the potential to contact 
Asbestos and Lead. If the potential exists, and before work begins, an asbestos control 
plan shall be developed using age of the buildings, type of typical building supplies for 
the period and location, and any observations of debris or demolition areas. 
 
The Asbestos Control Plan, different from the Asbestos Abatement Plan we talked 
about earlier, must be written by an industrial hygienist with asbestos training or an 
AHERA trained supervisor or manager. 
 
If possible, the potential work areas should be inspected by asbestos trained inspectors 
or an industrial hygienist to identify and quantify asbestos hazards. 
 
The Asbestos control plan shall address control mechanisms, such as wetting with 
water or surfactant, posting, worker and community protection, air sampling, and safe 
transport and disposal. 
 



By Standard Number / 1926.1101 - Asbestos

Part Number: 1926
Part Number Title: Safety and Health Regulations for Construction
Subpart: 1926 Subpart Z
Subpart Title: Toxic and Hazardous Substances
Standard Number: 1926.1101
Title: Asbestos
Appendix: A; B; C; D; E; F; G; H; I; J; K
GPO Source: e-CFR

1926.1101(a)
Scope and application. This section regulates asbestos exposure in all work as defined in 29 CFR 1910.12(b),
including but not limited to the following:

1926.1101(a)(1)
Demolition or salvage of structures where asbestos is present;

1926.1101(a)(2)
Removal or encapsulation of materials containing asbestos;

1926.1101(a)(3)
Construction, alteration, repair, maintenance, or renovation of structures, substrates, or portions thereof, that
contain asbestos;

1926.1101(a)(4)
Installation of products containing asbestos;

1926.1101(a)(5)
Asbestos spill/emergency cleanup; and

1926.1101(a)(6)
Transportation, disposal, storage, containment of and housekeeping activities involving asbestos or products
containing asbestos, on the site or location at which construction activities are performed.

1926.1101(a)(7)
Coverage under this standard shall be based on the nature of the work operation involving asbestos exposure.

1926.1101(a)(8)
This section does not apply to asbestos-containing asphalt roof coatings, cements and mastics.

1926.1101(b)
Definitions.

Aggressive method means removal or disturbance of building material by sanding, abrading, grinding or other
method that breaks, crumbles, or disintegrates intact ACM.

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppA
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppB
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppC
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppD
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppE
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppF
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppG
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppH
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppI
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppJ
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1101AppK
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=65b279ee2e7530009034c1f152d451e5&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title29/29tab_02.tpl
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(b)


Amended water means water to which surfactant (wetting agent) has been added to increase the ability of the
liquid to penetrate ACM.

Asbestos includes chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite asbestos, anthophyllite asbestos, actinolite
asbestos, and any of these minerals that has been chemically treated and/or altered. For purposes of this
standard, “asbestos” includes PACM, as defined below.

Asbestos-containing material (ACM), means any material containing more than one percent asbestos.

Assistant Secretary means the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S.
Department of Labor, or designee.

Authorized person means any person authorized by the employer and required by work duties to be present in
regulated areas.

Building/facility owner is the legal entity, including a lessee, which exercises control over management and
record keeping functions relating to a building and/or facility in which activities covered by this standard take
place.

Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) means one certified in the practice of industrial hygiene by the American
Board of Industrial Hygiene.

Class I asbestos work means activities involving the removal of TSI and surfacing ACM and PACM.

Class II asbestos work means activities involving the removal of ACM which is not thermal system insulation or
surfacing material. This includes, but is not limited to, the removal of asbestos-containing wallboard, floor tile
and sheeting, roofing and siding shingles, and construction mastics.

Class III asbestos work means repair and maintenance operations, where “ACM”, including TSI and surfacing
ACM and PACM, is likely to be disturbed.

Class IV asbestos work means maintenance and custodial activities during which employees contact but do not
disturb ACM or PACM and activities to clean up dust, waste and debris resulting from Class I, II, and III
activities.

Clean room means an uncontaminated room having facilities for the storage of employees' street clothing and
uncontaminated materials and equipment.

Closely resemble means that the major workplace conditions which have contributed to the levels of historic
asbestos exposure, are no more protective than conditions of the current workplace.

Competent person means, in addition to the definition in 29 CFR 1926.32 (f), one who is capable of identifying
existing asbestos hazards in the workplace and selecting the appropriate control strategy for asbestos
exposure, who has the authority to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them, as specified in 29 CFR
1926.32(f): in addition, for Class I and Class II work who is specially trained in a training course which meets the
criteria of EPA's Model Accreditation Plan (40 CFR part 763) for supervisor, or its equivalent and, for Class III
and Class IV work, who is trained in a manner consistent with EPA requirements for training of local education
agency maintenance and custodial staff as set forth at 40 CFR 763.92 (a)(2).

Critical barrier means one or more layers of plastic sealed over all openings into a work area or any other
similarly placed physical barrier sufficient to prevent airborne asbestos in a work area from migrating to an
adjacent area.

Decontamination area means an enclosed area adjacent and connected to the regulated area and consisting of
an equipment room, shower area, and clean room, which is used for the decontamination of workers, materials,
and equipment that are contaminated with asbestos.



Demolition means the wrecking or taking out of any load-supporting structural member and any related razing,
removing, or stripping of asbestos products.

Director means the Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, or designee.

Disturbance means activities that disrupt the matrix of ACM or PACM, crumble or pulverize ACM or PACM, or
generate visible debris from ACM or PACM. In no event shall the amount of ACM or PACM so disturbed exceed
that which can be contained in one glove bag or waste bag which shall not exceed 60 inches in length and
width.

Employee exposure means that exposure to airborne asbestos that would occur if the employee were not using
respiratory protective equipment.

Equipment room (change room) means a contaminated room located within the decontamination area that is
supplied with impermeable bags or containers for the disposal of contaminated protective clothing and
equipment.

Fiber means a particulate form of asbestos, 5 micrometers or longer, with a length-to-diameter ratio of at least 3
to 1.

Glovebag means not more than a 60 × 60 inch impervious plastic bag-like enclosure affixed around an
asbestos-containing material, with glove-like appendages through which material and tools may be handled.

High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter means a filter capable of trapping and retaining at least 99.97 percent
of all mono-dispersed particles of 0.3 micrometers in diameter.

Homogeneous area means an area of surfacing material or thermal system insulation that is uniform in color
and texture.

Industrial hygienist means a professional qualified by education, training, and experience to anticipate,
recognize, evaluate and develop controls for occupational health hazards.

Intact means that the ACM has not crumbled, been pulverized, or otherwise deteriorated so that the asbestos is
no longer likely to be bound with its matrix.

Modification for purposes of paragraph (g)(6)(ii), means a changed or altered procedure, material or component
of a control system, which replaces a procedure, material or component of a required system. Omitting a
procedure or component, or reducing or diminishing the stringency or strength of a material or component of the
control system is not a “modification” for purposes of paragraph (g)(6) of this section.

Negative Initial Exposure Assessment means a demonstration by the employer, which complies with the criteria
in paragraph (f)(2)(iii) of this section, that employee exposure during an operation is expected to be consistently
below the PELs.

PACM means “presumed asbestos containing material”.

Presumed Asbestos Containing Material means thermal system insulation and surfacing material found in
buildings constructed no later than 1980. The designation of a material as “PACM” may be rebutted pursuant to
paragraph (k)(5) of this section.

Project Designer means a person who has successfully completed the training requirements for an abatement
project designer established by 40 U.S.C. 763.90(g).

Regulated area means: an area established by the employer to demarcate areas where Class I, II, and III
asbestos work is conducted, and any adjoining area where debris and waste from such asbestos work
accumulate; and a work area within which airborne concentrations of asbestos, exceed or there is a reasonable



possibility they may exceed the permissible exposure limit. Requirements for regulated areas are set out in
paragraph (e) of this section.

Removal means all operations where ACM and/or PACM is taken out or stripped from structures or substrates,
and includes demolition operations.

Renovation means the modifying of any existing structure, or portion thereof.

Repair means overhauling, rebuilding, reconstructing, or reconditioning of structures or substrates, including
encapsulation or other repair of ACM or PACM attached to structures or substrates.

Surfacing material means material that is sprayed, troweled-on or otherwise applied to surfaces (such as
acoustical plaster on ceilings and fireproofing materials on structural members, or other materials on surfaces
for acoustical, fireproofing, and other purposes).

Surfacing ACM means surfacing material which contains more than 1% asbestos.

Thermal system insulation (TSI) means ACM applied to pipes, fittings, boilers, breeching, tanks, ducts or other
structural components to prevent heat loss or gain.

Thermal system insulation ACM is thermal system insulation which contains more than 1% asbestos.

1926.1101(c)
Permissible exposure limits (PELS)—

1926.1101(c)(1)
Time-weighted average limit (TWA). The employer shall ensure that no employee is exposed to an airborne
concentration of asbestos in excess of 0.1 fiber per cubic centimeter of air as an eight (8) hour time-weighted
average (TWA), as determined by the method prescribed in Appendix A to this section, or by an equivalent
method.

1926.1101(c)(2)
Excursion limit. The employer shall ensure that no employee is exposed to an airborne concentration of
asbestos in excess of 1.0 fiber per cubic centimeter of air (1 f/cc) as averaged over a sampling period of thirty
(30) minutes, as determined by the method prescribed in Appendix A to this section, or by an equivalent
method.

1926.1101(d)
Multi-employer worksites.

1926.1101(d)(1)
On multi-employer worksites, an employer performing work requiring the establishment of a regulated area shall
inform other employers on the site of the nature of the employer's work with asbestos and/or PACM, of the
existence of and requirements pertaining to regulated areas, and the measures taken to ensure that employees
of such other employers are not exposed to asbestos.

1926.1101(d)(2)
Asbestos hazards at a multi-employer work site shall be abated by the contractor who created or controls the
source of asbestos contamination. For example, if there is a significant breach of an enclosure containing Class
I work, the employer responsible for erecting the enclosure shall repair the breach immediately.

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(c)
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(c)(1)


1926.1101(d)(3)
In addition, all employers of employees exposed to asbestos hazards shall comply with applicable protective
provisions to protect their employees. For example, if employees working immediately adjacent to a Class I
asbestos job are exposed to asbestos due to the inadequate containment of such job, their employer shall either
remove the employees from the area until the enclosure breach is repaired; or perform an initial exposure
assessment pursuant to (f) of this section.

1926.1101(d)(4)
All employers of employees working adjacent to regulated areas established by another employer on a multi-
employer work-site, shall take steps on a daily basis to ascertain the integrity of the enclosure and/or the
effectiveness of the control method relied on by the primary asbestos contractor to assure that asbestos fibers
do not migrate to such adjacent areas.

1926.1101(d)(5)
All general contractors on a construction project which includes work covered by this standard shall be deemed
to exercise general supervisory authority over the work covered by this standard, even though the general
contractor is not qualified to serve as the asbestos "competent person" as defined by paragraph (b) of this
section. As supervisor of the entire project, the general contractor shall ascertain whether the asbestos
contractor is in compliance with this standard, and shall require such contractor to come into compliance with
this standard when necessary.

1926.1101(e)
Regulated areas.

1926.1101(e)(1)
All Class I, II and III asbestos work shall be conducted within regulated areas. All other operations covered by
this standard shall be conducted within a regulated area where airborne concentrations of asbestos exceed, or
there is a reasonable possibility they may exceed a PEL. Regulated areas shall comply with the requirements of
paragraphs (2), (3),(4) and (5) of this section.

1926.1101(e)(2)
Demarcation. The regulated area shall be demarcated in any manner that minimizes the number of persons
within the area and protects persons outside the area from exposure to airborne asbestos. Where critical
barriers or negative pressure enclosures are used, they may demarcate the regulated area. Signs shall be
provided and displayed pursuant to the requirements of paragraph (k)(7) of this section.

1926.1101(e)(3)
Access. Access to regulated areas shall be limited to authorized persons and to persons authorized by the Act
or regulations issued pursuant thereto.

1926.1101(e)(4)
Respirators. All persons entering a regulated area where employees are required pursuant to paragraph (h)(1)
of this section to wear respirators shall be supplied with a respirator selected in accordance with paragraph (h)
(3) of this section.

1926.1101(e)(5)
Prohibited activities. The employer shall ensure that employees do not eat, drink, smoke, chew tobacco or gum,
or apply cosmetics in the regulated area.

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(e)
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(e)(1)


1926.1101(e)(6)
Competent Persons. The employer shall ensure that all asbestos work performed within regulated areas is
supervised by a competent person, as defined in paragraph (b) of this section. The duties of the competent
person are set out in paragraph (o) of this section.

1926.1101(f)
Exposure assessments and monitoring—

1926.1101(f)(1)
General monitoring criteria.

1926.1101(f)(1)(i)
Each employer who has a workplace or work operation where exposure monitoring is required under this
section shall perform monitoring to determine accurately the airborne concentrations of asbestos to which
employees may be exposed.

1926.1101(f)(1)(ii)
Determinations of employee exposure shall be made from breathing zone air samples that are representative of
the 8-hour TWA and 30-minute short-term exposures of each employee.

1926.1101(f)(1)(iii)
Representative 8-hour TWA employee exposure shall be determined on the basis of one or more samples
representing full-shift exposure for employees in each work area. Representative 30-minute short-term
employee exposures shall be determined on the basis of one or more samples representing 30 minute
exposures associated with operations that are most likely to produce exposures above the excursion limit for
employees in each work area.

1926.1101(f)(2)
Initial Exposure Assessment.

1926.1101(f)(2)(i)
Each employer who has a workplace or work operation covered by this standard shall ensure that a "competent
person" conducts an exposure assessment immediately before or at the initiation of the operation to ascertain
expected exposures during that operation or workplace. The assessment must be completed in time to comply
with requirements which are triggered by exposure data or the lack of a "negative exposure assessment," and to
provide information necessary to assure that all control systems planned are appropriate for that operation and
will work properly.

1926.1101(f)(2)(ii)
Basis of Initial Exposure Assessment: Unless a negative exposure assessment has been made pursuant to
paragraph (f)(2)(iii) of this section, the initial exposure assessment shall, if feasible, be based on monitoring
conducted pursuant to paragraph (f)(1)(iii) of this section. The assessment shall take into consideration both the
monitoring results and all observations, information or calculations which indicate employee exposure to
asbestos, including any previous monitoring conducted in the workplace, or of the operations of the employer
which indicate the levels of airborne asbestos likely to be encountered on the job. For Class I asbestos work,
until the employer conducts exposure monitoring and documents that employees on that job will not be exposed

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(f)
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(f)(1)
https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(f)(2)


in excess of the PELs, or otherwise makes a negative exposure assessment pursuant to paragraph (f)(2)(iii) of
this section, the employer shall presume that employees are exposed in excess of the TWA and excursion limit.

1926.1101(f)(2)(iii)
Negative Exposure Assessment: For any one specific asbestos job which will be performed by employees who
have been trained in compliance with the standard, the employer may demonstrate that employee exposures
will be below the PELs by data which conform to the following criteria;

1926.1101(f)(2)(iii)(A)
Objective data demonstrating that the product or material containing asbestos minerals or the activity involving
such product or material cannot release airborne fibers in concentrations exceeding the TWA and excursion limit
under those work conditions having the greatest potential for releasing asbestos; or

1926.1101(f)(2)(iii)(B)
Where the employer has monitored prior asbestos jobs for the PEL and the excursion limit within 12 months of
the current or projected job, the monitoring and analysis were performed in compliance with the asbestos
standard in effect; and the data were obtained during work operations conducted under workplace conditions
"closely resembling" the processes, type of material, control methods, work practices, and environmental
conditions used and prevailing in the employer's current operations, the operations were conducted by
employees whose training and experience are no more extensive than that of employees performing the current
job, and these data show that under the conditions prevailing and which will prevail in the current workplace
there is a high degree of certainty that employee exposures will not exceed the TWA and excursion limit; or

1926.1101(f)(2)(iii)(C)
The results of initial exposure monitoring of the current job made from breathing zone air samples that are
representative of the 8-hour TWA and 30-minute short-term exposures of each employee covering operations
which are most likely during the performance of the entire asbestos job to result in exposures over the PELs.

1926.1101(f)(3)
Periodic monitoring—

1926.1101(f)(3)(i)
Class I and II operations. The employer shall conduct daily monitoring that is representative of the exposure of
each employee who is assigned to work within a regulated area who is performing Class I or II work, unless the
employer pursuant to (f)(2)(iii) of this section, has made a negative exposure assessment for the entire
operation.

1926.1101(f)(3)(ii)
All operations under the standard other than Class I and II operations. The employer shall conduct periodic
monitoring of all work where exposures are expected to exceed a PEL, at intervals sufficient to document the
validity of the exposure prediction.

1926.1101(f)(3)(iii)
Exception: When all employees required to be monitored daily are equipped with supplied-air respirators
operated in the pressure demand mode, or other positive pressure mode, the employer may dispense with the
daily monitoring required by this paragraph. However, employees performing Class I work using a control
method which is not listed in paragraph (g)(4)(i), (ii), or (iii) of this section or using a modification of a listed
control method, shall continue to be monitored daily even if they are equipped with supplied-air respirators.

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/interlinking/standards/1926.1101(f)(2)(iii)(A)


1926.1101(f)(4)
Termination of monitoring.

1926.1101(f)(4)(i)
If the periodic monitoring required by paragraph (f)(3) of this section reveals that employee exposures, as
indicated by statistically reliable measurements, are below the permissible exposure limit and excursion limit the
employer may discontinue monitoring for those employees whose exposures are represented by such
monitoring.

1926.1101(f)(4)(ii)
Additional monitoring. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (f) (2) and (3), and (f)(4) of this section, the
employer shall institute the exposure monitoring required under paragraph (f)(3) of this section whenever there
has been a change in process, control equipment, personnel or work practices that may result in new or
additional exposures above the permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit or when the employer has any
reason to suspect that a change may result in new or additional exposures above the permissible exposure limit
and/or excursion limit. Such additional monitoring is required regardless of whether a “negative exposure
assessment” was previously produced for a specific job.

1926.1101(f)(5)
Employee notification of monitoring results. The employer must, as soon as possible but no later than 5 working
days after the receipt of the results of any monitoring performed under this section, notify each affected
employee of these results either individually in writing or by posting the results in an appropriate location that is
accessible to employees.

1926.1101(f)(6)
Observation of monitoring.

1926.1101(f)(6)(i)
The employer shall provide affected employees and their designated representatives an opportunity to observe
any monitoring of employee exposure to asbestos conducted in accordance with this section.

1926.1101(f)(6)(ii)
When observation of the monitoring of employee exposure to asbestos requires entry into an area where the
use of protective clothing or equipment is required, the observer shall be provided with and be required to use
such clothing and equipment and shall comply with all other applicable safety and health procedures.

1926.1101(g)
Methods of compliance.

1926.1101(g)(1)
Engineering controls and work practices for all operations covered by this section. The employer shall use the
following engineering controls and work practices in all operations covered by this section, regardless of the
levels of exposure:

1926.1101(g)(1)(i)
Vacuum cleaners equipped with HEPA filters to collect all debris and dust containing ACM and PACM, except as
provided in paragraph (g)(8)(ii) of this section in the case of roofing material.
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1926.1101(g)(1)(ii)
Wet methods, or wetting agents, to control employee exposures during asbestos handling, mixing, removal,
cutting, application, and cleanup, except where employers demonstrate that the use of wet methods is infeasible
due to for example, the creation of electrical hazards, equipment malfunction, and, in roofing, except as
provided in paragraph (g)(8)(ii) of this section; and

1926.1101(g)(1)(iii)
Prompt clean-up and disposal of wastes and debris contaminated with asbestos in leak-tight containers except
in roofing operations, where the procedures specified in paragraph (g)(8)(ii) of this section apply.

1926.1101(g)(2)
In addition to the requirements of paragraph (g)(1) of this section, the employer shall use the following control
methods to achieve compliance with the TWA permissible exposure limit and excursion limit prescribed by
paragraph (c) of this section;

1926.1101(g)(2)(i)
Local exhaust ventilation equipped with HEPA filter dust collection systems;

1926.1101(g)(2)(ii)
Enclosure or isolation of processes producing asbestos dust;

1926.1101(g)(2)(iii)
Ventilation of the regulated area to move contaminated air away from the breathing zone of employees and
toward a filtration or collection device equipped with a HEPA filter;

1926.1101(g)(2)(iv)
Use of other work practices and engineering controls that the Assistant Secretary can show to be feasible.

1926.1101(g)(2)(v)
Wherever the feasible engineering and work practice controls described above are not sufficient to reduce
employee exposure to or below the permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c)
of this section, the employer shall use them to reduce employee exposure to the lowest levels attainable by
these controls and shall supplement them by the use of respiratory protection that complies with the
requirements of paragraph (h) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(3)
Prohibitions. The following work practices and engineering controls shall not be used for work related to
asbestos or for work which disturbs ACM or PACM, regardless of measured levels of asbestos exposure or the
results of initial exposure assessments:

1926.1101(g)(3)(i)
High-speed abrasive disc saws that are not equipped with point of cut ventilator or enclosures with HEPA filtered
exhaust air.

1926.1101(g)(3)(ii)
Compressed air used to remove asbestos, or materials containing asbestos, unless the compressed air is used
in conjunction with an enclosed ventilation system designed to capture the dust cloud created by the
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compressed air.

1926.1101(g)(3)(iii)
Dry sweeping, shoveling or other dry clean-up of dust and debris containing ACM and PACM.

1926.1101(g)(3)(iv)
Employee rotation as a means of reducing employee exposure to asbestos.

1926.1101(g)(4)
Class I Requirements. In addition to the provisions of paragraphs (g) (1) and (2) of this section, the following
engineering controls and work practices and procedures shall be used.

1926.1101(g)(4)(i)
All Class I work, including the installation and operation of the control system shall be supervised by a
competent person as defined in paragraph (b) of this section;

1926.1101(g)(4)(ii)
For all Class I jobs involving the removal of more than 25 linear or 10 square feet of thermal system insulation or
surfacing material; for all other Class I jobs, where the employer cannot produce a negative exposure
assessment pursuant to paragraph (f)(2)(iii) of this section, or where employees are working in areas adjacent to
the regulated area, while the Class I work is being performed, the employer shall use one of the following
methods to ensure that airborne asbestos does not migrate from the regulated area:

1926.1101(g)(4)(ii)(A)
Critical barriers shall be placed over all the openings to the regulated area, except where activities are
performed outdoors; or

1926.1101(g)(4)(ii)(B)
The employer shall use another barrier or isolation method which prevents the migration of airborne asbestos
from the regulated area, as verified by perimeter area surveillance during each work shift at each boundary of
the regulated area, showing no visible asbestos dust; and perimeter area monitoring showing that clearance
levels contained in 40 CFR Part 763, Subpt. E, of the EPA Asbestos in Schools Rule are met, or that perimeter
area levels, measured by Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) are no more than background levels representing
the same area before the asbestos work began. The results of such monitoring shall be made known to the
employer no later than 24 hours from the end of the work shift represented by such monitoring. Exception: For
work completed outdoors where employees are not working in areas adjacent to the regulated areas, this
paragraph (g)(4)(ii) is satisfied when the specific control methods in paragraph (g)(5) of this section are used.

1926.1101(g)(4)(iii)
For all Class I jobs, HVAC systems shall be isolated in the regulated area by sealing with a double layer of 6 mil
plastic or the equivalent;

1926.1101(g)(4)(iv)
For all Class I jobs, impermeable dropcloths shall be placed on surfaces beneath all removal activity;

1926.1101(g)(4)(v)
For all Class I jobs, all objects within the regulated area shall be covered with impermeable dropcloths or plastic
sheeting which is secured by duct tape or an equivalent.
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1926.1101(g)(4)(vi)
For all Class I jobs where the employer cannot produce a negative exposure assessment, or where exposure
monitoring shows that a PEL is exceeded, the employer shall ventilate the regulated area to move contaminated
air away from the breathing zone of employees toward a HEPA filtration or collection device.

1926.1101(g)(5)
Specific control methods for Class I work. In addition, Class I asbestos work shall be performed using one or
more of the following control methods pursuant to the limitations stated below:

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)
Negative Pressure Enclosure (NPE) systems: NPE systems may be used where the configuration of the work
area does not make the erection of the enclosure infeasible, with the following specifications and work practices.

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(A)
Specifications:

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(A)(1)
The negative pressure enclosure (NPE) may be of any configuration,

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(A)(2)
At least 4 air changes per hour shall be maintained in the NPE,

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(A)(3)
A minimum of −0.02 column inches of water pressure differential, relative to outside pressure, shall be
maintained within the NPE as evidenced by manometric measurements,

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(A)(4)
The NPE shall be kept under negative pressure throughout the period of its use, and

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(A)(5)
Air movement shall be directed away from employees performing asbestos work within the enclosure, and
toward a HEPA filtration or a collection device.

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(B)
Work Practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(B)(1)
Before beginning work within the enclosure and at the beginning of each shift, the NPE shall be inspected for
breaches and smoke-tested for leaks, and any leaks sealed.

1926.1101(g)(5)(i)(B)(2)
Electrical circuits in the enclosure shall be deactivated, unless equipped with ground-fault circuit interrupters.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)
Glove bag systems may be used to remove PACM and/or ACM from straight runs of piping and elbows and
other connections with the following specifications and work practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(A)
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Specifications:

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(A)(1)
Glovebags shall be made of 6 mil thick plastic and shall be seamless at the bottom.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(A)(2)
Glovebags used on elbows and other connections must be designed for that purpose and used without
modifications.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)
Work Practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(1)
Each glovebag shall be installed so that it completely covers the circumference of pipe or other structure where
the work is to be done.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(2)
Glovebags shall be smoke-tested for leaks and any leaks sealed prior to use.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(3)
Glovebags may be used only once and may not be moved.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(4)
Glovebags shall not be used on surfaces whose temperature exceeds 150 °F.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(5)
Prior to disposal, glovebags shall be collapsed by removing air within them using a HEPA vacuum.

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(6)
Before beginning the operation, loose and friable material adjacent to the glovebag/box operation shall be
wrapped and sealed in two layers of six mil plastic or otherwise rendered intact,

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(7)
Where system uses attached waste bag, such bag shall be connected to collection bag using hose or other
material which shall withstand pressure of ACM waste and water without losing its integrity:

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(8)
Sliding valve or other device shall separate waste bag from hose to ensure no exposure when waste bag is
disconnected:

1926.1101(g)(5)(ii)(B)(9)
At least two persons shall perform Class I glovebag removal operations.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iii)
Negative Pressure Glove Bag Systems. Negative pressure glove bag systems may be used to remove ACM or
PACM from piping.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iii)(A)
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Specifications: In addition to specifications for glove bag systems above, negative pressure glove bag systems
shall attach HEPA vacuum systems or other devices to bag to prevent collapse during removal.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iii)(B)
Work Practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iii)(B)(1)
The employer shall comply with the work practices for glove bag systems in paragraph (g)(5)(ii)(B)(4) of this
section.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iii)(B)(2)
The HEPA vacuum cleaner or other device used to prevent collapse of bag during removal shall run continually
during the operation until it is completed at which time the bag shall be collapsed prior to removal of the bag
from the pipe.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iii)(B)(3)
Where a separate waste bag is used along with a collection bag and discarded after one use, the collection bag
may be reused if rinsed clean with amended water before reuse.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)
Negative Pressure Glove Box Systems: Negative pressure glove boxes may be used to remove ACM or PACM
from pipe runs with the following specifications and work practices.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)
Specifications:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(1)
Glove boxes shall be constructed with rigid sides and made from metal or other material which can withstand
the weight of the ACM and PACM and water used during removal:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(2)
A negative pressure generator shall be used to create negative pressure in the system:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(3)
An air filtration unit shall be attached to the box:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(4)
The box shall be fitted with gloved apertures:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(5)
An aperture at the base of the box shall serve as a bagging outlet for waste ACM and water:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(6)
A back-up generator shall be present on site:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(A)(7)
Waste bags shall consist of 6 mil thick plastic double-bagged before they are filled or plastic thicker than 6 mil.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(B)
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Work practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(B)(1)
At least two persons shall perform the removal:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(B)(2)
The box shall be smoke-tested for leaks and any leaks sealed prior to each use:

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(B)(3)
Loose or damaged ACM adjacent to the box shall be wrapped and sealed in two layers of 6 mil plastic prior to
the job, or otherwise made intact prior to the job.

1926.1101(g)(5)(iv)(B)(4)
A HEPA filtration system shall be used to maintain pressure barrier in box.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)
Water Spray Process System. A water spray process system may be used for removal of ACM and PACM from
cold line piping if, employees carrying out such process have completed a 40-hour separate training course in
its use, in addition to training required for employees performing Class I work. The system shall meet the
following specifications and shall be performed by employees using the following work practices.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(A)
Specifications:

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(A)(1)
Piping shall be surrounded on 3 sides by rigid framing,

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(A)(2)
A 360 degree water spray, delivered through nozzles supplied by a high pressure separate water line, shall be
formed around the piping.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(A)(3)
The spray shall collide to form a fine aerosol which provides a liquid barrier between workers and the ACM and
PACM.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(B)
Work Practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(B)(1)
The system shall be run for at least 10 minutes before removal begins.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(B)(2)
All removal shall take place within the water barrier.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(B)(3)
The system shall be operated by at least three persons, one of whom shall not perform removal, but shall check
equipment, and ensure proper operation of the system.

1926.1101(g)(5)(v)(B)(4)



After removal, the ACM and PACM shall be bagged while still inside the water barrier.

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)
A small walk-in enclosure which accommodates no more than two persons (mini-enclosure) may be used if the
disturbance or removal can be completely contained by the enclosure with the following specifications and work
practices.

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(A)
Specifications:

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(A)(1)
The fabricated or job-made enclosure shall be constructed of 6 mil plastic or equivalent:

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(A)(2)
The enclosure shall be placed under negative pressure by means of a HEPA filtered vacuum or similar
ventilation unit:

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(B)
Work practices:

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(B)(1)
Before use, the mini-enclosure shall be inspected for leaks and smoke-tested to detect breaches, and any
breaches sealed.

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(B)(2)
Before reuse, the interior shall be completely washed with amended water and HEPA-vacuumed.

1926.1101(g)(5)(vi)(B)(3)
During use, air movement shall be directed away from the employee's breathing zone within the mini-enclosure.

1926.1101(g)(6)
Alternative control methods for Class I work. Class I work may be performed using a control method which is not
referenced in paragraph (g)(5) of this section, or which modifies a control method referenced in paragraph (g)
(5)of this section, if the following provisions are complied with:

1926.1101(g)(6)(i)
The control method shall enclose, contain or isolate the processes or source of airborne asbestos dust, or
otherwise capture or redirect such dust before it enters the breathing zone of employees.

1926.1101(g)(6)(ii)
A certified industrial hygienist or licensed professional engineer who is also qualified as a project designer as
defined in paragraph (b) of this section, shall evaluate the work area, the projected work practices and the
engineering controls and shall certify in writing that the planned control method is adequate to reduce direct and
indirect employee exposure to below the PELs under worst-case conditions of use, and that the planned control
method will prevent asbestos contamination outside the regulated area, as measured by clearance sampling
which meets the requirements of EPA's Asbestos in Schools rule issued under AHERA, or perimeter monitoring
which meets the criteria in paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(B) of this section.
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1926.1101(g)(6)(ii)(A)
Where the TSI or surfacing material to be removed is 25 linear or 10 square feet or less , the evaluation required
in paragraph (g)(6) of this section may be performed by a "competent person", and may omit consideration of
perimeter or clearance monitoring otherwise required.

1926.1101(g)(6)(ii)(B)
The evaluation of employee exposure required in paragraph (g)(6) of this section, shall include and be based on
sampling and analytical data representing employee exposure during the use of such method under worst-case
conditions and by employees whose training and experience are equivalent to employees who are to perform
the current job.

1926.1101(g)(7)
Work Practices and Engineering Controls for Class II work.

1926.1101(g)(7)(i)
All Class II work shall be supervised by a competent person as defined in paragraph (b) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(7)(ii)
For all indoor Class II jobs, where the employer has not produced a negative exposure assessment pursuant to
paragraph (f)(2)(iii) of this section, or where during the job, changed conditions indicate there may be exposure
above the PEL or where the employer does not remove the ACM in a substantially intact state, the employer
shall use one of the following methods to ensure that airborne asbestos does not migrate from the regulated
area;

1926.1101(g)(7)(ii)(A)
Critical barriers shall be placed over all openings to the regulated area; or,

1926.1101(g)(7)(ii)(B)
The employer shall use another barrier or isolation method which prevents the migration of airborne asbestos
from the regulated area, as verified by perimeter area monitoring or clearance monitoring which meets the
criteria set out in paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(B) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(7)(ii)(C)
Impermeable dropcloths shall be placed on surfaces beneath all removal activity;

1926.1101(g)(7)(iii)
[Reserved]

1926.1101(g)(7)(iv)
All Class II asbestos work shall be performed using the work practices and requirements set out above in
paragraph (g)(1) (i) through (g)(1)(iii) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(8)
Additional Controls for Class II work. Class II asbestos work shall also be performed by complying with the work
practices and controls designated for each type of asbestos work to be performed, set out in this paragraph.
Where more than one control method may be used for a type of asbestos work, the employer may choose one
or a combination of designated control methods. Class II work also may be performed using a method allowed
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for Class I work, except that glove bags and glove boxes are allowed if they fully enclose the Class II material to
be removed.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)
For removing vinyl and asphalt flooring materials which contain ACM or for which in buildings constructed no
later than 1980, the employer has not verified the absence of ACM pursuant to paragraph (g)(8)(i)(I) of this
section. The employer shall ensure that employees comply with the following work practices and that employees
are trained in these practices pursuant to paragraph (k)(9):

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(A)
Flooring or its backing shall not be sanded.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(B)
Vacuums equipped with HEPA filter, disposable dust bag, and metal floor tool (no brush) shall be used to clean
floors.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(C)
Resilient sheeting shall be removed by cutting with wetting of the snip point and wetting during delamination.
Rip-up of resilient sheet floor material is prohibited.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(D)
All scraping of residual adhesive and/or backing shall be performed using wet methods.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(E)
Dry sweeping is prohibited.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(F)
Mechanical chipping is prohibited unless performed in a negative pressure enclosure which meets the
requirements of paragraph (g)(5)(i) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(G)
Tiles shall be removed intact, unless the employer demonstrates that intact removal is not possible.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(H)
When tiles are heated and can be removed intact, wetting may be omitted.

1926.1101(g)(8)(i)(I)
Resilient flooring material including associated mastic and backing shall be assumed to be asbestos-containing
unless an industrial hygienist determines that it is asbestos-free using recognized analytical techniques.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)
For removing roofing material which contains ACM the employer shall ensure that the following work practices
are followed:

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(A)
Roofing material shall be removed in an intact state to the extent feasible.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(B)
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Wet methods shall be used to remove roofing materials that are not intact, or that will be rendered not intact
during removal, unless such wet methods are not feasible or will create safety hazards.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(C)
Cutting machines shall be continuously misted during use, unless a competent person determines that misting
substantially decreases worker safety.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(D)
When removing built-up roofs with asbestos-containing roofing felts and an aggregate surface using a power
roof cutter, all dust resulting from the cutting operation shall be collected by a HEPA dust collector, or shall be
HEPA vacuumed by vacuuming along the cut line. When removing built-up roofs with asbestos-containing
roofing felts and a smooth surface using a power roof cutter, the dust resulting from the cutting operation shall
be collected either by a HEPA dust collector or HEPA vacuuming along the cut line, or by gently sweeping and
then carefully and completely wiping up the still-wet dust and debris left along the cut line. The dust and debris
shall be immediately bagged or placed in covered containers.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(E)
Asbestos-containing material that has been removed from a roof shall not be dropped or thrown to the ground.
Unless the material is carried or passed to the ground by hand, it shall be lowered to the ground via covered,
dust-tight chute, crane or hoist:

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(E)(1)
Any ACM that is not intact shall be lowered to the ground as soon as is practicable, but in any event no later
than the end of the work shift. While the material remains on the roof it shall either be kept wet, placed in an
impermeable waste bag, or wrapped in plastic sheeting.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(E)(2)
Intact ACM shall be lowered to the ground as soon as is practicable, but in any event no later than the end of
the work shift.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(F)
Upon being lowered, unwrapped material shall be transferred to a closed receptacle in such manner so as to
preclude the dispersion of dust.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(G)
Roof level heating and ventilation air intake sources shall be isolated or the ventilation system shall be shut
down.

1926.1101(g)(8)(ii)(H)
Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, removal or repair of sections of intact roofing less than 25
square feet in area does not require use of wet methods or HEPA vacuuming as long as manual methods which
do not render the material non-intact are used to remove the material and no visible dust is created by the
removal method used. In determining whether a job involves less than 25 square feet, the employer shall
include all removal and repair work performed on the same roof on the same day.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iii)
When removing cementitious asbestos-containing siding and shingles or transite panels containing ACM on
building exteriors (other than roofs, where paragraph (g)(8)(ii) of this section applies) the employer shall ensure



that the following work practices are followed:

1926.1101(g)(8)(iii)(A)
Cutting, abrading or breaking siding, shingles, or transite panels, shall be prohibited unless the employer can
demonstrate that methods less likely to result in asbestos fiber release cannot be used.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iii)(B)
Each panel or shingle shall be sprayed with amended water prior to removal.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iii)(C)
Unwrapped or unbagged panels or shingles shall be immediately lowered to the ground via covered dust-tight
chute, crane or hoist, or placed in an impervious waste bag or wrapped in plastic sheeting and lowered to the
ground no later than the end of the work shift.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iii)(D)
Nails shall be cut with flat, sharp instruments.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iv)
When removing gaskets containing ACM, the employer shall ensure that the following work practices are
followed:

1926.1101(g)(8)(iv)(A)
If a gasket is visibly deteriorated and unlikely to be removed intact, removal shall be undertaken within a
glovebag as described in paragraph (g)(5)(ii) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iv)(B)
[Reserved]

1926.1101(g)(8)(iv)(C)
The gasket shall be immediately placed in a disposal container.

1926.1101(g)(8)(iv)(D)
Any scraping to remove residue must be performed wet.

1926.1101(g)(8)(v)
When performing any other Class II removal of asbestos containing material for which specific controls have not
been listed in paragraph (g)(8)(i) through (iv) of this section, the employer shall ensure that the following work
practices are complied with.

1926.1101(g)(8)(v)(A)
The material shall be thoroughly wetted with amended water prior to and during its removal.

1926.1101(g)(8)(v)(B)
The material shall be removed in an intact state unless the employer demonstrates that intact removal is not
possible.

1926.1101(g)(8)(v)(C)
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Cutting, abrading or breaking the material shall be prohibited unless the employer can demonstrate that
methods less likely to result in asbestos fiber release are not feasible.

1926.1101(g)(8)(v)(D)
Asbestos-containing material removed, shall be immediately bagged or wrapped, or kept wetted until transferred
to a closed receptacle, no later than the end of the work shift.

1926.1101(g)(8)(vi)
Alternative Work Practices and Controls. Instead of the work practices and controls listed in paragraph (g)(8) (i)
through (v) of this section, the employer may use different or modified engineering and work practice controls if
the following provisions are complied with.

1926.1101(g)(8)(vi)(A)
The employer shall demonstrate by data representing employee exposure during the use of such method under
conditions which closely resemble the conditions under which the method is to be used, that employee exposure
will not exceed the PELs under any anticipated circumstances.

1926.1101(g)(8)(vi)(B)
A competent person shall evaluate the work area, the projected work practices and the engineering controls,
and shall certify in writing, that the different or modified controls are adequate to reduce direct and indirect
employee exposure to below the PELs under all expected conditions of use and that the method meets the
requirements of this standard. The evaluation shall include and be based on data representing employee
exposure during the use of such method under conditions which closely resemble the conditions under which
the method is to be used for the current job, and by employees whose training and experience are equivalent to
employees who are to perform the current job.

1926.1101(g)(9)
Work Practices and Engineering Controls for Class III asbestos work. Class III asbestos work shall be
conducted using engineering and work practice controls which minimize the exposure to employees performing
the asbestos work and to bystander employees.

1926.1101(g)(9)(i)
The work shall be performed using wet methods.

1926.1101(g)(9)(ii)
To the extent feasible, the work shall be performed using local exhaust ventilation.

1926.1101(g)(9)(iii)
Where the disturbance involves drilling, cutting, abrading, sanding, chipping, breaking, or sawing of thermal
system insulation or surfacing material, the employer shall use impermeable dropcloths, and shall isolate the
operation using mini-enclosures or glove bag systems pursuant to paragraph (g)(5) of this section or another
isolation method.

1926.1101(g)(9)(iv)
Where the employer does not produce a "negative exposure assessment" for a job, or where monitoring results
show the PEL has been exceeded, the employer shall contain the area using impermeable dropcloths and
plastic barriers or their equivalent, or shall isolate the operation using a control system listed in and in
compliance with paragraph (g)(5) of this section.
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1926.1101(g)(9)(v)
Employees performing Class III jobs, which involve the disturbance of thermal system insulation or surfacing
material, or where the employer does not produce a "negative exposure assessment" or where monitoring
results show a PEL has been exceeded, shall wear respirators which are selected, used and fitted pursuant to
provisions of paragraph (h) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(10)
Class IV asbestos work. Class IV asbestos jobs shall be conducted by employees trained pursuant to the
asbestos awareness training program set out in paragraph (k)(9) of this section. In addition, all Class IV jobs
shall be conducted in conformity with the requirements set out in paragraph (g)(1) of this section, mandating wet
methods, HEPA vacuums, and prompt clean up of debris containing ACM or PACM.

1926.1101(g)(10)(i)
Employees cleaning up debris and waste in a regulated area where respirators are required shall wear
respirators which are selected, used and fitted pursuant to provisions of paragraph (h) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(10)(ii)
Employers of employees who clean up waste and debris in, and employers in control of, areas where friable
thermal system insulation or surfacing material is accessible, shall assume that such waste and debris contain
asbestos.

1926.1101(g)(11)
Alternative methods of compliance for installation, removal, repair, and maintenance of certain roofing and
pipeline coating materials. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, an employer who complies with
all provisions of this paragraph (g)(11) when installing, removing, repairing, or maintaining intact pipeline
asphaltic wrap, or roof flashings which contain asbestos fibers encapsulated or coated by bituminous or
resinous compounds shall be deemed to be in compliance with this section. If an employer does not comply with
all provisions of this paragraph (g)(11) or if during the course of the job the material does not remain intact, the
provisions of paragraph (g)(8) of this section apply instead of this paragraph (g)(11).

1926.1101(g)(11)(i)
Before work begins and as needed during the job, a competent person who is capable of identifying asbestos
hazards in the workplace and selecting the appropriate control strategy for asbestos exposure, and who has the
authority to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate such hazards, shall conduct an inspection of the
worksite and determine that the roofing material is intact and will likely remain intact.

1926.1101(g)(11)(ii)
All employees performing work covered by this paragraph (g)(11) shall be trained in a training program that
meets the requirements of paragraph (k)(9)(viii) of this section.

1926.1101(g)(11)(iii)
The material shall not be sanded, abraded, or ground. Manual methods which do not render the material non-
intact shall be used.

1926.1101(g)(11)(iv)
Material that has been removed from a roof shall not be dropped or thrown to the ground. Unless the material is
carried or passed to the ground by hand, it shall be lowered to the ground via covered, dust-tight chute, crane or
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hoist. All such material shall be removed from the roof as soon as is practicable, but in any event no later than
the end of the work shift.

1926.1101(g)(11)(v)
Where roofing products which have been labeled as containing asbestos pursuant to paragraph (k)(8) of this
section are installed on non-residential roofs during operations covered by this paragraph (g)(11), the employer
shall notify the building owner of the presence and location of such materials no later than the end of the job.

1926.1101(g)(11)(vi)
All removal or disturbance of pipeline asphaltic wrap shall be performed using wet methods.

1926.1101(h)
Respiratory protection—

1926.1101(h)(1)
General. For employees who use respirators required by this section, the employer must provide each
employee an appropriate respirator that complies with the requirements of this paragraph. Respirators must be
used during:

1926.1101(h)(1)(i)
Class I asbestos work.

1926.1101(h)(1)(ii)
Class II asbestos work when ACM is not removed in a substantially intact state.

1926.1101(h)(1)(iii)
Class II and III asbestos work that is not performed using wet methods, except for removal of ACM from sloped
roofs when a negative-exposure assessment has been conducted and ACM is removed in an intact state.

1926.1101(h)(1)(iv)
Class II and III asbestos work for which a negative-exposure assessment has not been conducted.

1926.1101(h)(v)
Class III asbestos work when TSI or surfacing ACM or PACM is being disturbed.

1926.1101(h)(1)(vi)
Class IV asbestos work performed within regulated areas where employees who are performing other work are
required to use respirators.

1926.1101(h)(1)(vii)
Work operations covered by this section for which employees are exposed above the TWA or excursion limit.

1926.1101(h)(1)(viii)
Emergencies.

1926.1101(h)(2)
Respirator program.
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1926.1101(h)(2)(i)
The employer must implement a respiratory protection program in accordance with §1910.134 (b) through (d)
(except (d)(1)(iii)), and (f) through (m), which covers each employee required by this section to use a respirator.

1926.1101(h)(2)(ii)
No employee shall be assigned to asbestos work that requires respirator use if, based on their most recent
medical examination, the examining physician determines that the employee will be unable to function normally
while using a respirator, or that the safety or health of the employee or other employees will be impaired by the
employee's respirator use. Such employees must be assigned to another job or given the opportunity to transfer
to a different position that they can perform. If such a transfer position is available, it must be with the same
employer, in the same geographical area, and with the same seniority, status, rate of pay, and other job benefits
the employee had just prior to such transfer.

1926.1101(h)(3)
Respirator selection.

1926.1101(h)(3)(i)
Employers must:

1926.1101(h)(3)(i)(A)
Select, and provide to employees, the appropriate respirators specified in paragraph (d)(3)(i)(A) of 29 CFR
1910.134; however, employers must not select or use filtering facepiece respirators for use against asbestos
fibers.

1926.1101(h)(3)(i)(B)
Provide HEPA filters for powered and non-powered air-purifying respirators.

1926.1101(h)(3)(ii)
Employers must provide an employee with tight-fitting, powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) instead of a
negative pressure respirator selected according to paragraph (h)(3)(i)(A) of this standard when the employee
chooses to use a PAPR and it provides adequate protection to the employee.

1926.1101(h)(3)(iii)
Employers must provide employees with an air-purifying half mask respirator, other than a filtering facepiece
respirator, whenever the employees perform:

1926.1101(h)(3)(iii)(A)
Class II or Class III asbestos work for which no negative exposure assessment is available.

1926.1101(h)(3)(iii)(B)
Class III asbestos work involving disturbance of TSI or surfacing ACM or PACM.

1926.1101(h)(3)(iv)
Employers must provide employees with:

1926.1101(h)(3)(iv)(A)
A tight-fitting powered air-purifying respirator or a full facepiece, supplied-air respirator operated in the pressure-
demand mode and equipped with either HEPA egress cartridges or an auxiliary positive-pressure, self-contained
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breathing apparatus (SCBA) whenever the employees are in a regulated area performing Class I asbestos work
for which a negative exposure assessment is not available and the exposure assessment indicates that the
exposure level will be at or below 1 f/cc as an 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA).

1926.1101(h)(3)(iv)(B)
A full facepiece supplied-air respirator operated in the pressure-demand mode and equipped with an auxiliary
positive-pressure SCBA whenever the employees are in a regulated area performing Class I asbestos work for
which a negative exposure assessment is not available and the exposure assessment indicates that the
exposure level will be above 1 f/cc as an 8-hour TWA.

1926.1101(i)
Protective clothing—

1926.1101(i)(1)
General. The employer shall provide or require the use of protective clothing, such as coveralls or similar whole-
body clothing, head coverings, gloves, and foot coverings for any employee exposed to airborne concentrations
of asbestos that exceed the TWA and/or excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section, or for which
a required negative exposure assessment is not produced, or for any employee performing Class I operations
which involve the removal of over 25 linear or 10 square feet of TSI or surfacing ACM and PACM.

1926.1101(i)(2)
Laundering.

1926.1101(i)(2)(i)
The employer shall ensure that laundering of contaminated clothing is done so as to prevent the release of
airborne asbestos in excess of the TWA or excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section.

1926.1101(i)(2)(ii)
Any employer who gives contaminated clothing to another person for laundering shall inform such person of the
requirement in paragraph (i)(2)(i) of this section to effectively prevent the release of airborne asbestos in excess
of the TWA and excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section.

1926.1101(i)(3)
Contaminated clothing. Contaminated clothing shall be transported in sealed impermeable bags, or other
closed, impermeable containers, and be labeled in accordance with paragraph (k) of this section.

1926.1101(i)(4)
Inspection of protective clothing.

1926.1101(i)(4)(i)
The competent person shall examine worksuits worn by employees at least once per workshift for rips or tears
that may occur during performance of work.

1926.1101(i)(4)(ii)
When rips or tears are detected while an employee is working, rips and tears shall be immediately mended, or
the worksuit shall be immediately replaced.

1926.1101(j)
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Hygiene facilities and practices for employees.

1926.1101(j)(1)
Requirements for employees performing Class I asbestos jobs involving over 25 linear or 10 square feet of TSI
or surfacing ACM and PACM.

1926.1101(j)(1)(i)
Decontamination areas. the employer shall establish a decontamination area that is adjacent and connected to
the regulated area for the decontamination of such employees. The decontamination area shall consist of an
equipment room, shower area, and clean room in series. The employer shall ensure that employees enter and
exit the regulated area through the decontamination area.

1926.1101(j)(1)(i)(A)
Equipment room. The equipment room shall be supplied with impermeable, labeled bags and containers for the
containment and disposal of contaminated protective equipment.

1926.1101(j)(1)(i)(B)
Shower area. Shower facilities shall be provided which comply with 29 CFR 1910.141(d)(3), unless the
employer can demonstrate that they are not feasible. The showers shall be adjacent both to the equipment room
and the clean room, unless the employer can demonstrate that this location is not feasible. Where the employer
can demonstrate that it is not feasible to locate the shower between the equipment room and the clean room, or
where the work is performed outdoors, the employers shall ensure that employees:

1926.1101(j)(1)(i)(B)(1)
Remove asbestos contamination from their worksuits in the equipment room using a HEPA vacuum before
proceeding to a shower that is not adjacent to the work area; or

1926.1101(j)(1)(i)(B)(2)
Remove their contaminated worksuits in the equipment room, then don clean worksuits, and proceed to a
shower that is not adjacent to the work area.

1926.1101(j)(1)(i)(C)
Clean change room. The clean room shall be equipped with a locker or appropriate storage container for each
employee's use. When the employer can demonstrate that it is not feasible to provide a clean change area
adjacent to the work area or where the work is performed outdoors, the employer may permit employees
engaged in Class I asbestos jobs to clean their protective clothing with a portable HEPA-equipped vacuum
before such employees leave the regulated area. Following showering, such employees however must then
change into street clothing in clean change areas provided by the employer which otherwise meet the
requirements of this section.

1926.1101(j)(1)(ii)
Decontamination area entry procedures. The employer shall ensure that employees:

1926.1101(j)(1)(ii)(A)
Enter the decontamination area through the clean room;

1926.1101(j)(1)(ii)(B)
Remove and deposit street clothing within a locker provided for their use; and
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1926.1101(j)(1)(ii)(C)
Put on protective clothing and respiratory protection before leaving the clean room.

1926.1101(j)(1)(ii)(D)
Before entering the regulated area, the employer shall ensure that employees pass through the equipment
room.

1926.1101(j)(1)(iii)
Decontamination area exit procedures. The employer shall ensure that:

1926.1101(j)(1)(iii)(A)
Before leaving the regulated area, employees shall remove all gross contamination and debris from their
protective clothing.

1926.1101(j)(1)(iii)(B)
Employees shall remove their protective clothing in the equipment room and deposit the clothing in labeled
impermeable bags or containers.

1926.1101(j)(1)(iii)(C)
Employees shall not remove their respirators in the equipment room.

1926.1101(j)(1)(iii)(D)
Employees shall shower prior to entering the clean room.

1926.1101(j)(1)(iii)(E)
After showering, employees shall enter the clean room before changing into street clothes.

1926.1101(j)(1)(iv)
Lunch Areas. Whenever food or beverages are consumed at the worksite where employees are performing
Class I asbestos work, the employer shall provide lunch areas in which the airborne concentrations of asbestos
are below the permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit.

1926.1101(j)(2)
Requirements for Class I work involving less than 25 linear or 10 square feet of TSI or surfacing ACM and
PACM, and for Class II and Class III asbestos work operations where exposures exceed a PEL or where there
is no negative exposure assessment produced before the operation.

1926.1101(j)(2)(i)
The employer shall establish an equipment room or area that is adjacent to the regulated area for the
decontamination of employees and their equipment which is contaminated with asbestos which shall consist of
an area covered by an impermeable drop cloth on the floor or horizontal working surface.

1926.1101(j)(2)(ii)
The area must be of sufficient size as to accommodate cleaning of equipment and removing personal protective
equipment without spreading contamination beyond the area (as determined by visible accumulations).

1926.1101(j)(2)(iii)
Work clothing must be cleaned with a HEPA vacuum before it is removed.
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1926.1101(j)(2)(iv)
All equipment and surfaces of containers filled with ACM must be cleaned prior to removing them from the
equipment room or area.

1926.1101(j)(2)(v)
The employer shall ensure that employees enter and exit the regulated area through the equipment room or
area.

1926.1101(j)(3)
Requirements for Class IV work. Employers shall ensure that employees performing Class IV work within a
regulated area comply with the hygiene practice required of employees performing work which has a higher
classification within that regulated area. Otherwise employers of employees cleaning up debris and material
which is TSI or surfacing ACM or identified as PACM shall provide decontamination facilities for such employees
which are required by paragraph (j)(2) of this section.

1926.1101(j)(4)
Smoking in work areas. The employer shall ensure that employees do not smoke in work areas where they are
occupationally exposed to asbestos because of activities in that work area.

1926.1101(k)
Communication of hazards—

1926.1101(k)(1)
Hazard communication.

1926.1101(k)(1)(i)
This section applies to the communication of information concerning asbestos hazards in construction activities
to facilitate compliance with this standard. Most asbestos-related construction activities involve previously
installed building materials. Building owners often are the only and/or best sources of information concerning
them. Therefore, they, along with employers of potentially exposed employees, are assigned specific information
conveying and retention duties under this section. Installed Asbestos Containing Building Material. Employers
and building owners shall identify TSI and sprayed or troweled on surfacing materials in buildings as asbestos-
containing, unless they determine in compliance with paragraph (k)(5) of this section that the material is not
asbestos-containing. Asphalt and vinyl flooring material installed no later than 1980 must also be considered as
asbestos containing unless the employer, pursuant to paragraph (g)(8)(i)(I) of this section determines that it is
not asbestos-containing. If the employer/building owner has actual knowledge, or should have known through
the exercise of due diligence, that other materials are asbestos-containing, they too must be treated as such.
When communicating information to employees pursuant to this standard, owners and employers shall identify
"PACM" as ACM. Additional requirements relating to communication of asbestos work on multi-employer
worksites are set out in paragraph (d) of this section.

1926.1101(k)(1)(ii)
The employer shall include asbestos in the program established to comply with the Hazard Communication
Standard (HCS) (§1910.1200). The employer shall ensure that each employee has access to labels on
containers of asbestos and safety data sheets, and is trained in accordance with the provisions of HCS and
paragraphs (k)(9) and (10) of this section. The employer shall provide information on at least the following
hazards: Cancer and lung effects.
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1926.1101(k)(2)
Duties of building and facility owners.

1926.1101(k)(2)(i)
Before work subject to this standard is begun, building and facility owners shall determine the presence,
location, and quantity of ACM and/or PACM at the work site pursuant to paragraph (k)(1)(i) of this section.

1926.1101(k)(2)(ii)
Building and/or facility owners shall notify the following persons of the presence, location and quantity of ACM or
PACM, at the work sites in their buildings and facilities. Notification either shall be in writing, or shall consist of a
personal communication between the owner and the person to whom notification must be given or their
authorized representatives:

1926.1101(k)(2)(ii)(A)
Prospective employers applying or bidding for work whose employees reasonably can be expected to work in or
adjacent to areas containing such material;

1926.1101(k)(2)(ii)(B)
Employees of the owner who will work in or adjacent to areas containing such material:

1926.1101(k)(2)(ii)(C)
On multi-employer worksites, all employers of employees who will be performing work within or adjacent to
areas containing such materials;

1926.1101(k)(2)(ii)(D)
Tenants who will occupy areas containing such material.

1926.1101(k)(3)
Duties of employers whose employees perform work subject to this standard in or adjacent to areas containing
ACM and PACM. Building/facility owners whose employees perform such work shall comply with these
provisions to the extent applicable.

1926.1101(k)(3)(i)
Before work in areas containing ACM and PACM is begun; employers shall identify the presence, location, and
quantity of ACM, and/or PACM therein pursuant to paragraph (k)(1)(i) of this section.

1926.1101(k)(3)(ii)
Before work under this standard is performed employers of employees who will perform such work shall inform
the following persons of the location and quantity of ACM and/or PACM present in the area and the precautions
to be taken to insure that airborne asbestos is confined to the area.

1926.1101(k)(3)(ii)(A)
Owners of the building/facility;

1926.1101(k)(3)(ii)(B)
Employees who will perform such work and employers of employees who work and/or will be working in
adjacent areas.
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1926.1101(k)(3)(iii)
Within 10 days of the completion of such work, the employer whose employees have performed work subject to
this standard, shall inform the building/facility owner and employers of employees who will be working in the
area of the current location and quantity of PACM and/or ACM remaining in the area and final monitoring results,
if any.

1926.1101(k)(4)
In addition to the above requirements, all employers who discover ACM and/or PACM on a worksite shall
convey information concerning the presence, location and quantity of such newly discovered ACM and/or PACM
to the owner and to other employers of employees working at the work site, within 24 hours of the discovery.

1926.1101(k)(5)
Criteria to rebut the designation of installed material as PACM.

1926.1101(k)(5)(i)
At any time, an employer and/or building owner may demonstrate, for purposes of this standard, that PACM
does not contain asbestos. Building owners and/or employers are not required to communicate information
about the presence of building material for which such a demonstration pursuant to the requirements of
paragraph (k)(5)(ii) of this section has been made. However, in all such cases, the information, data and
analysis supporting the determination that PACM does not contain asbestos, shall be retained pursuant to
paragraph (n) of this section.

1926.1101(k)(5)(ii)
An employer or owner may demonstrate that PACM does not contain more than 1% asbestos by the following:

1926.1101(k)(5)(ii)(A)
Having a completed inspection conducted pursuant to the requirements of AHERA (40 CFR Part 763, Subpart
E) which demonstrates that the material is not ACM; or

1926.1101(k)(5)(ii)(B)
Performing tests of the material containing PACM which demonstrate that no ACM is present in the material.
Such tests shall include analysis of bulk samples collected in the manner described in 40 CFR 763.86. The
tests, evaluation and sample collection shall be conducted by an accredited inspector or by a CIH. Analysis of
samples shall be performed by persons or laboratories with proficiency demonstrated by current successful
participation in a nationally recognized testing program such as the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) or the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) or the Round Robin for bulk
samples administered by the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) or an equivalent nationally-
recognized round robin testing program.

1926.1101(k)(5)(iii)
The employer and/or building owner may demonstrate that flooring material including associated mastic and
backing does not contain asbestos, by a determination of an industrial hygienist based upon recognized
analytical techniques showing that the material is not ACM.

1926.1101(k)(6)
At the entrance to mechanical rooms/areas in which employees reasonably can be expected to enter and which
contain ACM and/or PACM, the building owner shall post signs which identify the material which is present, its
location, and appropriate work practices which, if followed, will ensure that ACM and/or PACM will not be
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disturbed. The employer shall ensure, to the extent feasible, that employees who come in contact with these
signs can comprehend them. Means to ensure employee comprehension may include the use of foreign
languages, pictographs, graphics, and awareness training.

1926.1101(k)(7)
Signs.

1926.1101(k)(7)(i)
Warning signs that demarcate the regulated area shall be provided and displayed at each location where a
regulated area is required to be established by paragraph (e) of this section. Signs shall be posted at such a
distance from such a location that an employee may read the signs and take necessary protective steps before
entering the area marked by the signs.

1926.1101(k)(7)(ii)(A)
The warning signs required by paragraph (k)(7) of this section shall bear the following information.  

DANGER 
ASBESTOS 
MAY CAUSE CANCER 
CAUSES DAMAGE TO LUNGS 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY

1926.1101(k)(7)(ii)(B)
In addition, where the use of respirators and protective clothing is required in the regulated area under this
section, the warning signs shall include the following:  

WEAR RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING IN THIS AREA

1926.1101(k)(7)(ii)(C)
Prior to June 1, 2016, employers may use the following legend in lieu of that specified in paragraph (k)(7)(ii)(A)
of this section:  

DANGER 
ASBESTOS 
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY

1926.1101(k)(7)(ii)(D)
Prior to June 1, 2016, employers may use the following legend in lieu of that specified in paragraph (k)(7)(ii)(B)
of this section:  

RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA

1926.1101(k)(7)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that employees working in and contiguous to regulated areas comprehend the
warning signs required to be posted by paragraph (k)(7)(i) of this section. Means to ensure employee
comprehension may include the use of foreign languages, pictographs and graphics.

1926.1101(k)(8)
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Labels.

1926.1101(k)(8)(i)
Labels shall be affixed to all products containing asbestos and to all containers containing such products,
including waste containers. Where feasible, installed asbestos products shall contain a visible label.

1926.1101(k)(8)(ii)
The employer shall ensure that such labels comply with paragraphs (k) of this section.

1926.1101(k)(8)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that labels of bags or containers of protective clothing and equipment, scrap, waste,
and debris containing asbestos fibers bear the following information:  

DANGER 
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS 
MAY CAUSE CANCER 
CAUSES DAMAGE TO LUNGS 
DO NOT BREATHE DUST 
AVOID CREATING DUST

1926.1101(k)(8)(iv)(A)
Prior to June 1, 2015, employers may include the following information on raw materials, mixtures or labels of
bags or containers of protective clothing and equipment, scrap, waste, and debris containing asbestos fibers in
lieu of the labeling requirements in paragraphs (k)(8)(ii) and (k)(8)(iii) of this section:  

DANGER 
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS 
AVOID CREATING DUST 
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD

1926.1101(k)(8)(iv)(B)
Labels shall also contain a warning statement against breathing asbestos fibers.

1926.1101(k)(8)(v)
[Reserved]

1926.1101(k)(8)(vi)
The provisions for labels required by paragraphs (k)(8)(i) through (k)(8)(iii) of this section do not apply where:

1926.1101(k)(8)(vi)(A)
Asbestos fibers have been modified by a bonding agent, coating, binder, or other material, provided that the
manufacturer can demonstrate that, during any reasonably foreseeable use, handling, storage, disposal,
processing, or transportation, no airborne concentrations of asbestos fibers in excess of the permissible
exposure limit and/or excursion limit will be released, or

1926.1101(k)(8)(vi)(B)
Asbestos is present in a product in concentrations less than 1.0 percent.

1926.1101(k)(8)(vii)
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When a building owner or employer identifies previously installed PACM and/or ACM, labels or signs shall be
affixed or posted so that employees will be notified of what materials contain PACM and/or ACM. The employer
shall attach such labels in areas where they will clearly be noticed by employees who are likely to be exposed,
such as at the entrance to mechanical room/areas. Signs required by paragraph (k)(6) of this section may be
posted in lieu of labels so long as they contain information required for labelling. The employer shall ensure, to
the extent feasible, that employees who come in contact with these signs or labels can comprehend them.
Means to ensure employee comprehension may include the use of foreign languages, pictographs, graphics,
and awareness training.

1926.1101(k)(9)
Employee Information and Training.

1926.1101(k)(9)(i)
The employer shall train each employee who is likely to be exposed in excess of a PEL, and each employee
who performs Class I through IV asbestos operations, in accordance with the requirements of this section. Such
training shall be conducted at no cost to the employee. The employer shall institute a training program and
ensure employee participation in the program.

1926.1101(k)(9)(ii)
Training shall be provided prior to or at the time of initial assignment and at least annually thereafter.

1926.1101(k)(9)(iii)
Training for Class I operations and for Class II operations that require the use of critical barriers (or equivalent
isolation methods) and/or negative pressure enclosures under this section shall be the equivalent in curriculum,
training method and length to the EPA Model Accreditation Plan (MAP) asbestos abatement workers training (40
CFR Part 763, subpart E, appendix C).

1926.1101(k)(9)(iv)
Training for other Class II work.

1926.1101(k)(9)(iv)(A)
For work with asbestos containing roofing materials, flooring materials, siding materials, ceiling tiles, or transite
panels, training shall include at a minimum all the elements included in paragraph (k)(9)(viii) of this section and
in addition, the specific work practices and engineering controls set forth in paragraph (g) of this section which
specifically relate to that category. Such course shall include "hands-on" training and shall take at least 8 hours.

1926.1101(k)(9)(iv)(B)
An employee who works with more than one of the categories of material specified in paragraph (k)(9)(iv)(A) of
this section shall receive training in the work practices applicable to each category of material that the employee
removes and each removal method that the employee uses.

1926.1101(k)(9)(iv)(C)
For Class II operations not involving the categories of material specified in paragraph (k)(9)(iv)(A) of this section,
training shall be provided which shall include at a minimum all the elements included in paragraph (k)(9)(viii) of
this section and in addition, the specific work practices and engineering controls set forth in paragraph (g) of this
section which specifically relate to the category of material being removed, and shall include "hands-on" training
in the work practices applicable to each category of material that the employee removes and each removal
method that the employee uses.
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1926.1101(k)(9)(v)
Training for Class III employees shall be consistent with EPA requirements for training of local education agency
maintenance and custodial staff as set forth at 40 CFR 763.92(a)(2). Such a course shall also include "hands-
on" training and shall take at least 16 hours. Exception: For Class III operations for which the competent person
determines that the EPA curriculum does not adequately cover the training needed to perform that activity,
training shall include as a minimum all the elements included in paragraph (k)(9)(viii) of this section and in
addition, the specific work practices and engineering controls set forth in paragraph (g) of this section which
specifically relate to that activity, and shall include "hands-on" training in the work practices applicable to each
category of material that the employee disturbs.

1926.1101(k)(9)(vi)
Training for employees performing Class IV operations shall be consistent with EPA requirements for training of
local education agency maintenance and custodial staff as set forth at 40 CFR 763.92(a)(1). Such a course shall
include available information concerning the locations of thermal system insulation and surfacing ACM/PACM,
and asbestos-containing flooring material, or flooring material where the absence of asbestos has not yet been
certified; and instruction in recognition of damage, deterioration, and delamination of asbestos containing
building materials. Such course shall take at least 2 hours.

1926.1101(k)(9)(vii)
Training for employees who are likely to be exposed in excess of the PEL and who are not otherwise required to
be trained under paragraph (k)(9)(iii) through (vi) of this section, shall meet the requirements of paragraph (k)(9)
(viii) of this section.

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)
The training program shall be conducted in a manner that the employee is able to understand. In addition to the
content required by provisions in paragraphs (k)(9)(iii) through (vi) of this section, the employer shall ensure that
each such employee is informed of the following:

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(A)
Methods of recognizing asbestos, including the requirement in paragraph (k)(1) of this section to presume that
certain building materials contain asbestos;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(B)
The health effects associated with asbestos exposure;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(C)
The relationship between smoking and asbestos in producing lung cancer;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(D)
The nature of operations that could result in exposure to asbestos, the importance of necessary protective
controls to minimize exposure including, as applicable, engineering controls, work practices, respirators,
housekeeping procedures, hygiene facilities, protective clothing, decontamination procedures, emergency
procedures, and waste disposal procedures, and any necessary instruction in the use of these controls and
procedures; where Class III and IV work will be or is performed, the contents of EPA 20T-2003, "Managing
Asbestos In-Place" July 1990 or its equivalent in content;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(E)
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The purpose, proper use, fitting instructions, and limitations of respirators as required by 29 CFR 1910.134;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(F)
The appropriate work practices for performing the asbestos job;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(G)
Medical surveillance program requirements;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(H)
The content of this standard including appendices;

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(I)
The names, addresses and phone numbers of public health organizations which provide information, materials
and/or conduct programs concerning smoking cessation. The employer may distribute the list of such
organizations contained in Appendix J to this section, to comply with this requirement; and

1926.1101(k)(9)(viii)(J)
The requirements for posting signs and affixing labels and the meaning of the required legends for such signs
and labels.

1926.1101(k)(10)
Access to training materials.

1926.1101(k)(10)(i)
The employer shall make readily available to affected employees without cost, written materials relating to the
employee training program, including a copy of this regulation.

1926.1101(k)(10)(ii)
The employer shall provide to the Assistant Secretary and the Director, upon request, all information and
training materials relating to the employee information and training program.

1926.1101(k)(10)(iii)
The employer shall inform all employees concerning the availability of self-help smoking cessation program
material. Upon employee request, the employer shall distribute such material, consisting of NIH Publication No,
89-1647, or equivalent self-help material, which is approved or published by a public health organization listed in
Appendix J to this section.

1926.1101(l)
Housekeeping --

1926.1101(l)(1)
Vacuuming. Where vacuuming methods are selected, HEPA filtered vacuuming equipment must be used. The
equipment shall be used and emptied in a manner that minimizes the reentry of asbestos into the workplace.

1926.1101(l)(2)
Waste disposal. Asbestos waste, scrap, debris, bags, containers, equipment, and contaminated clothing
consigned for disposal shall be collected and disposed of in sealed, labeled, impermeable bags or other closed,
labeled, impermeable containers except in roofing operations, where the procedures specified in paragraph (g)
(8)(ii) of this section apply.
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1926.1101(l)(3)
Care of asbestos-containing flooring material.

1926.1101(l)(3)(i)
All vinyl and asphalt flooring material shall be maintained in accordance with this paragraph unless the
building/facility owner demonstrates, pursuant to paragraph (g)(8)(i)(I) of this section that the flooring does not
contain asbestos.

1926.1101(l)(3)(ii)
Sanding of flooring material is prohibited.

1926.1101(l)(3)(iii)
Stripping of finishes shall be conducted using low abrasion pads at speeds lower than 300 rpm and wet
methods.

1926.1101(l)(3)(iv)
Burnishing or dry buffing may be performed only on flooring which has sufficient finish so that the pad cannot
contact the flooring material.

1926.1101(l)(4)
Waste and debris and accompanying dust in an area containing accessible thermal system insulation or
surfacing ACM/PACM or visibly deteriorated ACM:

1926.1101(l)(4)(i)
Shall not be dusted or swept dry, or vacuumed without using a HEPA filter;

1926.1101(l)(4)(ii)
Shall be promptly cleaned up and disposed of in leak tight containers.

1926.1101(m)
Medical surveillance—

1926.1101(m)(1)
General—

1926.1101(m)(1)(i)
Employees covered.

1926.1101(m)(1)(i)(A)
The employer shall institute a medical surveillance program for all employees who for a combined total of 30 or
more days per year are engaged in Class I, II and III work or are exposed at or above a permissible exposure
limit. For purposes of this paragraph, any day in which a worker engages in Class II or Class III operations or a
combination thereof on intact material for one hour or less (taking into account the entire time spent on the
removal operation, including cleanup) and, while doing so, adheres fully to the work practices specified in this
standard, shall not be counted.
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1926.1101(m)(1)(i)(B)
For employees otherwise required by this standard to wear a negative pressure respirator, employers shall
ensure employees are physically able to perform the work and use the equipment. This determination shall be
made under the supervision of a physician.

1926.1101(m)(1)(ii)
Examination.

1926.1101(m)(1)(ii)(A)
The employer shall ensure that all medical examinations and procedures are performed by or under the
supervision of a licensed physician, and are provided at no cost to the employee and at a reasonable time and
place.

1926.1101(m)(1)(ii)(B)
Persons other than such licensed physicians who administer the pulmonary function testing required by this
section shall complete a training course in spirometry sponsored by an appropriate academic or professional
institution.

1926.1101(m)(2)
Medical examinations and consultations—

1926.1101(m)(2)(i)
Frequency. The employer shall make available medical examinations and consultations to each employee
covered under paragraph (m)(1)(i) of this section on the following schedules:

1926.1101(m)(2)(i)(A)
Prior to assignment of the employee to an area where negative-pressure respirators are worn;

1926.1101(m)(2)(i)(B)
When the employee is assigned to an area where exposure to asbestos may be at or above the permissible
exposure limit for 30 or more days per year, or engage in Class I, II, or III work for a combined total of 30 or
more days per year, a medical examination must be given within 10 working days following the thirtieth day of
exposure;

1926.1101(m)(2)(i)(C)
And at least annually thereafter.

1926.1101(m)(2)(i)(D)
If the examining physician determines that any of the examinations should be provided more frequently than
specified, the employer shall provide such examinations to affected employees at the frequencies specified by
the physician.

1926.1101(m)(2)(i)(E)
Exception: No medical examination is required of any employee if adequate records show that the employee
has been examined in accordance with this paragraph within the past 1-year period.

1926.1101(m)(2)(ii)



Content. Medical examinations made available pursuant to paragraphs (m)(2)(i)(A) through (m)(2)(i)(C) of this
section shall include:

1926.1101(m)(2)(ii)(A)
A medical and work history with special emphasis directed to the pulmonary, cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal
systems.

1926.1101(m)(2)(ii)(B)
On initial examination, the standardized questionnaire contained in Part 1 of Appendix D to this section, and, on
annual examination, the abbreviated standardized questionnaire contained in Part 2 of Appendix D to this
section.

1926.1101(m)(2)(ii)(C)
A physical examination directed to the pulmonary and gastrointestinal systems, including a 14- by 17-inch or
other reasonably-sized standard film or digital posterior-anterior chest X-ray to be administered at the discretion
of the physician, and pulmonary function tests of forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume at one
second (FEV ). Classification of all chest X-rays shall be conducted in accordance with appendix E to this
section.

1926.1101(m)(2)(ii)(D)
Any other examinations or tests deemed necessary by the examining physician.

1926.1101(m)(3)
Information provided to the physician. The employer shall provide the following information to the examining
physician:

1926.1101(m)(3)(i)
A copy of this standard and Appendices D, E, and I to this section;

1926.1101(m)(3)(ii)
A description of the affected employee's duties as they relate to the employee's exposure;

1926.1101(m)(3)(iii)
The employee's representative exposure level or anticipated exposure level;

1926.1101(m)(3)(iv)
A description of any personal protective and respiratory equipment used or to be used; and

1926.1101(m)(3)(v)
Information from previous medical examinations of the affected employee that is not otherwise available to the
examining physician.

1926.1101(m)(4)
Physician's written opinion.

1926.1101(m)(4)(i)
The employer shall obtain a written opinion from the examining physician. This written opinion shall contain the
results of the medical examination and shall include:
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1926.1101(m)(4)(i)(A)
The physician's opinion as to whether the employee has any detected medical conditions that would place the
employee at an increased risk of material health impairment from exposure to asbestos;

1926.1101(m)(4)(i)(B)
Any recommended limitations on the employee or on the use of personal protective equipment such as
respirators; and

1926.1101(m)(4)(i)(C)
A statement that the employee has been informed by the physician of the results of the medical examination
and of any medical conditions that may result from asbestos exposure.

1926.1101(m)(4)(i)(D)
A statement that the employee has been informed by the physician of the increased risk of lung cancer
attributable to the combined effect of smoking and asbestos exposure.

1926.1101(m)(4)(ii)
The employer shall instruct the physician not to reveal in the written opinion given to the employer specific
findings or diagnoses unrelated to occupational exposure to asbestos.

1926.1101(m)(4)(iii)
The employer shall provide a copy of the physician's written opinion to the affected employee within 30 days
from its receipt.

1926.1101(n)
Recordkeeping—

1926.1101(n)(1)
Objective data relied on pursuant to paragraph (f) to this section.

1926.1101(n)(1)(i)
Where the employer has relied on objective data that demonstrates that products made from or containing
asbestos or the activity involving such products or material are not capable of releasing fibers of asbestos in
concentrations at or above the permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit under the expected conditions
of processing, use, or handling to satisfy the requirements of paragraph (f), the employer shall establish and
maintain an accurate record of objective data reasonably relied upon in support of the exemption.

1926.1101(n)(1)(ii)
The record shall include at least the following information:

1926.1101(n)(1)(ii)(A)
The product qualifying for exemption;

1926.1101(n)(1)(ii)(B)
The source of the objective data;

1926.1101(n)(1)(ii)(C)
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The testing protocol, results of testing, and/or analysis of the material for the release of asbestos;

1926.1101(n)(1)(ii)(D)
A description of the operation exempted and how the data support the exemption; and

1926.1101(n)(1)(ii)(E)
Other data relevant to the operations, materials, processing, or employee exposures covered by the exemption.

1926.1101(n)(1)(iii)
The employer shall maintain this record for the duration of the employer's reliance upon such objective data.

1926.1101(n)(2)
Exposure measurements.

1926.1101(n)(2)(i)
The employer shall keep an accurate record of all measurements taken to monitor employee exposure to
asbestos as prescribed in paragraph (f) of this section. NOTE: The employer may utilize the services of
competent organizations such as industry trade associations and employee associations to maintain the records
required by this section.

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)
This record shall include at least the following information:

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)(A)
The date of measurement;

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)(B)
The operation involving exposure to asbestos that is being monitored;

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)(C)
Sampling and analytical methods used and evidence of their accuracy;

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)(D)
Number, duration, and results of samples taken;

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)(E)
Type of protective devices worn, if any; and

1926.1101(n)(2)(ii)(F)
Name and exposure of the employees whose exposures are represented.

1926.1101(n)(2)(iii)
The employer shall maintain this record for at least thirty (30) years, in accordance with § 1910.1020 of this
chapter

1926.1101(n)(3)
Medical surveillance.
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1926.1101(n)(3)(i)
The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate record for each employee subject to medical surveillance
by paragraph (m) of this section, in accordance with § 1910.1020 of this chapter.

1926.1101(n)(3)(ii)
The record shall include at least the following information:

1926.1101(n)(3)(ii)(A)
The name of the employee;

1926.1101(n)(3)(ii)(B)
A copy of the employee's medical examination results, including the medical history, questionnaire responses,
results of any tests, and physician's recommendations.

1926.1101(n)(3)(ii)(C)
Physician's written opinions;

1926.1101(n)(3)(ii)(D)
Any employee medical complaints related to exposure to asbestos; and

1926.1101(n)(3)(ii)(E)
A copy of the information provided to the physician as required by paragraph (m) of this section.

1926.1101(n)(3)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that this record is maintained for the duration of employment plus thirty (30) years, in
accordance with § 1910.1020 of this chapter..

1926.1101(n)(4)
Training records. The employer shall maintain all employee training records for one (1) year beyond the last
date of employment by that employer.

1926.1101(n)(5)
Data to Rebut PACM. Where the building owner and employer have relied on data to demonstrate that PACM is
not asbestos-containing, such data shall be maintained for as long as they are relied upon to rebut the
presumption.

1926.1101(n)(6)
Records of Required Notifications. Where the building owner has communicated and received information
concerning the identification, location and quantity of ACM and PACM, written records of such notifications and
their content shall be maintained by the building owner for the duration of ownership and shall be transferred to
successive owners of such buildings/facilities.

1926.1101(n)(7)
Availability.

1926.1101(n)(7)(i)



The employer, upon written request, shall make all records required to be maintained by this section available to
the Assistant Secretary and the Director for examination and copying.

1926.1101(n)(7)(ii)
The employer must comply with the requirements concerning availability of records set forth in 29 CFR
1910.1020.

1926.1101(n)(8)
Transfer of records. The employer must comply with the requirements concerning transfer of records set forth in
29 CFR 1910.1020(h).

1926.1101(o)
Competent person—

1926.1101(o)(1)
General. On all construction worksites covered by this standard, the employer shall designate a competent
person, having the qualifications and authorities for ensuring worker safety and health required by subpart C,
General Safety and Health Provisions for Construction (29 CFR 1926.20 through 1926.32).

1926.1101(o)(2)
Required Inspections by the Competent Person. Section 1926.20(b)(2) which requires health and safety
prevention programs to provide for frequent and regular inspections of the job sites, materials, and equipment to
be made by competent persons, is incorporated.

1926.1101(o)(3)
Additional inspections. In addition, the competent person shall make frequent and regular inspections of the job
sites, in order to perform the duties set out below in paragraph (o)(3)(i) of this section. For Class I jobs, on-site
inspections shall be made at least once during each work shift, and at any time at employee request. For Class
II, III, and IV jobs, on-site inspections shall be made at intervals sufficient to assess whether conditions have
changed, and at any reasonable time at employee request.

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)
On all worksites where employees are engaged in Class I or II asbestos work, the competent person designated
in accordance with paragraph (e)(6) of this section shall perform or supervise the following duties, as applicable:

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(A)
Set up the regulated area, enclosure, or other containment;

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(B)
Ensure (by on-site inspection) the integrity of the enclosure or containment;

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(C)
Set up procedures to control entry to and exit from the enclosure and/or area;

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(D)
Supervise all employee exposure monitoring required by this section and ensure that it is conducted as required
by paragraph (f) of this section;
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1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(E)
Ensure that employees working within the enclosure and/or using glove bags wear respirators and protective
clothing as required by paragraphs (h) and (i) of this section;

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(F)
Ensure through on-site supervision, that employees set up, use, and remove engineering controls, use work
practices and personal protective equipment in compliance with all requirements;

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(G)
Ensure that employees use the hygiene facilities and observe the decontamination procedures specified in
paragraph (j) of this section;

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(H)
Ensure that through on-site inspection, engineering controls are functioning properly and employees are using
proper work practices; and,

1926.1101(o)(3)(i)(I)
Ensure that notification requirement in paragraph (k) of this section are met.

1926.1101(o)(3)(ii)
[Reserved]

1926.1101(o)(4)
Training for the competent person.

1926.1101(o)(4)(i)
For Class I and II asbestos work the competent person shall be trained in all aspects of asbestos removal and
handling, including: abatement, installation, removal and handling; the contents of this standard; the
identification of asbestos; removal procedures, where appropriate; and other practices for reducing the hazard.
Such training shall be obtained in a comprehensive course for supervisors that meets the criteria of EPA's Model
Accreditation Plan (40 CFR part 763, subpart E, appendix C), such as a course conducted by an EPA-approved
or state-approved training provider, certified by EPA or a state, or a course equivalent in stringency, content, and
length.

1926.1101(o)(4)(ii)
For Class III and IV asbestos work, the competent person shall be trained in aspects of asbestos handling
appropriate for the nature of the work, to include procedures for setting up glove bags and mini-enclosures,
practices for reducing asbestos exposures, use of wet methods, the contents of this standard, and the
identification of asbestos. Such training shall include successful completion of a course that is consistent with
EPA requirements for training of local education agency maintenance and custodial staff as set forth at 40 CFR
763.92(a)(2), or its equivalent in stringency, content and length. Competent persons for Class III and IV work,
may also be trained pursuant to the requirements of paragraph (o)(4)(i) of this section.

1926.1101(p)
Appendices.

1926.1101(p)(1)
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Appendices A, D, and E to this section are incorporated as part of this section and the contents of these
appendices are mandatory.

1926.1101(p)(2)
Appendices B, F, H, I, J, and K to this section are informational and are not intended to create any additional
obligations not otherwise imposed or to detract from any existing obligations.

[59 FR 40964, Aug. 10, 1994; 60 FR 9624, Feb. 21, 1995; 60 FR 33343, June 28, 1995; 60 FR 33972, June 29,
1995; 60 FR 36043, July 13, 1995; 60 FR 50411, Sept. 29, 1995; 61 FR 5507, Feb. 13, 1996; 61 FR 43454,
August 23, 1996; 63 FR 1152, Jan. 8, 1998; 63 FR 20098, April 23, 1998; 63 FR 35138, June 29, 1998; 70 FR
1143, Jan. 5, 2005; 71 FR 16675, April 3, 2006; 71 FR 50191, August 24, 2006; 73 FR 755889, Dec. 12, 2008; 76
FR 33612, June 8, 2011; 77 FR 17895, March 26, 2012]
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By Standard Number / 1910.1001 - Asbestos.

Part Number: 1910
Part Number Title: Occupational Safety and Health Standards
Subpart: 1910 Subpart Z
Subpart Title: Toxic and Hazardous Substances
Standard Number: 1910.1001
Title: Asbestos.
Appendix: A; B; C; D; E; F; G; H; I; J
GPO Source: e-CFR

1910.1001(a)
Scope and application.

1910.1001(a)(1)
This section applies to all occupational exposures to asbestos in all industries covered by the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, except as provided in paragraph (a)(2) and (3) of this section.

1910.1001(a)(2)
This section does not apply to construction work as defined in 29 CFR 1910.12(b). (Exposure to asbestos in
construction work is covered by 29 CFR 1926.1101.)

1910.1001(a)(3)
This section does not apply to ship repairing, shipbuilding and shipbreaking employments and related
employments as defined in 29 CFR 1915.4. (Exposure to asbestos in these employments is covered by 29 CFR
1915.1001).

1910.1001(b)
Definitions. 

Asbestos includes chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite asbestos, anthophyllite asbestos, actinolite
asbestos, and any of these minerals that have been chemically treated and/or altered. 

Asbestos-containing material (ACM) means any material containing more than 1% asbestos. 

Assistant Secretary means the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S.
Department of Labor, or designee. 

Authorized person means any person authorized by the employer and required by work duties to be present in
regulated areas. 

Building/facility owner is the legal entity, including a lessee, which exercises control over management and
record keeping functions relating to a building and/or facility in which activities covered by this standard take
place. 
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Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) means one certified in the practice of industrial hygiene by the American
Board of Industrial Hygiene. 

Director means the Director of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, or designee. 

Employee exposure means that exposure to airborne asbestos that would occur if the employee were not using
respiratory protective equipment. 

Fiber means a particulate form of asbestos 5 micrometers or longer,with a length-to-diameter ratio of at least 3
to 1. 

High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter means a filter capable of trapping and retaining at least 99.97 percent
of 0.3 micrometer diameter mono-disperse particles. 

Homogeneous area means an area of surfacing material or thermal system insulation that is uniform in color
and texture. 

Industrial hygienist means a professional qualified by education, training, and experience to anticipate,
recognize, evaluate and develop controls for occupational health hazards. 

PACM means “presumed asbestos containing material.” 

Presumed asbestos containing material means thermal system insulation and surfacing material found in
buildings constructed no later than 1980. The designation of a material as "PACM" may be rebutted pursuant to
paragraph (j)(8) of this section. 

Regulated area means an area established by the employer to demarcate areas where airborne concentrations
of asbestos exceed, or there is a reasonable possibility they may exceed, the permissible exposure limits. 

Surfacing ACM means surfacing material which contains more than 1% asbestos.

Surfacing material means material that is sprayed, troweled-on or otherwise applied to surfaces (such as
acoustical plaster on ceilings and fireproofing materials on structural members, or other materials on surfaces
for acoustical, fireproofing, and other purposes). 

Thermal System Insulation (TSI) means ACM applied to pipes, fittings, boilers, breeching, tanks, ducts or other
structural components to prevent heat loss or gain.

Thermal System Insulation ACM means thermal system insulation which contains more than 1% asbestos.

1910.1001(c)
Permissible exposure limit (PELS)—

1910.1001(c)(1)
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Time-weighted average limit (TWA). The employer shall ensure that no employee is exposed to an airborne
concentration of asbestos in excess of 0.1 fiber per cubic centimeter of air as an eight (8)-hour time-weighted
average (TWA) as determined by the method prescribed in Appendix A to this section, or by an equivalent
method.

1910.1001(c)(2)
Excursion limit. The employer shall ensure that no employee is exposed to an airborne concentration of
asbestos in excess of 1.0 fiber per cubic centimeter of air (1 f/cc) as averaged over a sampling period of thirty
(30) minutes as determined by the method prescribed in Appendix A to this section, or by an equivalent method.

1910.1001(d)
Exposure monitoring—

1910.1001(d)(1)
General.

1910.1001(d)(1)(i)
Determinations of employee exposure shall be made from breathing zone air samples that are representative of
the 8-hour TWA and 30-minute short-term exposures of each employee.

1910.1001(d)(1)(ii)
Representative 8-hour TWA employee exposures shall be determined on the basis of one or more samples
representing full-shift exposures for each shift for each employee in each job classification in each work area.
Representative 30-minute short-term employee exposures shall be determined on the basis of one or more
samples representing 30 minute exposures associated with operations that are most likely to produce
exposures above the excursion limit for each shift for each job classification in each work area.

1910.1001(d)(2)
Initial monitoring.

1910.1001(d)(2)(i)
Each employer who has a workplace or work operation covered by this standard, except as provided for in
paragraphs (d)(2)(ii) and (d)(2)(iii) of this section, shall perform initial monitoring of employees who are, or may
reasonably be expected to be exposed to airborne concentrations at or above the TWA permissible exposure
limit and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(d)(2)(ii)
Where the employer has monitored after March 31, 1992, for the TWA permissible exposure limit and/or the
excursion limit, and the monitoring satisfies all other requirements of this section, the employer may rely on such
earlier monitoring results to satisfy the requirements of paragraph (d)(2)(i) of this section.

1910.1001(d)(2)(iii)
Where the employer has relied upon objective data that demonstrate that asbestos is not capable of being
released in airborne concentrations at or above the TWA permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit under
the expected conditions of processing, use, or handling, then no initial monitoring is required.
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1910.1001(d)(3)
Monitoring frequency (periodic monitoring) and patterns. After the initial determinations required by paragraph
(d)(2)(i) of this section, samples shall be of such frequency and pattern as to represent with reasonable
accuracy the levels of exposure of the employees. In no case shall sampling be at intervals greater than six
months for employees whose exposures may reasonably be foreseen to exceed the TWA permissible exposure
limit and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(d)(4)
Changes in monitoring frequency. If either the initial or the periodic monitoring required by paragraphs (d)(2) and
(d)(3) of this section statistically indicates that employee exposures are below the TWA permissible exposure
limit and/or excursion limit, the employer may discontinue the monitoring for those employees whose exposures
are represented by such monitoring.

1910.1001(d)(5)
Additional monitoring. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (d)(2)(ii) and (d)(4) of this section, the
employer shall institute the exposure monitoring required under paragraphs (d)(2)(i) and (d)(3) of this section
whenever there has been a change in the production, process, control equipment, personnel or work practices
that may result in new or additional exposures above the TWA permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit
or when the employer has any reason to suspect that a change may result in new or additional exposures above
the PEL and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(d)(6)
Method of monitoring.

1910.1001(d)(6)(i)
All samples taken to satisfy the monitoring requirements of paragraph (d) of this section shall be personal
samples collected following the procedures specified in Appendix A.

1910.1001(d)(6)(ii)
All samples taken to satisfy the monitoring requirements of paragraph (d) of this section shall be evaluated using
the OSHA Reference Method (ORM) specified in Appendix A of this section, or an equivalent counting method.

1910.1001(d)(6)(iii)
If an equivalent method to the ORM is used, the employer shall ensure that the method meets the following
criteria:

1910.1001(d)(6)(iii)(A)
Replicate exposure data used to establish equivalency are collected in side-by-side field and laboratory
comparisons; and

1910.1001(d)(6)(iii)(B)
The comparison indicates that 90% of the samples collected in the range 0.5 to 2.0 times the permissible limit
have an accuracy range of plus or minus 25 percent of the ORM results at a 95% confidence level as
demonstrated by a statistically valid protocol; and

1910.1001(d)(6)(iii)(C)
The equivalent method is documented and the results of the comparison testing are maintained.



1910.1001(d)(6)(iv)
To satisfy the monitoring requirements of paragraph (d) of this section, employers must use the results of
monitoring analysis performed by laboratories which have instituted quality assurance programs that include the
elements as prescribed in Appendix A of this section.

1910.1001(d)(7)
Employee notification of monitoring results.

1910.1001(d)(7)(i)
The employer must, within 15 working days after the receipt of the results of any monitoring performed under
this sections, notify each affected employee of these results either individually in writing or by posting the results
in an appropriate location that is accessible to affected employees.

1910.1001(d)(7)(ii)
The written notification required by paragraph (d)(7)(i) of this section shall contain the corrective action being
taken by the employer to reduce employee exposure to or below the TWA and/or excursion limit, wherever
monitoring results indicated that the TWA and/or excursion limit had been exceeded.

1910.1001(e)
Regulated Areas—

1910.1001(e)(1)
Establishment. The employer shall establish regulated areas wherever airborne concentrations of asbestos
and/or PACM are in excess of the TWA and/or excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section.

1910.1001(e)(2)
Demarcation. Regulated areas shall be demarcated from the rest of the workplace in any manner that minimizes
the number of persons who will be exposed to asbestos.

1910.1001(e)(3)
Access. Access to regulated areas shall be limited to authorized persons or to persons authorized by the Act or
regulations issued pursuant thereto.

1910.1001(e)(4)
Provision of respirators. Each person entering a regulated area shall be supplied with and required to use a
respirator, selected in accordance with paragraph (g)(2) of this section.

1910.1001(e)(5)
Prohibited activities. The employer shall ensure that employees do not eat, drink, smoke, chew tobacco or gum,
or apply cosmetics in the regulated areas.

1910.1001(f)
Methods of compliance—



1910.1001(f)(1)
Engineering controls and work practices.

1910.1001(f)(1)(i)
The employer shall institute engineering controls and work practices to reduce and maintain employee exposure
to or below the TWA and/or excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section, except to the extent that
such controls are not feasible.

1910.1001(f)(1)(ii)
Wherever the feasible engineering controls and work practices that can be instituted are not sufficient to reduce
employee exposure to or below the TWA and/or excursion limit prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section, the
employer shall use them to reduce employee exposure to the lowest levels achievable by these controls and
shall supplement them by the use of respiratory protection that complies with the requirements of paragraph (g)
of this section.

1910.1001(f)(1)(iii)
For the following operations, wherever feasible engineering controls and work practices that can be instituted
are not sufficient to reduce the employee exposure to or below the TWA and/or excursion limit prescribed in
paragraph (c) of this section, the employer shall use them to reduce employee exposure to or below 0.5 fiber
per cubic centimeter of air (as an eight-hour time-weighted average) or 2.5 fibers/cc for 30 minutes (short-term
exposure) and shall supplement them by the use of any combination of respiratory protection that complies with
the requirements of paragraph (g) of this section, work practices and feasible engineering controls that will
reduce employee exposure to or below the TWA and to or below the excursion limit permissible prescribed in
paragraph (c) of this section: Coupling cutoff in primary asbestos cement pipe manufacturing; sanding in primary
and secondary asbestos cement sheet manufacturing; grinding in primary and secondary friction product
manufacturing; carding and spinning in dry textile processes; and grinding and sanding in primary plastics
manufacturing.

1910.1001(f)(1)(iv)
Local exhaust ventilation. Local exhaust ventilation and dust collection systems shall be designed, constructed,
installed, and maintained in accordance with good practices such as those found in the American National
Standard Fundamentals Governing the Design and Operation of Local Exhaust Systems, ANSI Z9.2-1979.

1910.1001(f)(1)(v)
Particular tools. All hand-operated and power-operated tools which would produce or release fibers of asbestos,
such as, but not limited to, saws, scorers, abrasive wheels, and drills, shall be provided with local exhaust
ventilation systems which comply with paragraph (f)(1)(iv) of this section.

1910.1001(f)(1)(vi)
Wet methods. Insofar as practicable, asbestos shall be handled, mixed, applied, removed, cut, scored, or
otherwise worked in a wet state sufficient to prevent the emission of airborne fibers so as to expose employees
to levels in excess of the TWA and/or excursion limit, prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section, unless the
usefulness of the product would be diminished thereby.

1910.1001(f)(1)(vii)
[Reserved]



1910.1001(f)(1)(viii)
Particular products and operations. No asbestos cement, mortar, coating, grout, plaster, or similar material
containing asbestos, shall be removed from bags, cartons, or other containers in which they are shipped,
without being either wetted, or enclosed, or ventilated so as to prevent effectively the release of airborne fibers.

1910.1001(f)(1)(ix)
Compressed air. Compressed air shall not be used to remove asbestos or materials containing asbestos unless
the compressed air is used in conjunction with a ventilation system which effectively captures the dust cloud
created by the compressed air.

1910.1001(f)(1)(x)
Flooring. Sanding of asbestos-containing flooring material is prohibited.

1910.1001(f)(2)
Compliance program.

1910.1001(f)(2)(i)
Where the TWA and/or excursion limit is exceeded, the employer shall establish and implement a written
program to reduce employee exposure to or below the TWA and to or below the excursion limit by means of
engineering and work practice controls as required by paragraph (f)(1) of this section, and by the use of
respiratory protection where required or permitted under this section.

1910.1001(f)(2)(ii)
Such programs shall be reviewed and updated as necessary to reflect significant changes in the status of the
employer's compliance program.

1910.1001(f)(2)(iii)
Written programs shall be submitted upon request for examination and copying to the Assistant Secretary, the
Director, affected employees and designated employee representatives.

1910.1001(f)(2)(iv)
The employer shall not use employee rotation as a means of compliance with the TWA and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(f)(3)
Specific compliance methods for brake and clutch repair:

1910.1001(f)(3)(i)
Engineering controls and work practices for brake and clutch repair and service. During automotive brake and
clutch inspection, disassembly, repair and assembly operations, the employer shall institute engineering controls
and work practices to reduce employee exposure to materials containing asbestos using a negative pressure
enclosure/HEPA vacuum system method or low pressure/wet cleaning method, which meets the detailed
requirements set out in Appendix F to this section. The employer may also comply using an equivalent method
which follows written procedures which the employer demonstrates can achieve results equivalent to Method A
in Appendix F to this section. For facilities in which no more than 5 pair of brakes or 5 clutches are inspected,
disassembled, repaired, or assembled per week, the method set forth in paragraph [D] of Appendix F to this
section may be used.
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1910.1001(f)(3)(ii)
The employer may also comply by using an equivalent method which follows written procedures, which the
employer demonstrates can achieve equivalent exposure reductions as do the two "preferred methods." Such
demonstration must include monitoring data conducted under workplace conditions closely resembling the
process, type of asbestos containing materials, control method, work practices and environmental conditions
which the equivalent method will be used, or objective data, which document that under all reasonably
foreseeable conditions of brake and clutch repair applications, the method results in exposures which are
equivalent to the methods set out in Appendix F to this section.

1910.1001(g)
Respiratory protection—

1910.1001(g)(1)
General. for employees who use respirators required by this section, the employer must provide each employee
an appropriate respirator that complies with the requirements of this paragraph. Respirators must be used
during:

1910.1001(g)(1)(i)
Periods necessary to install or implement feasible engineering and work-practice controls.

1910.1001(g)(1)(ii)
Work operations, such as maintenance and repair activities, for which engineering and work-practice controls
are not feasible.

1910.1001(g)(1)(iii)
Work operations for which feasible engineering and work-practice controls are not yet sufficient to reduce
employee exposure to or below the TWA and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(g)(1)(iv)
Emergencies.

1910.1001(g)(2)
Respirator program.

1910.1001(g)(2)(i)
The employer must implement a respiratory protection program in accordance with 29 CFR 134 (b) through (d)
(except (d)(1)(iii)), and (f) through (m), which covers each employee required by this section to use a respirator.

1910.1001(g)(2)(ii)
Employers must provide an employee with a tight-fitting, powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) instead of a
negative pressure respirator selected according to paragraph (g)(3) of this standard when the employee
chooses to use a PAPR and it provides adequate protection to the employee.

1910.1001(g)(2)(iii)
No employee must be assigned to tasks requiring the use of respirators if, based on their most recent medical
examination, the examining physician determines that the employee will be unable to function normally using a
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respirator, or that the safety or health of the employee or other employees will be impaired by the use of a
respirator. Such employees must be assigned to another job or given the opportunity to transfer to a different
position, the duties of which they can perform. If such a transfer position is available, the position must be with
the same employer, in the same geographical area, and with the same seniority, status, and rate of pay the
employee had just prior to such transfer.

1910.1001(g)(3)
Respirator selection. Employers must:

1910.1001(g)(3)(i)
Select, and provide to employees, the appropriate respirators specified in paragraph (d)(3)(i)(A) of 29 CFR
1910.134; however, employers must not select or use filtering facepiece respirators for protection against
asbestos fibers.

1910.1001(g)(3)(ii)
Provide HEPA filters for powered and non-powered air-purifying respirators.

1910.1001(h)
Protective work clothing and equipment—

1910.1001(h)(1)
Provision and use. If an employee is exposed to asbestos above the TWA and/or excursion limit, or where the
possibility of eye irritation exists, the employer shall provide at no cost to the employee and ensure that the
employee uses appropriate protective work clothing and equipment such as, but not limited to:

1910.1001(h)(1)(i)
Coveralls or similar full-body work clothing;

1910.1001(h)(1)(ii)
Gloves, head coverings, and foot coverings; and

1910.1001(h)(1)(iii)
Face shields, vented goggles, or other appropriate protective equipment which complies with 1910.133 of this
Part.

1910.1001(h)(2)
Removal and storage.

1910.1001(h)(2)(i)
The employer shall ensure that employees remove work clothing contaminated with asbestos only in change
rooms provided in accordance with paragraph (i)(1) of this section.

1910.1001(h)(2)(ii)
The employer shall ensure that no employee takes contaminated work clothing out of the change room, except
those employees authorized to do so for the purpose of laundering, maintenance, or disposal.

1910.1001(h)(2)(iii)
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Contaminated work clothing shall be placed and stored in closed containers which prevent dispersion of the
asbestos outside the container.

1910.1001(h)(2)(iv)
The employer shall ensure that containers of contaminated protective devices or work clothing, which are to be
taken out of change rooms or the workplace for cleaning, maintenance or disposal, bear labels in accordance
with paragraph (j) of this section.

1910.1001(h)(3)
Cleaning and replacement.

1910.1001(h)(3)(i)
The employer shall clean, launder, repair, or replace protective clothing and equipment required by this
paragraph to maintain their effectiveness. The employer shall provide clean protective clothing and equipment at
least weekly to each affected employee.

1910.1001(h)(3)(ii)
The employer shall prohibit the removal of asbestos from protective clothing and equipment by blowing or
shaking.

1910.1001(h)(3)(iii)
Laundering of contaminated clothing shall be done so as to prevent the release of airborne fibers of asbestos in
excess of the permissible exposure limits prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section.

1910.1001(h)(3)(iv)
Any employer who gives contaminated clothing to another person for laundering shall inform such person of the
requirement in paragraph (h)(3)(iii) of this section to effectively prevent the release of airborne fibers of asbestos
in excess of the permissible exposure limits.

1910.1001(h)(3)(v)
The employer shall inform any person who launders or cleans protective clothing or equipment contaminated
with asbestos of the potentially harmful effects of exposure to asbestos.

1910.1001(h)(3)(vi)
The employer shall ensure that contaminated clothing is transported in sealed impermeable bags, or other
closed, impermeable containers, and labeled in accordance with paragraph (j) of this section.

1910.1001(i)
Hygiene facilities and practices—

1910.1001(i)(1)
Change rooms.

1910.1001(i)(1)(i)
The employer shall provide clean change rooms for employees who work in areas where their airborne
exposure to asbestos is above the TWA and/or excursion limit.



1910.1001(i)(1)(ii)
The employer shall ensure that change rooms are in accordance with 1910.141(e) of this part, and are equipped
with two separate lockers or storage facilities, so separated as to prevent contamination of the employee's street
clothes from his protective work clothing and equipment.

1910.1001(i)(2)
Showers.

1910.1001(i)(2)(i)
The employer shall ensure that employees who work in areas where their airborne exposure is above the TWA
and/or excursion limit, shower at the end of the work shift.

1910.1001(i)(2)(ii)
The employer shall provide shower facilities which comply with 1910.141(d)(3) of this part.

1910.1001(i)(2)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that employees who are required to shower pursuant to paragraph (i)(2)(i) of this
section do not leave the workplace wearing any clothing or equipment worn during the work shift.

1910.1001(i)(3)
Lunchrooms.

1910.1001(i)(3)(i)
The employer shall provide lunchroom facilities for employees who work in areas where their airborne exposure
is above the TWA and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(i)(3)(ii)
The employer shall ensure that lunchroom facilities have a positive pressure, filtered air supply, and are readily
accessible to employees.

1910.1001(i)(3)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that employees who work in areas where their airborne exposure is above the PEL
and/or excursion limit wash their hands and faces prior to eating, drinking or smoking.

1910.1001(i)(3)(iv)
The employer shall ensure that employees do not enter lunchroom facilities with protective work clothing or
equipment unless surface asbestos fibers have been removed from the clothing or equipment by vacuuming or
other method that removes dust without causing the asbestos to become airborne.

1910.1001(i)(4)
Smoking in work areas. The employer shall ensure that employees do not smoke in work areas where they are
occupationally exposed to asbestos because of activities in that work area.

1910.1001(j)
Communication of hazards to employees—Introduction. This section applies to the communication of
information concerning asbestos hazards in general industry to facilitate compliance with this standard.
Asbestos exposure in general industry occurs in a wide variety of industrial and commercial settings. Employees
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who manufacture asbestos-containing products may be exposed to asbestos fibers. Employees who repair and
replace automotive brakes and clutches may be exposed to asbestos fibers. In addition, employees engaged in
housekeeping activities in industrial facilities with asbestos product manufacturing operations, and in public and
commercial buildings with installed asbestos containing materials may be exposed to asbestos fibers. Most of
these workers are covered by this general industry standard, with the exception of state or local governmental
employees in non-state plan states. It should be noted that employees who perform housekeeping activities
during and after construction activities are covered by the asbestos construction standard, 29 CFR 1926.1101,
formerly 1926.58. However, housekeeping employees, regardless of industry designation, should know whether
building components they maintain may expose them to asbestos. The same hazard communication provisions
will protect employees who perform housekeeping operations in all three asbestos standards; general industry,
construction, and shipyard employment. As noted in the construction standard, building owners are often the
only and/or best source of information concerning the presence of previously installed asbestos containing
building materials. Therefore they, along with employers of potentially exposed employees, are assigned
specific information conveying and retention duties under this section.

1910.1001(j)(1)
Hazard communication—general.

1910.1001(j)(1)(i)
Chemical manufacturers, importers, distributors and employers shall comply with all requirements of the Hazard
Communication Standard (HCS) (§1910.1200) for asbestos.

1910.1001(j)(1)(ii)
In classifying the hazards of asbestos at least the following hazards are to be addressed: Cancer and lung
effects.

1910.1001(j)(1)(iii)
Employers shall include asbestos in the hazard communication program established to comply with the HCS
(§1910.1200). Employers shall ensure that each employee has access to labels on containers of asbestos and
to safety data sheets, and is trained in accordance with the requirements of HCS and paragraph (j)(7) of this
section.

1910.1001(j)(2)
Installed Asbestos Containing Material. Employers and building owners are required to treat installed TSI and
sprayed on and troweled-on surfacing materials as ACM in buildings constructed no later than 1980 for
purposes of this standard. These materials are designated "presumed ACM or PACM", and are defined in
paragraph (b) of this section. Asphalt and vinyl flooring material installed no later than 1980 also must be treated
as asbestos-containing. The employer or building owner may demonstrate that PACM and flooring material do
not contain asbestos by complying with paragraph (j)(8)(iii) of this section.

1910.1001(j)(3)
Duties of employers and building and facility owners.

1910.1001(j)(3)(i)
Building and facility owners shall determine the presence, location, and quantity of ACM and/or PACM at the
work site. Employers and building and facility owners shall exercise due diligence in complying with these
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requirements to inform employers and employees about the presence and location of ACM and PACM.

1910.1001(j)(3)(ii)
Building and facility owners shall maintain records of all information required to be provided pursuant to this
section and/or otherwise known to the building owner concerning the presence, location and quantity of ACM
and PACM in the building/facility. Such records shall be kept for the duration of ownership and shall be
transferred to successive owners.

1910.1001(j)(3)(iii)
Building and facility owners shall inform employers of employees, and employers shall inform employees who
will perform housekeeping activities in areas which contain ACM and/or PACM of the presence and location of
ACM and/or PACM in such areas which may be contacted during such activities.

1910.1001(j)(4)
Warning signs—

1910.1001(j)(4)(i)
Posting. Warning signs shall be provided and displayed at each regulated area. In addition, warning signs shall
be posted at all approaches to regulated areas so that an employee may read the signs and take necessary
protective steps before entering the area.

1910.1001(j)(4)(ii)
Sign specifications:

1910.1001(j)(4)(ii)(A)
The warning signs required by paragraph (j)(4)(i) of this section shall bear the following legend:  

DANGER 
ASBESTOS 
MAY CAUSE CANCER 
CAUSES DAMAGE TO LUNGS 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY

1910.1001(j)(4)(ii)(B)
In addition, where the use of respirators and protective clothing is required in the regulated area under this
section, the warning signs shall include the following:  

WEAR RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING IN THIS AREA

1910.1001(j)(4)(ii)(C)
Prior to June 1, 2016, employers may use the following legend in lieu of that specified in paragraph (j)(4)(ii)(A) of
this section:  

DANGER 
ASBESTOS 
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE 
HAZARD 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
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1910.1001(j)(4)(ii)(D)
Prior to June 1, 2016, employers may use the following legend in lieu of that specified in paragraph (j)(4)(ii)(B) of
this section:  

RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA

1910.1001(j)(4)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that employees working in and contiguous to regulated areas comprehend the
warning signs required to be posted by paragraph (j)(4)(i) of this section. Means to ensure employee
comprehension may include the use of foreign languages, pictographs and graphics.

1910.1001(j)(4)(iv)
At the entrance to mechanical rooms/areas in which employees reasonably can be expected to enter and which
contain ACM and/or PACM, the building owner shall post signs which identify the material which is present, its
location, and appropriate work practices which, if followed, will ensure that ACM and/or PACM will not be
disturbed. The employer shall ensure, to the extent feasible, that employees who come in contact with these
signs can comprehend them. Means to ensure employee comprehension may include the use of foreign
languages, pictographs, graphics, and awareness training.

1910.1001(j)(5)
Warning labels—

1910.1001(j)(5)(i)
Labeling. Labels shall be affixed to all raw materials, mixtures, scrap, waste, debris, and other products
containing asbestos fibers, or to their containers. When a building owner or employer identifies previously
installed ACM and/or PACM, labels or signs shall be affixed or posted so that employees will be notified of what
materials contain ACM and/or PACM. The employer shall attach such labels in areas where they will clearly be
noticed by employees who are likely to be exposed, such as at the entrance to mechanical room/areas. Signs
required by paragraph (j) of this section may be posted in lieu of labels so long as they contain the information
required for labeling.

1910.1001(j)(5)(ii)
Label specifications. In addition to the requirements of paragraph (j)(1), the employer shall ensure that labels of
bags or containers of protective clothing and equipment, scrap, waste, and debris containing asbestos fibers
include the following information: 

DANGER 
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS 
MAY CAUSE CANCER 
CAUSES DAMAGE TO LUNGS 
DO NOT BREATHE DUST 
AVOID CREATING DUST

1910.1001(j)(5)(iii)
Prior to June 1, 2015, employers may include the following information on raw materials, mixtures or labels of
bags or containers of protective clothing and equipment, scrap, waste, and debris containing asbestos fibers in



lieu of the labeling requirements in paragraphs (j)(1)(i) and (j)(5)(ii) of this section:  

DANGER 
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS 
AVOID CREATING DUST 
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD

1910.1001(j)(6)
The provisions for labels and for safety data sheets required by paragraph (j) of this section do not apply where:

1910.1001(j)(6)(i)
Asbestos fibers have been modified by a bonding agent, coating, binder, or other material provided that the
manufacturer can demonstrate that during any reasonably foreseeable use, handling, storage, disposal,
processing, or transportation, no airborne concentrations of fibers of asbestos in excess of the TWA permissible
exposure level and/or excursion limit will be released or

1910.1001(j)(6)(ii)
Asbestos is present in a product in concentrations less than 1.0%.

1910.1001(j)(7)
Employee information and training.

1910.1001(j)(7)(i)
The employer shall train each employee who is exposed to airborne concentrations of asbestos at or above the
PEL and/or excursion limit in accordance with the requirements of this section. The employer shall institute a
training program and ensure employee participation in the program.

1910.1001(j)(7)(ii)
Training shall be provided prior to or at the time of initial assignment and at least annually thereafter.

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)
The training program shall be conducted in a manner which the employee is able to understand. The employer
shall ensure that each employee is informed of the following:

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(A)
The health effects associated with asbestos exposure;

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(B)
The relationship between smoking and exposure to asbestos producing lung cancer:

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(C)
The quantity, location, manner of use, release, and storage of asbestos, and the specific nature of operations
which could result in exposure to asbestos;

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(D)
The engineering controls and work practices associated with the employee's job assignment;

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(E)
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The specific procedures implemented to protect employees from exposure to asbestos, such as appropriate
work practices, emergency and clean-up procedures, and personal protective equipment to be used;

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(F)
The purpose, proper use, and limitations of respirators and protective clothing, if appropriate;

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(G)
The purpose and a description of the medical surveillance program required by paragraph (l) of this section;

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(H)
The content of this standard, including appendices.

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(I)
The names, addresses and phone numbers of public health organizations which provide information, materials,
and/or conduct programs concerning smoking cessation. The employer may distribute the list of such
organizations contained in Appendix I to this section, to comply with this requirement.

1910.1001(j)(7)(iii)(J)
The requirements for posting signs and affixing labels and the meaning of the required legends for such signs
and labels.

1910.1001(j)(7)(iv)
The employer shall also provide, at no cost to employees who perform housekeeping operations in an area
which contains ACM or PACM, an asbestos awareness training course, which shall at a minimum contain the
following elements: health effects of asbestos, locations of ACM and PACM in the building/facility, recognition of
ACM and PACM damage and deterioration, requirements in this standard relating to housekeeping, and proper
response to fiber release episodes, to all employees who perform housekeeping work in areas where ACM
and/or PACM is present. Each such employee shall be so trained at least once a year.

1910.1001(j)(7)(v)
Access to information and training materials.

1910.1001(j)(7)(v)(A)
The employer shall make a copy of this standard and its appendices readily available without cost to all affected
employees.

1910.1001(j)(7)(v)(B)
The employer shall provide, upon request, all materials relating to the employee information and training
program to the Assistant Secretary and the training program to the Assistant Secretary and the Director.

1910.1001(j)(7)(v)(C)
The employer shall inform all employees concerning the availability of self-help smoking cessation program
material. Upon employee request, the employer shall distribute such material, consisting of NIH Publication No.
89-1647, or equivalent self-help material, which is approved or published by a public health organization listed in
Appendix I to this section.

1910.1001(j)(8)
Criteria to rebut the designation of installed material as PACM.
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1910.1001(j)(8)(i)
At any time, an employer and/or building owner may demonstrate, for purposes of this standard, that PACM
does not contain asbestos. Building owners and/or employers are not required to communicate information
about the presence of building material for which such a demonstration pursuant to the requirements of
paragraph (j)(8)(ii) of this section has been made. However, in all such cases, the information, data and analysis
supporting the determination that PACM does not contain asbestos, shall be retained pursuant to paragraph (m)
of this section.

1910.1001(j)(8)(ii)
An employer or owner may demonstrate that PACM does not contain asbestos by the following:

1910.1001(j)(8)(ii)(A)
Having a completed inspection conducted pursuant to the requirements of AHERA (40 CFR 763, Subpart E)
which demonstrates that no ACM is present in the material; or

1910.1001(j)(8)(ii)(B)
Performing tests of the material containing PACM which demonstrate that no ACM is present in the material.
Such tests shall include analysis of bulk samples collected in the manner described in 40 CFR 763.86. The
tests, evaluation and sample collection shall be conducted by an accredited inspector or by a CIH. Analysis of
samples shall be performed by persons or laboratories with proficiency demonstrated by current successful
participation in a nationally recognized testing program such as the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) or the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) or the Round Robin for bulk
samples administered by the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) or an equivalent nationally-
recognized round robin testing program.

1910.1001(j)(8)(iii)
The employer and/or building owner may demonstrate that flooring material including associated mastic and
backing does not contain asbestos, by a determination of an industrial hygienist based upon recognized
analytical techniques showing that the material is not ACM.

1910.1001(k)
Housekeeping.

1910.1001(k)(1)
All surfaces shall be maintained as free as practicable of ACM waste and debris and accompanying dust.

1910.1001(k)(2)
All spills and sudden releases of material containing asbestos shall be cleaned up as soon as possible.

1910.1001(k)(3)
Surfaces contaminated with asbestos may not be cleaned by the use of compressed air.

1910.1001(k)(4)
Vacuuming. HEPA-filtered vacuuming equipment shall be used for vacuuming asbestos containing waste and
debris. The equipment shall be used and emptied in a manner which minimizes the reentry of asbestos into the
workplace.
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1910.1001(k)(5)
Shoveling, dry sweeping and dry clean-up of asbestos may be used only where vacuuming and/or wet cleaning
are not feasible.

1910.1001(k)(6)
Waste disposal. Waste, scrap, debris, bags, containers, equipment, and clothing contaminated with asbestos
consigned for disposal, shall be collected, recycled and disposed of in sealed impermeable bags, or other
closed, impermeable containers.

1910.1001(k)(7)
Care of asbestos-containing flooring material.

1910.1001(k)(7)(i)
Sanding of asbestos-containing floor material is prohibited.

1910.1001(k)(7)(ii)
Stripping of finishes shall be conducted using low abrasion pads at speeds lower than 300 rpm and wet
methods.

1910.1001(k)(7)(iii)
Burnishing or dry buffing may be performed only on asbestos-containing flooring which has sufficient finish so
that the pad cannot contact the asbestos-containing material.

1910.1001(k)(8)
Waste and debris and accompanying dust in an area containing accessible ACM and/or PACM or visibly
deteriorated ACM, shall not be dusted or swept dry, or vacuumed without using a HEPA filter.

1910.1001(l)
Medical surveillance—

1910.1001(l)(1)
General—

1910.1001(l)(1)(i)
Employees covered. The employer shall institute a medical surveillance program for all employees who are or
will be exposed to airborne concentrations of fibers of asbestos at or above the TWA and/or excursion limit.

1910.1001(l)(1)(ii)
Examination by a physician.

1910.1001(l)(1)(ii)(A)
The employer shall ensure that all medical examinations and procedures are performed by or under the
supervision of a licensed physician, and shall be provided without cost to the employee and at a reasonable
time and place.

1910.1001(l)(1)(ii)(B)
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Persons other than licensed physicians, who administer the pulmonary function testing required by this section,
shall complete a training course in spirometry sponsored by an appropriate academic or professional institution.

1910.1001(l)(2)
Pre-placement examinations.

1910.1001(l)(2)(i)
Before an employee is assigned to an occupation exposed to airborne concentrations of asbestos fibers at or
above the TWA and/or excursion limit, a pre-placement medical examination shall be provided or made
available by the employer.

1910.1001(l)(2)(ii)
Such examination shall include, as a minimum, a medical and work history; a complete physical examination of
all systems with emphasis on the respiratory system, the cardiovascular system and digestive tract; completion
of the respiratory disease standardized questionnaire in appendix D to this section, part 1; a 14- by 17-inch or
other reasonably-sized standard film or digital posterior-anterior chest X-ray; pulmonary function tests to include
forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume at 1 second (FEV ); and any additional tests deemed
appropriate by the examining physician. Classification of all chest X-rays shall be conducted in accordance with
appendix E to this section.

1910.1001(l)(3)
Periodic examinations.

1910.1001(l)(3)(i)
Periodic medical examinations shall be made available annually.

1910.1001(l)(3)(ii)
The scope of the medical examination shall be in conformance with the protocol established in paragraph (l)(2)
(ii) of this section, except that the frequency of chest X-rays shall be conducted in accordance with Table 1 to
this section, and the abbreviated standardized questionnaire contained in part 2 of appendix D to this section
shall be administered to the employee.

Table 1 to §1910.1001—Frequency of Chest X-ray

Table 1—Frequency of Chest X-ray

Years since first exposure Age of employee

15 to 35 35 + to 45 45 +

0 to 10 Every 5 years Every 5 years Every 5 years.

10 + Every 5 years Every 2 years Every 1 year.

1910.1001(l)(4)
Termination of employment examinations.

1910.1001(l)(4)(i)

1
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The employer shall provide, or make available, a termination of employment medical examination for any
employee who has been exposed to airborne concentrations of fibers of asbestos at or above the TWA and/or
excursion limit.

1910.1001(l)(4)(ii)
The medical examination shall be in accordance with the requirements of the periodic examinations stipulated in
paragraph (l)(3) of this section, and shall be given within 30 calendar days before or after the date of termination
of employment.

1910.1001(l)(5)
Recent examinations. No medical examination is required of any employee, if adequate records show that the
employee has been examined in accordance with any of paragraphs ((l)(2) through (l)(4)) of this section within
the past 1 year period. A pre- employment medical examination which was required as a condition of
employment by the employer, may not be used by that employer to meet the requirements of this paragraph,
unless the cost of such examination is borne by the employer.

1910.1001(l)(6)
Information provided to the physician. The employer shall provide the following information to the examining
physician:

1910.1001(l)(6)(i)
A copy of this standard and Appendices D and E.

1910.1001(l)(6)(ii)
A description of the affected employee's duties as they relate to the employee's exposure.

1910.1001(l)(6)(iii)
The employee's representative exposure level or anticipated exposure level.

1910.1001(l)(6)(iv)
A description of any personal protective and respiratory equipment used or to be used.

1910.1001(l)(6)(v)
Information from previous medical examinations of the affected employee that is not otherwise available to the
examining physician.

1910.1001(l)(7)
Physician's written opinion.

1910.1001(l)(7)(i)
The employer shall obtain a written opinion from the examining physician. This written opinion shall contain the
results of the medical examination and shall include:

1910.1001(l)(7)(i)(A)
The physician's opinion as to whether the employee has any detected medical conditions that would place the
employee at an increased risk of material health impairment from exposure to asbestos;



1910.1001(l)(7)(i)(B)
Any recommended limitations on the employee or upon the use of personal protective equipment such as
clothing or respirators;

1910.1001(l)(7)(i)(C)
A statement that the employee has been informed by the physician of the results of the medical examination
and of any medical conditions resulting from asbestos exposure that require further explanation or treatment;
and

1910.1001(l)(7)(i)(D)
A statement that the employee has been informed by the physician of the increased risk of lung cancer
attributable to the combined effect of smoking and asbestos exposure.

1910.1001(l)(7)(ii)
The employer shall instruct the physician not to reveal in the written opinion given to the employer specific
findings or diagnoses unrelated to occupational exposure to asbestos.

1910.1001(l)(7)(iii)
The employer shall provide a copy of the physician's written opinion to the affected employee within 30 days
from its receipt.

1910.1001(m)
Recordkeeping—

1910.1001(m)(1)
Exposure measurements.

Note: The employer may utilize the services of competent organizations such as industry trade associations and
employee associations to maintain the records required by this section.

1910.1001(m)(1)(i)
The employer shall keep an accurate record of all measurements taken to monitor employee exposure to
asbestos as prescribed in paragraph (d) of this section.

1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)
This record shall include at least the following information:

1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)(A)
The date of measurement;

1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)(B)
The operation involving exposure to asbestos which is being monitored;

1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)(C)
Sampling and analytical methods used and evidence of their accuracy;

1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)(D)
Number, duration, and results of samples taken;
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1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)(E)
Type of respiratory protective devices worn, if any; and

1910.1001(m)(1)(ii)(F)
Name and exposure of the employees whose exposure are represented.

1910.1001(m)(1)(iii)
The employer shall maintain this record for at least thirty (30) years, in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1020.

1910.1001(m)(2)
Objective data for exempted operations.

1910.1001(m)(2)(i)
Where the processing, use, or handling of products made from or containing asbestos is exempted from other
requirements of this section under paragraph (d)(2)(iii) of this section, the employer shall establish and maintain
an accurate record of objective data reasonably relied upon in support of the exemption.

1910.1001(m)(2)(ii)
The record shall include at least the following:

1910.1001(m)(2)(ii)(A)
The product qualifying for exemption;

1910.1001(m)(2)(ii)(B)
The source of the objective data;

1910.1001(m)(2)(ii)(C)
The testing protocol, results of testing, and/or analysis of the material for the release of asbestos;

1910.1001(m)(2)(ii)(D)
A description of the operation exempted and how the data support the exemption; and

1910.1001(m)(2)(ii)(E)
Other data relevant to the operations, materials, processing, or employee exposures covered by the exemption.

1910.1001(m)(2)(iii)
The employer shall maintain this record for the duration of the employer's reliance upon such objective data.

1910.1001(m)(3)
Medical surveillance.

1910.1001(m)(3)(i)
The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate record for each employee subject to medical surveillance
by paragraph (l)(1)(i) of this section, in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1020.

1910.1001(m)(3)(ii)
The record shall include at least the following information:
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1910.1001(m)(3)(ii)(A)
The name of the employee;

1910.1001(m)(3)(ii)(B)
Physician's written opinions;

1910.1001(m)(3)(ii)(C)
Any employee medical complaints related to exposure to asbestos; and

1910.1001(m)(3)(ii)(D)
A copy of the information provided to the physician as required by paragraph (l)(6) of this section.

1910.1001(m)(3)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that this record is maintained for the duration of employment plus thirty (30) years, in
accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1020.

1910.1001(m)(4)
Training. The employer shall maintain all employee training records for one (1) year beyond the last date of
employment of that employee.

1910.1001(m)(5)
Availability.

1910.1001(m)(5)(i)
The employer, upon written request, shall make all records required to be maintained by this section available to
the Assistant Secretary and the Director for examination and copying.

1910.1001(m)(5)(ii)
The employer, upon request shall make any exposure records required by paragraph (m)(1) of this section
available for examination and copying to affected employees, former employees, designated representatives
and the Assistant Secretary, in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1020 (a) through (e) and (g) through (i).

1910.1001(m)(5)(iii)
The employer, upon request, shall make employee medical records required by paragraph (m)(3) of this section
available for examination and copying to the subject employee, to anyone having the specific written consent of
the subject employee, and the Assistant Secretary, in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1020.

1910.1001(m)(6)
Transfer of records. The employer shall comply with the requirements concerning transfer of records set forth in
29 CFR 1910.1020(h).

1910.1001(n)
Observation of monitoring—

1910.1001(n)(1)
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Employee observation. The employer shall provide affected employees or their designated representatives an
opportunity to observe any monitoring of employee exposure to asbestos conducted in accordance with
paragraph (d) of this section.

1910.1001(n)(2)
Observation procedures. When observation of the monitoring of employee exposure to asbestos requires entry
into an area where the use of protective clothing or equipment is required, the observer shall be provided with
and be required to use such clothing and equipment and shall comply with all other applicable safety and health
procedures.

1910.1001(o)
Appendices.

1910.1001(o)(1)
Appendices A, C, D, E, and F to this section are incorporated as part of this section and the contents of these
Appendices are mandatory.

1910.1001(o)(2)
Appendices B, G, H, I, and J to this section are informational and are not intended to create any additional
obligations not otherwise imposed or to detract from any existing obligations. 
 

[55 FR 50687, Dec. 10, 1990; 56 FR 43700, Sept. 4, 1991; 57 FR 24330, June 8, 1992; 59 FR 40964, Aug. 10,
1994; 60 FR 9624, Feb. 21, 1995; 60 FR 33343, June 28, 1995; 60 FR 33973, June 29, 1995; 61 FR 5507, Feb.
13, 1996; 61 FR 43454, August 23, 1996; 63 FR 1152, Jan. 8, 1998; 70 FR 1141, Jan. 5, 2005; 71 FR 16672 and
16673, April 3, 2006; 71 FR 50188, August 24, 2006; 73 FR 75584, Dec. 12, 2008; 76 FR 33608, June 8, 2011; 77
FR 17778, March 26, 2012; 84 FR 21458, May 14, 2019; 84 FR 21598, May 14, 2019]
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Appendix A to Subpart M of Part 61
Interpretive Rule Governing Roof Removal Operations

Subpart M National Emission Standard for Asbestos 61.140 – 61.157
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§ 61.141 De�nitions.
§ 61.142 Standard for asbestos mills.
§ 61.143 Standard for roadways.
§ 61.144 Standard for manufacturing.
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§ 61.151 Standard for inactive waste disposal sites for asbestos mills and manufacturing and fabricating

operations.
§ 61.152 Air-cleaning.
§ 61.153 Reporting.
§ 61.154 Standard for active waste disposal sites.
§ 61.155 Standard for operations that convert asbestos-containing waste material into nonasbestos (asbestos-

free) material.
§ 61.156 Cross-reference to other asbestos regulations.
§ 61.157 Delegation of authority.

 

Title 40

Subpart M - National Emission Standard for Asbestos

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401, 7412, 7414, 7416, 7601.

Source: 49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984, unless otherwise noted.

§ 61.140 Applicability.

The provisions of this subpart are applicable to those sources speci�ed in §§ 61.142 through 61.151, 61.154, and 61.155.

[55 FR 48414, Nov. 20, 1990]

§ 61.141 De�initions.

All terms that are used in this subpart and are not de�ned below are given the same meaning as in the Act and in subpart A of this
part.

Active waste disposal site means any disposal site other than an inactive site.
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Adequately wet means su�ciently mix or penetrate with liquid to prevent the release of particulates. If visible emissions are
observed coming from asbestos-containing material, then that material has not been adequately wetted. However, the absence of
visible emissions is not su�cient evidence of being adequately wet.

Asbestos means the asbestiform varieties of serpentinite (chrysotile), riebeckite (crocidolite), cummingtonite-grunerite,
anthophyllite, and actinolite-tremolite.

Asbestos-containing waste materials means mill tailings or any waste that contains commercial asbestos and is generated by a
source subject to the provisions of this subpart. This term includes �lters from control devices, friable asbestos waste material,
and bags or other similar packaging contaminated with commercial asbestos. As applied to demolition and renovation operations,
this term also includes regulated asbestos-containing material waste and materials contaminated with asbestos including
disposable equipment and clothing.

Asbestos mill means any facility engaged in converting, or in any intermediate step in converting, asbestos ore into commercial
asbestos. Outside storage of asbestos material is not considered a part of the asbestos mill.

Asbestos tailings means any solid waste that contains asbestos and is a product of asbestos mining or milling operations.

Asbestos waste from control devices means any waste material that contains asbestos and is collected by a pollution control
device.

Category I nonfriable asbestos-containing material (ACM) means asbestos-containing packings, gaskets, resilient �oor covering,
and asphalt roo�ng products containing more than 1 percent asbestos as determined using the method speci�ed in appendix E,
subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy.

Category II nonfriable ACM means any material, excluding Category I nonfriable ACM, containing more than 1 percent asbestos as
determined using the methods speci�ed in appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy that,
when dry, cannot be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure.

Commercial asbestos means any material containing asbestos that is extracted from ore and has value because of its asbestos
content.

Cutting means to penetrate with a sharp-edged instrument and includes sawing, but does not include shearing, slicing, or
punching.

Demolition means the wrecking or taking out of any load-supporting structural member of a facility together with any related
handling operations or the intentional burning of any facility.

Emergency renovation operation means a renovation operation that was not planned but results from a sudden, unexpected event
that, if not immediately attended to, presents a safety or public health hazard, is necessary to protect equipment from damage, or
is necessary to avoid imposing an unreasonable �nancial burden. This term includes operations necessitated by nonroutine
failures of equipment.

Fabricating means any processing (e.g., cutting, sawing, drilling) of a manufactured product that contains commercial asbestos,
with the exception of processing at temporary sites (�eld fabricating) for the construction or restoration of facilities. In the case of
friction products, fabricating includes bonding, debonding, grinding, sawing, drilling, or other similar operations performed as part
of fabricating.

Facility means any institutional, commercial, public, industrial, or residential structure, installation, or building (including any
structure, installation, or building containing condominiums or individual dwelling units operated as a residential cooperative, but
excluding residential buildings having four or fewer dwelling units); any ship; and any active or inactive waste disposal site. For
purposes of this de�nition, any building, structure, or installation that contains a loft used as a dwelling is not considered a
residential structure, installation, or building. Any structure, installation or building that was previously subject to this subpart is not
excluded, regardless of its current use or function.

Facility component means any part of a facility including equipment.

Friable asbestos material means any material containing more than 1 percent asbestos as determined using the method speci�ed
in appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy, that, when dry, can be crumbled, pulverized, or
reduced to powder by hand pressure. If the asbestos content is less than 10 percent as determined by a method other than point
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counting by polarized light microscopy (PLM), verify the asbestos content by point counting using PLM.

Fugitive source means any source of emissions not controlled by an air pollution control device.

Glove bag means a sealed compartment with attached inner gloves used for the handling of asbestos-containing materials.
Properly installed and used, glove bags provide a small work area enclosure typically used for small-scale asbestos stripping
operations. Information on glove-bag installation, equipment and supplies, and work practices is contained in the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration's (OSHA's) �nal rule on occupational exposure to asbestos (appendix G to 29 CFR 1926.58).

Grinding means to reduce to powder or small fragments and includes mechanical chipping or drilling.

In poor condition means the binding of the material is losing its integrity as indicated by peeling, cracking, or crumbling of the
material.

Inactive waste disposal site means any disposal site or portion of it where additional asbestos-containing waste material has not
been deposited within the past year.

Installation means any building or structure or any group of buildings or structures at a single demolition or renovation site that are
under the control of the same owner or operator (or owner or operator under common control).

Leak-tight means that solids or liquids cannot escape or spill out. It also means dust-tight.

Malfunction means any sudden and unavoidable failure of air pollution control equipment or process equipment or of a process to
operate in a normal or usual manner so that emissions of asbestos are increased. Failures of equipment shall not be considered
malfunctions if they are caused in any way by poor maintenance, careless operation, or any other preventable upset conditions,
equipment breakdown, or process failure.

Manufacturing means the combining of commercial asbestos - or, in the case of woven friction products, the combining of textiles
containing commercial asbestos - with any other material(s), including commercial asbestos, and the processing of this
combination into a product. Chlorine production is considered a part of manufacturing.

Natural barrier means a natural object that effectively precludes or deters access. Natural barriers include physical obstacles such
as cliffs, lakes or other large bodies of water, deep and wide ravines, and mountains. Remoteness by itself is not a natural barrier.

Nonfriable asbestos-containing material means any material containing more than 1 percent asbestos as determined using the
method speci�ed in appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy, that, when dry, cannot be
crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure.

Nonscheduled renovation operation means a renovation operation necessitated by the routine failure of equipment, which is
expected to occur within a given period based on past operating experience, but for which an exact date cannot be predicted.

Outside air means the air outside buildings and structures, including, but not limited to, the air under a bridge or in an open air ferry
dock.

Owner or operator of a demolition or renovation activity means any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or supervises the
facility being demolished or renovated or any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or supervises the demolition or
renovation operation, or both.

Particulate asbestos material means �nely divided particles of asbestos or material containing asbestos.

Planned renovation operations means a renovation operation, or a number of such operations, in which some RACM will be
removed or stripped within a given period of time and that can be predicted. Individual nonscheduled operations are included if a
number of such operations can be predicted to occur during a given period of time based on operating experience.

Regulated asbestos-containing material (RACM) means

(a)  Friable asbestos material,

(b)  Category I nonfriable ACM that has become friable,
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Remove means to take out RACM or facility components that contain or are covered with RACM from any facility.

Renovation means altering a facility or one or more facility components in any way, including the stripping or removal of RACM
from a facility component. Operations in which load-supporting structural members are wrecked or taken out are demolitions.

Resilient �oor covering means asbestos-containing �oor tile, including asphalt and vinyl �oor tile, and sheet vinyl �oor covering
containing more than 1 percent asbestos as determined using polarized light microscopy according to the method speci�ed in
appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy.

Roadways means surfaces on which vehicles travel. This term includes public and private highways, roads, streets, parking areas,
and driveways.

Strip means to take off RACM from any part of a facility or facility components.

Structural member means any load-supporting member of a facility, such as beams and load supporting walls; or any nonload-
supporting member, such as ceilings and nonload-supporting walls.

Visible emissions means any emissions, which are visually detectable without the aid of instruments, coming from RACM or
asbestos-containing waste material, or from any asbestos milling, manufacturing, or fabricating operation. This does not include
condensed, uncombined water vapor.

Waste generator means any owner or operator of a source covered by this subpart whose act or process produces asbestos-
containing waste material.

Waste shipment record means the shipping document, required to be originated and signed by the waste generator, used to track
and substantiate the disposition of asbestos-containing waste material.

Working day means Monday through Friday and includes holidays that fall on any of the days Monday through Friday.

[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984; 49 FR 25453, June 21, 1984, as amended by 55 FR 48414, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991; 60 FR
31920, June 19, 1995]

§ 61.142 Standard for asbestos mills.

(c)  Category I nonfriable ACM that will be or has been subjected to sanding, grinding, cutting, or abrading, or

(d)  Category II nonfriable ACM that has a high probability of becoming or has become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to
powder by the forces expected to act on the material in the course of demolition or renovation operations regulated by
this subpart.

(a)  Each owner or operator of an asbestos mill shall either discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from that
asbestos mill, including fugitive sources, or use the methods speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions containing
particulate asbestos material before they escape to, or are vented to, the outside air.

(b)  Each owner or operator of an asbestos mill shall meet the following requirements:

(1)  Monitor each potential source of asbestos emissions from any part of the mill facility, including air cleaning devices,
process equipment, and buildings that house equipment for material processing and handling, at least once each
day, during daylight hours, for visible emissions to the outside air during periods of operation. The monitoring shall
be by visual observation of at least 15 seconds duration per source of emissions.

(2)  Inspect each air cleaning device at least once each week for proper operation and for changes that signal the
potential for malfunction, including, to the maximum extent possible without dismantling other than opening the
device, the presence of tears, holes, and abrasions in �lter bags and for dust deposits on the clean side of bags. For
air cleaning devices that cannot be inspected on a weekly basis according to this paragraph, submit to the
Administrator, and revise as necessary, a written maintenance plan to include, at a minimum, the following:

(i)  Maintenance schedule.

(ii)  Recordkeeping plan.

(3)  Maintain records of the results of visible emissions monitoring and air cleaning device inspections using a format
similar to that shown in Figures 1 and 2 and include the following:
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(i)  Date and time of each inspection.

(ii)  Presence or absence of visible emissions.

(iii)  Condition of fabric �lters, including presence of any tears, holes, and abrasions.

(iv)  Presence of dust deposits on clean side of fabric �lters.

(v)  Brief description of corrective actions taken, including date and time.

(vi)  Daily hours of operation for each air cleaning device.

(4)  Furnish upon request, and make available at the affected facility during normal business hours for inspection by the
Administrator, all records required under this section.

(5)  Retain a copy of all monitoring and inspection records for at least 2 years.

(6)  Submit semiannually a copy of visible emission monitoring records to the Administrator if visible emissions
occurred during the report period. Semiannual reports shall be postmarked by the 30th day following the end of the
six-month period.
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[55 FR 48416, Nov. 20, 1990, as amended at 64 FR 7467, Feb. 12, 1999]

§ 61.143 Standard for roadways.
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No person may construct or maintain a roadway with asbestos tailings or asbestos-containing waste material on that roadway,
unless, for asbestos tailings.

[55 FR 48419, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991]

§ 61.144 Standard for manufacturing.

(a)  It is a temporary roadway on an area of asbestos ore deposits (asbestos mine): or

(b)  It is a temporary roadway at an active asbestos mill site and is encapsulated with a resinous or bituminous binder. The
encapsulated road surface must be maintained at a minimum frequency of once per year to prevent dust emissions; or

(c)  It is encapsulated in asphalt concrete meeting the speci�cations contained in section 401 of Standard Speci�cations for
Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway Projects, FP-85, 1985, or their equivalent.

(a)  Applicability. This section applies to the following manufacturing operations using commercial asbestos.

(1)  The manufacture of cloth, cord, wicks, tubing, tape, twine, rope, thread, yarn, roving, lap, or other textile materials.

(2)  The manufacture of cement products.

(3)  The manufacture of �reproo�ng and insulating materials.

(4)  The manufacture of friction products.

(5)  The manufacture of paper, millboard, and felt.

(6)  The manufacture of �oor tile.

(7)  The manufacture of paints, coatings, caulks, adhesives, and sealants.

(8)  The manufacture of plastics and rubber materials.

(9)  The manufacture of chlorine utilizing asbestos diaphragm technology.

(10)  The manufacture of shotgun shell wads.

(11)  The manufacture of asphalt concrete.

(b)  Standard. Each owner or operator of any of the manufacturing operations to which this section applies shall either:

(1)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from these operations or from any building or structure in which
they are conducted or from any other fugitive sources; or

(2)  Use the methods speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions from these operations containing particulate asbestos
material before they escape to, or are vented to, the outside air.

(3)  Monitor each potential source of asbestos emissions from any part of the manufacturing facility, including air
cleaning devices, process equipment, and buildings housing material processing and handling equipment, at least
once each day during daylight hours for visible emissions to the outside air during periods of operation. The
monitoring shall be by visual observation of at least 15 seconds duration per source of emissions.

(4)  Inspect each air cleaning device at least once each week for proper operation and for changes that signal the
potential for malfunctions, including, to the maximum extent possible without dismantling other than opening the
device, the presence of tears, holes, and abrasions in �lter bags and for dust deposits on the clean side of bags. For
air cleaning devices that cannot be inspected on a weekly basis according to this paragraph, submit to the
Administrator, and revise as necessary, a written maintenance plan to include, at a minimum, the following:

(i)  Maintenance schedule.

(ii)  Recordkeeping plan.

(5)  Maintain records of the results of visible emission monitoring and air cleaning device inspections using a format
similar to that shown in Figures 1 and 2 and include the following.

(i)  Date and time of each inspection.

(ii)  Presence or absence of visible emissions.
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[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984, as amended at 55 FR 48419, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991; 64 FR 7467, Feb. 12, 1999]

§ 61.145 Standard for demolition and renovation.

(iii)  Condition of fabric �lters, including presence of any tears, holes and abrasions.

(iv)  Presence of dust deposits on clean side of fabric �lters.

(v)  Brief description of corrective actions taken, including date and time.

(vi)  Daily hours of operation for each air cleaning device.

(6)  Furnish upon request, and make available at the affected facility during normal business hours for inspection by the
Administrator, all records required under this section.

(7)  Retain a copy of all monitoring and inspection records for at least 2 years.

(8)  Submit semiannually a copy of the visible emission monitoring records to the Administrator if visible emission
occurred during the report period. Semiannual reports shall be postmarked by the 30th day following the end of the
six-month period.

(a)  Applicability. To determine which requirements of paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of this section apply to the owner or
operator of a demolition or renovation activity and prior to the commencement of the demolition or renovation,
thoroughly inspect the affected facility or part of the facility where the demolition or renovation operation will occur for
the presence of asbestos, including Category I and Category II nonfriable ACM. The requirements of paragraphs (b) and
(c) of this section apply to each owner or operator of a demolition or renovation activity, including the removal of RACM
as follows:

(1)  In a facility being demolished, all the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section apply, except as
provided in paragraph (a)(3) of this section, if the combined amount of RACM is

(i)  At least 80 linear meters (260 linear feet) on pipes or at least 15 square meters (160 square feet) on other
facility components, or

(ii)  At least 1 cubic meter (35 cubic feet) off facility components where the length or area could not be measured
previously.

(2)  In a facility being demolished, only the noti�cation requirements of paragraphs (b)(1), (2), (3)(i) and (iv), and (4)(i)
through (vii) and (4)(ix) and (xvi) of this section apply, if the combined amount of RACM is

(i)  Less than 80 linear meters (260 linear feet) on pipes and less than 15 square meters (160 square feet) on
other facility components, and

(ii)  Less than one cubic meter (35 cubic feet) off facility components where the length or area could not be
measured previously or there is no asbestos.

(3)  If the facility is being demolished under an order of a State or local government agency, issued because the facility
is structurally unsound and in danger of imminent collapse, only the requirements of paragraphs (b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(3)
(iii), (b)(4) (except (b)(4)(viii)), (b)(5), and (c)(4) through (c)(9) of this section apply.

(4)  In a facility being renovated, including any individual nonscheduled renovation operation, all the requirements of
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section apply if the combined amount of RACM to be stripped, removed, dislodged,
cut, drilled, or similarly disturbed is

(i)  At least 80 linear meters (260 linear feet) on pipes or at least 15 square meters (160 square feet) on other
facility components, or

(ii)  At least 1 cubic meter (35 cubic feet) off facility components where the length or area could not be measured
previously.

(iii)  To determine whether paragraph (a)(4) of this section applies to planned renovation operations involving
individual nonscheduled operations, predict the combined additive amount of RACM to be removed or stripped
during a calendar year of January 1 through December 31.

(iv)  To determine whether paragraph (a)(4) of this section applies to emergency renovation operations, estimate
the combined amount of RACM to be removed or stripped as a result of the sudden, unexpected event that
necessitated the renovation.
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(5)  Owners or operators of demolition and renovation operations are exempt from the requirements of §§ 61.05(a),
61.07, and 61.09.

(b)  Noti�cation requirements. Each owner or operator of a demolition or renovation activity to which this section applies
shall:

(1)  Provide the Administrator with written notice of intention to demolish or renovate. Delivery of the notice by U.S.
Postal Service, commercial delivery service, or hand delivery is acceptable.

(2)  Update notice, as necessary, including when the amount of asbestos affected changes by at least 20 percent.

(3)  Postmark or deliver the notice as follows:

(i)  At least 10 working days before asbestos stripping or removal work or any other activity begins (such as site
preparation that would break up, dislodge or similarly disturb asbestos material), if the operation is described
in paragraphs (a) (1) and (4) (except (a)(4)(iii) and (a)(4)(iv)) of this section. If the operation is as described in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section, noti�cation is required 10 working days before demolition begins.

(ii)  At least 10 working days before the end of the calendar year preceding the year for which notice is being given
for renovations described in paragraph (a)(4)(iii) of this section.

(iii)  As early as possible before, but not later than, the following working day if the operation is a demolition
ordered according to paragraph (a)(3) of this section or, if the operation is a renovation described in paragraph
(a)(4)(iv) of this section.

(iv)  For asbestos stripping or removal work in a demolition or renovation operation, described in paragraphs (a) (1)
and (4) (except (a)(4)(iii) and (a)(4)(iv)) of this section, and for a demolition described in paragraph (a)(2) of
this section, that will begin on a date other than the one contained in the original notice, notice of the new start
date must be provided to the Administrator as follows:

(A)  When the asbestos stripping or removal operation or demolition operation covered by this paragraph will
begin after the date contained in the notice,

(1)  Notify the Administrator of the new start date by telephone as soon as possible before the original
start date, and

(2)  Provide the Administrator with a written notice of the new start date as soon as possible before, and
no later than, the original start date. Delivery of the updated notice by the U.S. Postal Service,
commercial delivery service, or hand delivery is acceptable.

(B)  When the asbestos stripping or removal operation or demolition operation covered by this paragraph will
begin on a date earlier than the original start date,

(1)  Provide the Administrator with a written notice of the new start date at least 10 working days before
asbestos stripping or removal work begins.

(2)  For demolitions covered by paragraph (a)(2) of this section, provide the Administrator written notice
of a new start date at least 10 working days before commencement of demolition. Delivery of
updated notice by U.S. Postal Service, commercial delivery service, or hand delivery is acceptable.

(C)  In no event shall an operation covered by this paragraph begin on a date other than the date contained in
the written notice of the new start date.

(4)  Include the following in the notice:

(i)  An indication of whether the notice is the original or a revised noti�cation.

(ii)  Name, address, and telephone number of both the facility owner and operator and the asbestos removal
contractor owner or operator.

(iii)  Type of operation: demolition or renovation.

(iv)  Description of the facility or affected part of the facility including the size (square meters [square feet] and
number of �oors), age, and present and prior use of the facility.

(v)  Procedure, including analytical methods, employed to detect the presence of RACM and Category I and
Category II nonfriable ACM.
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(vi)  Estimate of the approximate amount of RACM to be removed from the facility in terms of length of pipe in
linear meters (linear feet), surface area in square meters (square feet) on other facility components, or volume
in cubic meters (cubic feet) if off the facility components. Also, estimate the approximate amount of Category
I and Category II nonfriable ACM in the affected part of the facility that will not be removed before demolition.

(vii)  Location and street address (including building number or name and �oor or room number, if appropriate), city,
county, and state, of the facility being demolished or renovated.

(viii)  Scheduled starting and completion dates of asbestos removal work (or any other activity, such as site
preparation that would break up, dislodge, or similarly disturb asbestos material) in a demolition or renovation;
planned renovation operations involving individual nonscheduled operations shall only include the beginning
and ending dates of the report period as described in paragraph (a)(4)(iii) of this section.

(ix)  Scheduled starting and completion dates of demolition or renovation.

(x)  Description of planned demolition or renovation work to be performed and method(s) to be employed,
including demolition or renovation techniques to be used and description of affected facility components.

(xi)  Description of work practices and engineering controls to be used to comply with the requirements of this
subpart, including asbestos removal and waste-handling emission control procedures.

(xii)  Name and location of the waste disposal site where the asbestos-containing waste material will be deposited.

(xiii)  A certi�cation that at least one person trained as required by paragraph (c)(8) of this section will supervise the
stripping and removal described by this noti�cation. This requirement shall become effective 1 year after
promulgation of this regulation.

(xiv)  For facilities described in paragraph (a)(3) of this section, the name, title, and authority of the State or local
government representative who has ordered the demolition, the date that the order was issued, and the date
on which the demolition was ordered to begin. A copy of the order shall be attached to the noti�cation.

(xv)  For emergency renovations described in paragraph (a)(4)(iv) of this section, the date and hour that the
emergency occurred, a description of the sudden, unexpected event, and an explanation of how the event
caused an unsafe condition, or would cause equipment damage or an unreasonable �nancial burden.

(xvi)  Description of procedures to be followed in the event that unexpected RACM is found or Category II nonfriable
ACM becomes crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder.

(xvii)  Name, address, and telephone number of the waste transporter.

(5)  The information required in paragraph (b)(4) of this section must be reported using a form similiar to that shown in
Figure 3.

(c)  Procedures for asbestos emission control. Each owner or operator of a demolition or renovation activity to whom this
paragraph applies, according to paragraph (a) of this section, shall comply with the following procedures:

(1)  Remove all RACM from a facility being demolished or renovated before any activity begins that would break up,
dislodge, or similarly disturb the material or preclude access to the material for subsequent removal. RACM need
not be removed before demolition if:

(i)  It is Category I nonfriable ACM that is not in poor condition and is not friable.

(ii)  It is on a facility component that is encased in concrete or other similarly hard material and is adequately wet
whenever exposed during demolition; or

(iii)  It was not accessible for testing and was, therefore, not discovered until after demolition began and, as a result
of the demolition, the material cannot be safely removed. If not removed for safety reasons, the exposed
RACM and any asbestos-contaminated debris must be treated as asbestos-containing waste material and
adequately wet at all times until disposed of.

(iv)  They are Category II nonfriable ACM and the probability is low that the materials will become crumbled,
pulverized, or reduced to powder during demolition.

(2)  When a facility component that contains, is covered with, or is coated with RACM is being taken out of the facility as
a unit or in sections:

(i)  Adequately wet all RACM exposed during cutting or disjoining operations; and
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(ii)  Carefully lower each unit or section to the �oor and to ground level, not dropping, throwing, sliding, or
otherwise damaging or disturbing the RACM.

(3)  When RACM is stripped from a facility component while it remains in place in the facility, adequately wet the RACM
during the stripping operation.

(i)  In renovation operations, wetting is not required if:

(A)  The owner or operator has obtained prior written approval from the Administrator based on a written
application that wetting to comply with this paragraph would unavoidably damage equipment or present
a safety hazard; and

(B)  The owner or operator uses of the following emission control methods:

(1)  A local exhaust ventilation and collection system designed and operated to capture the particulate
asbestos material produced by the stripping and removal of the asbestos materials. The system
must exhibit no visible emissions to the outside air or be designed and operated in accordance with
the requirements in § 61.152.

(2)  A glove-bag system designed and operated to contain the particulate asbestos material produced by
the stripping of the asbestos materials.

(3)  Leak-tight wrapping to contain all RACM prior to dismantlement.

(ii)  In renovation operations where wetting would result in equipment damage or a safety hazard, and the methods
allowed in paragraph (c)(3)(i) of this section cannot be used, another method may be used after obtaining
written approval from the Administrator based upon a determination that it is equivalent to wetting in
controlling emissions or to the methods allowed in paragraph (c)(3)(i) of this section.

(iii)  A copy of the Administrator's written approval shall be kept at the worksite and made available for inspection.

(4)  After a facility component covered with, coated with, or containing RACM has been taken out of the facility as a unit
or in sections pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) of this section, it shall be stripped or contained in leak-tight wrapping,
except as described in paragraph (c)(5) of this section. If stripped, either:

(i)  Adequately wet the RACM during stripping; or

(ii)  Use a local exhaust ventilation and collection system designed and operated to capture the particulate
asbestos material produced by the stripping. The system must exhibit no visible emissions to the outside air
or be designed and operated in accordance with the requirements in § 61.152.

(5)  For large facility components such as reactor vessels, large tanks, and steam generators, but not beams (which
must be handled in accordance with paragraphs (c)(2), (3), and (4) of this section), the RACM is not required to be
stripped if the following requirements are met:

(i)  The component is removed, transported, stored, disposed of, or reused without disturbing or damaging the
RACM.

(ii)  The component is encased in a leak-tight wrapping.

(iii)  The leak-tight wrapping is labeled according to § 61.149(d)(1)(i), (ii), and (iii) during all loading and unloading
operations and during storage.

(6)  For all RACM, including material that has been removed or stripped:

(i)  Adequately wet the material and ensure that it remains wet until collected and contained or treated in
preparation for disposal in accordance with § 61.150; and

(ii)  Carefully lower the material to the ground and �oor, not dropping, throwing, sliding, or otherwise damaging or
disturbing the material.

(iii)  Transport the material to the ground via leak-tight chutes or containers if it has been removed or stripped more
than 50 feet above ground level and was not removed as units or in sections.

(iv)  RACM contained in leak-tight wrapping that has been removed in accordance with paragraphs (c)(4) and (c)(3)
(i)(B)(3) of this section need not be wetted.

(7)  When the temperature at the point of wetting is below 0 °C (32 °F):
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[55 FR 48419, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991]

§ 61.146 Standard for spraying.

The owner or operator of an operation in which asbestos-containing materials are spray applied shall comply with the following
requirements:

(i)  The owner or operator need not comply with paragraph (c)(2)(i) and the wetting provisions of paragraph (c)(3)
of this section.

(ii)  The owner or operator shall remove facility components containing, coated with, or covered with RACM as
units or in sections to the maximum extent possible.

(iii)  During periods when wetting operations are suspended due to freezing temperatures, the owner or operator
must record the temperature in the area containing the facility components at the beginning, middle, and end
of each workday and keep daily temperature records available for inspection by the Administrator during
normal business hours at the demolition or renovation site. The owner or operator shall retain the temperature
records for at least 2 years.

(8)  Effective 1 year after promulgation of this regulation, no RACM shall be stripped, removed, or otherwise handled or
disturbed at a facility regulated by this section unless at least one on-site representative, such as a foreman or
management-level person or other authorized representative, trained in the provisions of this regulation and the
means of complying with them, is present. Every 2 years, the trained on-site individual shall receive refresher
training in the provisions of this regulation. The required training shall include as a minimum: applicability;
noti�cations; material identi�cation; control procedures for removals including, at least, wetting, local exhaust
ventilation, negative pressure enclosures, glove-bag procedures, and High E�ciency Particulate Air (HEPA) �lters;
waste disposal work practices; reporting and recordkeeping; and asbestos hazards and worker protection. Evidence
that the required training has been completed shall be posted and made available for inspection by the
Administrator at the demolition or renovation site.

(9)  For facilities described in paragraph (a)(3) of this section, adequately wet the portion of the facility that contains
RACM during the wrecking operation.

(10)  If a facility is demolished by intentional burning, all RACM including Category I and Category II nonfriable ACM must
be removed in accordance with the NESHAP before burning.

(a)  For spray-on application on buildings, structures, pipes, and conduits, do not use material containing more than 1 percent
asbestos as determined using the method speci�ed in appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light
Microscopy, except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section.

(b)  For spray-on application of materials that contain more than 1 percent asbestos as determined using the method
speci�ed in appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy, on equipment and machinery,
except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section:

(1)  Notify the Administrator at least 20 days before beginning the spraying operation. Include the following information
in the notice:

(i)  Name and address of owner or operator.

(ii)  Location of spraying operation.

(iii)  Procedures to be followed to meet the requirements of this paragraph.

(2)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from spray-on application of the asbestos-containing material or
use the methods speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos material before they
escape to, or are vented to, the outside air.

(c)  The requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section do not apply to the spray-on application of materials where the
asbestos �bers in the materials are encapsulated with a bituminous or resinous binder during spraying and the materials
are not friable after drying.
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[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984. Redesignated and amended at 55 FR 48424, Nov. 20, 1990; 60 FR 31920, June 19, 1995]

§ 61.147 Standard for fabricating.

[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984. Redesignated and amended at 55 FR 48424, Nov. 20, 1991; 64 FR 7467, Feb. 12, 1999]

§ 61.148 Standard for insulating materials.

(d)  Owners or operators of sources subject to this paragraph are exempt from the requirements of §§ 61.05(a), 61.07 and
61.09.

(a)  Applicability. This section applies to the following fabricating operations using commercial asbestos:

(1)  The fabrication of cement building products.

(2)  The fabrication of friction products, except those operations that primarily install asbestos friction materials on
motor vehicles.

(3)  The fabrication of cement or silicate board for ventilation hoods; ovens; electrical panels; laboratory furniture,
bulkheads, partitions, and ceilings for marine construction; and �ow control devices for the molten metal industry.

(b)  Standard. Each owner or operator of any of the fabricating operations to which this section applies shall either:

(1)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from any of the operations or from any building or structure in
which they are conducted or from any other fugitive sources; or

(2)  Use the methods speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos material before they
escape to, or are vented to, the outside air.

(3)  Monitor each potential source of asbestos emissions from any part of the fabricating facility, including air cleaning
devices, process equipment, and buildings that house equipment for material processing and handling, at least
once each day, during daylight hours, for visible emissions to the outside air during periods of operation. The
monitoring shall be by visual observation of at least 15 seconds duration per source of emissions.

(4)  Inspect each air cleaning device at least once each week for proper operation and for changes that signal the
potential for malfunctions, including, to the maximum extent possible without dismantling other than opening the
device, the presence of tears, holes, and abrasions in �lter bags and for dust deposits on the clean side of bags. For
air cleaning devices that cannot be inspected on a weekly basis according to this paragraph, submit to the
Administrator, and revise as necessary, a written maintenance plan to include, at a minimum, the following:

(i)  Maintenance schedule.

(ii)  Recordkeeping plan.

(5)  Maintain records of the results of visible emission monitoring and air cleaning device inspections using a format
similar to that shown in Figures 1 and 2 and include the following:

(i)  Date and time of each inspection.

(ii)  Presence or absence of visible emissions.

(iii)  Condition of fabric �lters, including presence of any tears, holes, and abrasions.

(iv)  Presence of dust deposits on clean side of fabric �lters.

(v)  Brief description of corrective actions taken, including date and time.

(vi)  Daily hours of operation for each air cleaning device.

(6)  Furnish upon request and make available at the affected facility during normal business hours for inspection by the
Administrator, all records required under this section.

(7)  Retain a copy of all monitoring and inspection records for at least 2 years.

(8)  Submit semiannually a copy of the visible emission monitoring records to the Administrator if visible emission
occurred during the report period. Semiannual reports shall be postmarked by the 30th day following the end of the
six-month period.
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No owner or operator of a facility may install or reinstall on a facility component any insulating materials that contain commercial
asbestos if the materials are either molded and friable or wet-applied and friable after drying. The provisions of this section do not
apply to spray-applied insulating materials regulated under § 61.146.

[55 FR 48424, Nov. 20, 1990]

§ 61.149 Standard for waste disposal for asbestos mills.

Each owner or operator of any source covered under the provisions of § 61.142 shall:

Legend

DANGER

(a)  Deposit all asbestos-containing waste material at a waste disposal site operated in accordance with the provisions of §
61.154; and

(b)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from the transfer of control device asbestos waste to the tailings
conveyor, or use the methods speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos material before
they escape to, or are vented to, the outside air. Dispose of the asbestos waste from control devices in accordance with
§ 61.150(a) or paragraph (c) of this section; and

(c)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air during the collection, processing, packaging, or on-site transporting of
any asbestos-containing waste material, or use one of the disposal methods speci�ed in paragraphs (c) (1) or (2) of this
section, as follows:

(1)  Use a wetting agent as follows:

(i)  Adequately mix all asbestos-containing waste material with a wetting agent recommended by the
manufacturer of the agent to effectively wet dust and tailings, before depositing the material at a waste
disposal site. Use the agent as recommended for the particular dust by the manufacturer of the agent.

(ii)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from the wetting operation or use the methods speci�ed by §
61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos material before they escape to, or are vented to, the
outside air.

(iii)  Wetting may be suspended when the ambient temperature at the waste disposal site is less than −9.5 °C (15
°F), as determined by an appropriate measurement method with an accuracy of ±1 °C (±2 °F). During periods
when wetting operations are suspended, the temperature must be recorded at least at hourly intervals, and
records must be retained for at least 2 years in a form suitable for inspection.

(2)  Use an alternative emission control and waste treatment method that has received prior written approval by the
Administrator. To obtain approval for an alternative method, a written application must be submitted to the
Administrator demonstrating that the following criteria are met:

(i)  The alternative method will control asbestos emissions equivalent to currently required methods.

(ii)  The suitability of the alternative method for the intended application.

(iii)  The alternative method will not violate other regulations.

(iv)  The alternative method will not result in increased water pollution, land pollution, or occupational hazards.

(d)  When waste is transported by vehicle to a disposal site:

(1)  Mark vehicles used to transport asbestos-containing waste material during the loading and unloading of the waste
so that the signs are visible. The markings must:

(i)  Be displayed in such a manner and location that a person can easily read the legend.

(ii)  Conform to the requirements for 51 cm × 36 cm (20 in × 14 in) upright format signs speci�ed in 29 CFR
1910.145(d)(4) and this paragraph; and

(iii)  Display the following legend in the lower panel with letter sizes and styles of a visibility at least equal to those
speci�ed in this paragraph.
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ASBESTOS DUST HAZARD

CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD

Authorized Personnel Only

Notation

2.5 cm (1 inch) Sans Serif, Gothic or Block

2.5 cm (1 inch) Sans Serif, Gothic or Block

1.9 cm (3⁄4 inch) Sans Serif, Gothic or Block

14 Point Gothic

Spacing between any two lines must be a least equal to the height of the upper of the two lines.

(2)  For off-site disposal, provide a copy of the waste shipment record, described in paragraph (e)(1) of this section, to
the disposal site owner or operator at the same time as the asbestos-containing waste material is delivered to the
disposal site.

(e)  For all asbestos-containing waste material transported off the facility site:

(1)  Maintain asbestos waste shipment records, using a form similar to that shown in Figure 4, and include the following
information:

(i)  The name, address, and telephone number of the waste generator.

(ii)  The name and address of the local, State, or EPA Regional agency responsible for administering the asbestos
NESHAP program.

(iii)  The quantity of the asbestos-containing waste material in cubic meters (cubic yards).

(iv)  The name and telephone number of the disposal site operator.

(v)  The name and physical site location of the disposal site.

(vi)  The date transported.

(vii)  The name, address, and telephone number of the transporter(s).

(viii)  A certi�cation that the contents of this consignment are fully and accurately described by proper shipping
name and are classi�ed, packed, marked, and labeled, and are in all respects in proper condition for transport
by highway according to applicable international and government regulations.

(2)  For waste shipments where a copy of the waste shipment record, signed by the owner or operator of the designated
disposal site, is not received by the waste generator within 35 days of the date the waste was accepted by the initial
transporter, contact the transporter and/or the owner or operator of the designated disposal site to determine the
status of the waste shipment.

(3)  Report in writing to the local, State, or EPA Regional o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos NESHAP
program for the waste generator if a copy of the waste shipment record, signed by the owner or operator of the
designated waste disposal site, is not received by the waste generator within 45 days of the date the waste was
accepted by the initial transporter. Include in the report the following information:

(i)  A copy of the waste shipment record for which a con�rmation of delivery was not received, and

(ii)  A cover letter signed by the waste generator explaining the efforts taken to locate the asbestos waste
shipment and the results of those efforts.

(4)  Retain a copy of all waste shipment records, including a copy of the waste shipment record signed by the owner or
operator of the designated waste disposal site, for at least 2 years.
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§ 61.150 Standard for waste disposal for manufacturing, fabricating, demolition, renovation, and spraying
operations.

Each owner or operator of any source covered under the provisions of §§ 61.144, 61.145, 61.146, and 61.147 shall comply with the
following provisions:

(f)  Furnish upon request, and make available for inspection by the Administrator, all records required under this section.

(a)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air during the collection, processing (including incineration), packaging, or
transporting of any asbestos-containing waste material generated by the source, or use one of the emission control and
waste treatment methods speci�ed in paragraphs (a) (1) through (4) of this section.

(1)  Adequately wet asbestos-containing waste material as follows:

(i)  Mix control device asbestos waste to form a slurry; adequately wet other asbestos-containing waste material;
and

(ii)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from collection, mixing, wetting, and handling operations, or
use the methods speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos material before
they escape to, or are vented to, the outside air; and

(iii)  After wetting, seal all asbestos-containing waste material in leak-tight containers while wet; or, for materials
that will not �t into containers without additional breaking, put materials into leak-tight wrapping; and

(iv)  Label the containers or wrapped materials speci�ed in paragraph (a)(1)(iii) of this section using warning labels
speci�ed by Occupational Safety and Health Standards of the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) under 29 CFR 1910.1001(j)(4) or 1926.1101(k)(8). The labels shall be printed in
letters of su�cient size and contrast so as to be readily visible and legible.

(v)  For asbestos-containing waste material to be transported off the facility site, label containers or wrapped
materials with the name of the waste generator and the location at which the waste was generated.

(2)  Process asbestos-containing waste material into nonfriable forms as follows:

(i)  Form all asbestos-containing waste material into nonfriable pellets or other shapes;

(ii)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from collection and processing operations, including
incineration, or use the method speci�ed by § 61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos
material before they escape to, or are vented to, the outside air.

(3)  For facilities demolished where the RACM is not removed prior to demolition according to §§ 61.145(c)(1) (i), (ii),
(iii), and (iv) or for facilities demolished according to § 61.145(c)(9), adequately wet asbestos-containing waste
material at all times after demolition and keep wet during handling and loading for transport to a disposal site.
Asbestos-containing waste materials covered by this paragraph do not have to be sealed in leak-tight containers or
wrapping but may be transported and disposed of in bulk.

(4)  Use an alternative emission control and waste treatment method that has received prior approval by the
Administrator according to the procedure described in § 61.149(c)(2).

(5)  As applied to demolition and renovation, the requirements of paragraph (a) of this section do not apply to Category I
nonfriable ACM waste and Category II nonfriable ACM waste that did not become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced
to powder.

(b)  All asbestos-containing waste material shall be deposited as soon as is practical by the waste generator at:

(1)  A waste disposal site operated in accordance with the provisions of § 61.154, or

(2)  An EPA-approved site that converts RACM and asbestos-containing waste material into nonasbestos (asbestos-
free) material according to the provisions of § 61.155.

(3)  The requirements of paragraph (b) of this section do not apply to Category I nonfriable ACM that is not RACM.
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[55 FR 48429, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991, as amended at 68 FR 54793, Sept. 18, 2003]

§ 61.151 Standard for inactive waste disposal sites for asbestos mills and manufacturing and fabricating
operations.

Each owner or operator of any inactive waste disposal site that was operated by sources covered under § 61.142, 61.144, or
61.147 and received deposits of asbestos-containing waste material generated by the sources, shall:

(c)  Mark vehicles used to transport asbestos-containing waste material during the loading and unloading of waste so that
the signs are visible. The markings must conform to the requirements of §§ 61.149(d)(1) (i), (ii), and (iii).

(d)  For all asbestos-containing waste material transported off the facility site:

(1)  Maintain waste shipment records, using a form similar to that shown in Figure 4, and include the following
information:

(i)  The name, address, and telephone number of the waste generator.

(ii)  The name and address of the local, State, or EPA Regional o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos
NESHAP program.

(iii)  The approximate quantity in cubic meters (cubic yards).

(iv)  The name and telephone number of the disposal site operator.

(v)  The name and physical site location of the disposal site.

(vi)  The date transported.

(vii)  The name, address, and telephone number of the transporter(s).

(viii)  A certi�cation that the contents of this consignment are fully and accurately described by proper shipping
name and are classi�ed, packed, marked, and labeled, and are in all respects in proper condition for transport
by highway according to applicable international and government regulations.

(2)  Provide a copy of the waste shipment record, described in paragraph (d)(1) of this section, to the disposal site
owners or operators at the same time as the asbestos-containing waste material is delivered to the disposal site.

(3)  For waste shipments where a copy of the waste shipment record, signed by the owner or operator of the designated
disposal site, is not received by the waste generator within 35 days of the date the waste was accepted by the initial
transporter, contact the transporter and/or the owner or operator of the designated disposal site to determine the
status of the waste shipment.

(4)  Report in writing to the local, State, or EPA Regional o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos NESHAP
program for the waste generator if a copy of the waste shipment record, signed by the owner or operator of the
designated waste disposal site, is not received by the waste generator within 45 days of the date the waste was
accepted by the initial transporter. Include in the report the following information:

(i)  A copy of the waste shipment record for which a con�rmation of delivery was not received, and

(ii)  A cover letter signed by the waste generator explaining the efforts taken to locate the asbestos waste
shipment and the results of those efforts.

(5)  Retain a copy of all waste shipment records, including a copy of the waste shipment record signed by the owner or
operator of the designated waste disposal site, for at least 2 years.

(e)  Furnish upon request, and make available for inspection by the Administrator, all records required under this section.

(a)  Comply with one of the following:

(1)  Either discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from an inactive waste disposal site subject to this
paragraph; or

(2)  Cover the asbestos-containing waste material with at least 15 centimeters (6 inches) of compacted nonasbestos-
containing material, and grow and maintain a cover of vegetation on the area adequate to prevent exposure of the
asbestos-containing waste material. In desert areas where vegetation would be di�cult to maintain, at least 8
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additional centimeters (3 inches) of well-graded, nonasbestos crushed rock may be placed on top of the �nal cover
instead of vegetation and maintained to prevent emissions; or

(3)  Cover the asbestos-containing waste material with at least 60 centimeters (2 feet) of compacted nonasbestos-
containing material, and maintain it to prevent exposure of the asbestos-containing waste; or

(4)  For inactive waste disposal sites for asbestos tailings, a resinous or petroleum-based dust suppression agent that
effectively binds dust to control surface air emissions may be used instead of the methods in paragraphs (a) (1),
(2), and (3) of this section. Use the agent in the manner and frequency recommended for the particular asbestos
tailings by the manufacturer of the dust suppression agent to achieve and maintain dust control. Obtain prior
written approval of the Administrator to use other equally effective dust suppression agents. For purposes of this
paragraph, any used, spent, or other waste oil is not considered a dust suppression agent.

(b)  Unless a natural barrier adequately deters access by the general public, install and maintain warning signs and fencing as
follows, or comply with paragraph (a)(2) or (a)(3) of this section.

(1)  Display warning signs at all entrances and at intervals of 100 m (328 ft) or less along the property line of the site or
along the perimeter of the sections of the site where asbestos-containing waste material was deposited. The
warning signs must:

(i)  Be posted in such a manner and location that a person can easily read the legend; and

(ii)  Conform to the requirements for 51 cm × 36 cm (20″ × 14″) upright format signs speci�ed in 29 CFR
1910.145(d)(4) and this paragraph; and

(iii)  Display the following legend in the lower panel with letter sizes and styles of a visibility at least equal to those
speci�ed in this paragraph.

Spacing between any two lines must be at least equal to the height of the upper of the two
lines.

(2)  Fence the perimeter of the site in a manner adequate to deter access by the general public.

(3)  When requesting a determination on whether a natural barrier adequately deters public access, supply information
enabling the Administrator to determine whether a fence or a natural barrier adequately deters access by the
general public.

(c)  The owner or operator may use an alternative control method that has received prior approval of the Administrator rather
than comply with the requirements of paragraph (a) or (b) of this section.

(d)  Notify the Administrator in writing at least 45 days prior to excavating or otherwise disturbing any asbestos-containing
waste material that has been deposited at a waste disposal site under this section, and follow the procedures speci�ed
in the noti�cation. If the excavation will begin on a date other than the one contained in the original notice, notice of the
new start date must be provided to the Administrator at least 10 working days before excavation begins and in no event
shall excavation begin earlier than the date speci�ed in the original noti�cation. Include the following information in the
notice:

(1)  Scheduled starting and completion dates.

(2)  Reason for disturbing the waste.
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[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984, as amended at 53 FR 36972, Sept. 23, 1988. Redesignated and amended at 55 FR 48429, Nov. 20, 1990]

§ 61.152 Air-cleaning.

[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984; 49 FR 25453, June 21, 1984, as amended at 51 FR 8199, Mar. 10, 1986. Redesignated and amended at 55
FR 48430, Nov. 20, 1990]

§ 61.153 Reporting.

(3)  Procedures to be used to control emissions during the excavation, storage, transport, and ultimate disposal of the
excavated asbestos-containing waste material. If deemed necessary, the Administrator may require changes in the
emission control procedures to be used.

(4)  Location of any temporary storage site and the �nal disposal site.

(e)  Within 60 days of a site becoming inactive and after the effective date of this subpart, record, in accordance with State
law, a notation on the deed to the facility property and on any other instrument that would normally be examined during a
title search; this notation will in perpetuity notify any potential purchaser of the property that:

(1)  The land has been used for the disposal of asbestos-containing waste material;

(2)  The survey plot and record of the location and quantity of asbestos-containing waste disposed of within the
disposal site required in § 61.154(f) have been �led with the Administrator; and

(3)  The site is subject to 40 CFR part 61, subpart M.

(a)  The owner or operator who uses air cleaning, as speci�ed in §§ 61.142(a), 61.144(b)(2), 61.145(c)(3)(i)(B)(1), 61.145(c)
(4)(ii), 61.145(c)(11)(i), 61.146(b)(2), 61.147(b)(2), 61.149(b), 61.149(c)(1)(ii), 61.150(a)(1)(ii), 61.150(a)(2)(ii), and
61.155(e) shall:

(1)  Use fabric �lter collection devices, except as noted in paragraph (b) of this section, doing all of the following:

(i)  Ensuring that the air�ow permeability, as determined by ASTM Method D737-75, does not exceed 9
m /min/m  (30 ft /min/ft ) for woven fabrics or 11 /min/m (35 ft /min/ft ) for felted fabrics, except that 12
m /min/m  (40 ft min/ft ) for woven and 14 m /min/m  (45 ft min/ft ) for felted fabrics is allowed for �ltering
air from asbestos ore dryers; and

3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

(ii)  Ensuring that felted fabric weighs at least 475 grams per square meter (14 ounces per square yard) and is at
least 1.6 millimeters (one-sixteenth inch) thick throughout; and

(iii)  Avoiding the use of synthetic fabrics that contain �ll yarn other than that which is spun.

(2)  Properly install, use, operate, and maintain all air-cleaning equipment authorized by this section. Bypass devices
may be used only during upset or emergency conditions and then only for so long as it takes to shut down the
operation generating the particulate asbestos material.

(3)  For fabric �lter collection devices installed after January 10, 1989, provide for easy inspection for faulty bags.

(b)  There are the following exceptions to paragraph (a)(1):

(1)  After January 10, 1989, if the use of fabric creates a �re or explosion hazard, or the Administrator determines that a
fabric �lter is not feasible, the Administrator may authorize as a substitute the use of wet collectors designed to
operate with a unit contacting energy of at least 9.95 kilopascals (40 inches water gage pressure).

(2)  Use a HEPA �lter that is certi�ed to be at least 99.97 percent e�cient for 0.3 micron particles.

(3)  The Administrator may authorize the use of �ltering equipment other than described in paragraphs (a)(1) and (b)(1)
and (2) of this section if the owner or operator demonstrates to the Administrator's satisfaction that it is equivalent
to the described equipment in �ltering particulate asbestos material.

(a)  Any new source to which this subpart applies (with the exception of sources subject to §§ 61.143, 61.145, 61.146, and
61.148), which has an initial startup date preceding the effective date of this revision, shall provide the following
information to the Administrator postmarked or delivered within 90 days of the effective date. In the case of a new
source that does not have an initial startup date preceding the effective date, the information shall be provided,
postmarked or delivered, within 90 days of the initial startup date. Any owner or operator of an existing source shall
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(Sec. 114. Clean Air Act as amended (42 U.S.C. 7414))

[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1984. Redesignated and amended at 55 FR 48430, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991]

§ 61.154 Standard for active waste disposal sites.

Each owner or operator of an active waste disposal site that receives asbestos-containing waste material from a source covered
under § 61.149, 61.150, or 61.155 shall meet the requirements of this section:

provide the following information to the Administrator within 90 days of the effective date of this subpart unless the
owner or operator of the existing source has previously provided this information to the Administrator. Any changes in
the information provided by any existing source shall be provided to the Administrator, postmarked or delivered, within 30
days after the change.

(1)  A description of the emission control equipment used for each process; and

(i)  If the fabric device uses a woven fabric, the air�ow permeability in m /min/m  and; if the fabric is synthetic,
whether the �ll yarn is spun or not spun; and

3 2

(ii)  If the fabric �lter device uses a felted fabric, the density in g/m , the minimum thickness in inches, and the
air�ow permeability in m /min/m .

2

3 2

(2)  If a fabric �lter device is used to control emissions,

(i)  The air�ow permeability in m /min/m  (ft /min/ft ) if the fabric �lter device uses a woven fabric, and, if the
fabric is synthetic, whether the �ll yarn is spun or not spun; and

3 2 3 2

(ii)  If the fabric �lter device uses a felted fabric, the density in g/m  (oz/yd ), the minimum thickness in millimeters
(inches), and the air�ow permeability in m /min/m  (ft /min/ft ).

2 2

3 2 3 2

(3)  If a HEPA �lter is used to control emissions, the certi�ed e�ciency.

(4)  For sources subject to §§ 61.149 and 61.150:

(i)  A brief description of each process that generates asbestos-containing waste material; and

(ii)  The average volume of asbestos-containing waste material disposed of, measured in m /day (yd /day); and3 3

(iii)  The emission control methods used in all stages of waste disposal; and

(iv)  The type of disposal site or incineration site used for ultimate disposal, the name of the site operator, and the
name and location of the disposal site.

(5)  For sources subject to §§ 61.151 and 61.154:

(i)  A brief description of the site; and

(ii)  The method or methods used to comply with the standard, or alternative procedures to be used.

(b)  The information required by paragraph (a) of this section must accompany the information required by § 61.10. Active
waste disposal sites subject to § 61.154 shall also comply with this provision. Roadways, demolition and renovation,
spraying, and insulating materials are exempted from the requirements of § 61.10(a). The information described in this
section must be reported using the format of appendix A of this part as a guide.

(a)  Either there must be no visible emissions to the outside air from any active waste disposal site where asbestos-
containing waste material has been deposited, or the requirements of paragraph (c) or (d) of this section must be met.

(b)  Unless a natural barrier adequately deters access by the general public, either warning signs and fencing must be
installed and maintained as follows, or the requirements of paragraph (c)(1) of this section must be met.

(1)  Warning signs must be displayed at all entrances and at intervals of 100 m (330 ft) or less along the property line of
the site or along the perimeter of the sections of the site where asbestos-containing waste material is deposited.
The warning signs must:

(i)  Be posted in such a manner and location that a person can easily read the legend; and

(ii)  Conform to the requirements of 51 cm × 36 cm (20″ × 14″) upright format signs speci�ed in 29 CFR
1910.145(d)(4) and this paragraph; and
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(iii)  Display the following legend in the lower panel with letter sizes and styles of a visibility at least equal to those
speci�ed in this paragraph.

Spacing between any two lines must be at least equal to the height of the upper of the two
lines.

(2)  The perimeter of the disposal site must be fenced in a manner adequate to deter access by the general public.

(3)  Upon request and supply of appropriate information, the Administrator will determine whether a fence or a natural
barrier adequately deters access by the general public.

(c)  Rather than meet the no visible emission requirement of paragraph (a) of this section, at the end of each operating day,
or at least once every 24-hour period while the site is in continuous operation, the asbestos-containing waste material
that has been deposited at the site during the operating day or previous 24-hour period shall:

(1)  Be covered with at least 15 centimeters (6 inches) of compacted nonasbestos-containing material, or

(2)  Be covered with a resinous or petroleum-based dust suppression agent that effectively binds dust and controls wind
erosion. Such an agent shall be used in the manner and frequency recommended for the particular dust by the dust
suppression agent manufacturer to achieve and maintain dust control. Other equally effective dust suppression
agents may be used upon prior approval by the Administrator. For purposes of this paragraph, any used, spent, or
other waste oil is not considered a dust suppression agent.

(d)  Rather than meet the no visible emission requirement of paragraph (a) of this section, use an alternative emissions
control method that has received prior written approval by the Administrator according to the procedures described in §
61.149(c)(2).

(e)  For all asbestos-containing waste material received, the owner or operator of the active waste disposal site shall:

(1)  Maintain waste shipment records, using a form similar to that shown in Figure 4, and include the following
information:

(i)  The name, address, and telephone number of the waste generator.

(ii)  The name, address, and telephone number of the transporter(s).

(iii)  The quantity of the asbestos-containing waste material in cubic meters (cubic yards).

(iv)  The presence of improperly enclosed or uncovered waste, or any asbestos-containing waste material not
sealed in leak-tight containers. Report in writing to the local, State, or EPA Regional o�ce responsible for
administering the asbestos NESHAP program for the waste generator (identi�ed in the waste shipment
record), and, if different, the local, State, or EPA Regional o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos
NESHAP program for the disposal site, by the following working day, the presence of a signi�cant amount of
improperly enclosed or uncovered waste. Submit a copy of the waste shipment record along with the report.

(v)  The date of the receipt.

(2)  As soon as possible and no longer than 30 days after receipt of the waste, send a copy of the signed waste
shipment record to the waste generator.

(3)  Upon discovering a discrepancy between the quantity of waste designated on the waste shipment records and the
quantity actually received, attempt to reconcile the discrepancy with the waste generator. If the discrepancy is not
resolved within 15 days after receiving the waste, immediately report in writing to the local, State, or EPA Regional

Legend Notation
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(Secs. 112 and 301(a) of the Clean Air Act as amended (42 U.S.C. 7412, 7601(a))

[49 FR 13661, Apr. 5, 1990. Redesignated and amended at 55 FR 48431, Nov. 20, 1990; 56 FR 1669, Jan. 16, 1991]

§ 61.155 Standard for operations that convert asbestos-containing waste material into nonasbestos
(asbestos-free) material.

Each owner or operator of an operation that converts RACM and asbestos-containing waste material into nonasbestos (asbestos-
free) material shall:

o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos NESHAP program for the waste generator (identi�ed in the waste
shipment record), and, if different, the local, State, or EPA Regional o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos
NESHAP program for the disposal site. Describe the discrepancy and attempts to reconcile it, and submit a copy of
the waste shipment record along with the report.

(4)  Retain a copy of all records and reports required by this paragraph for at least 2 years.

(f)  Maintain, until closure, records of the location, depth and area, and quantity in cubic meters (cubic yards) of asbestos-
containing waste material within the disposal site on a map or diagram of the disposal area.

(g)  Upon closure, comply with all the provisions of § 61.151.

(h)  Submit to the Administrator, upon closure of the facility, a copy of records of asbestos waste disposal locations and
quantities.

(i)  Furnish upon request, and make available during normal business hours for inspection by the Administrator, all records
required under this section.

(j)  Notify the Administrator in writing at least 45 days prior to excavating or otherwise disturbing any asbestos-containing
waste material that has been deposited at a waste disposal site and is covered. If the excavation will begin on a date
other than the one contained in the original notice, notice of the new start date must be provided to the Administrator at
least 10 working days before excavation begins and in no event shall excavation begin earlier than the date speci�ed in
the original noti�cation. Include the following information in the notice:

(1)  Scheduled starting and completion dates.

(2)  Reason for disturbing the waste.

(3)  Procedures to be used to control emissions during the excavation, storage, transport, and ultimate disposal of the
excavated asbestos-containing waste material. If deemed necessary, the Administrator may require changes in the
emission control procedures to be used.

(4)  Location of any temporary storage site and the �nal disposal site.

(a)  Obtain the prior written approval of the Administrator to construct the facility. To obtain approval, the owner or operator
shall provide the Administrator with the following information:

(1)  Application to construct pursuant to § 61.07.

(2)  In addition to the information requirements of § 61.07(b)(3), a

(i)  Description of waste feed handling and temporary storage.

(ii)  Description of process operating conditions.

(iii)  Description of the handling and temporary storage of the end product.

(iv)  Description of the protocol to be followed when analyzing output materials by transmission electron
microscopy.

(3)  Performance test protocol, including provisions for obtaining information required under paragraph (b) of this
section.

(4)  The Administrator may require that a demonstration of the process be performed prior to approval of the
application to construct.

(b)  Conduct a start-up performance test. Test results shall include:
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(1)  A detailed description of the types and quantities of nonasbestos material, RACM, and asbestos-containing waste
material processed, e.g., asbestos cement products, friable asbestos insulation, plaster, wood, plastic, wire, etc.
Test feed is to include the full range of materials that will be encountered in actual operation of the process.

(2)  Results of analyses, using polarized light microscopy, that document the asbestos content of the wastes
processed.

(3)  Results of analyses, using transmission electron microscopy, that document that the output materials are free of
asbestos. Samples for analysis are to be collected as 8-hour composite samples (one 200-gram (7-ounce) sample
per hour), beginning with the initial introduction of RACM or asbestos-containing waste material and continuing
until the end of the performance test.

(4)  A description of operating parameters, such as temperature and residence time, de�ning the full range over which
the process is expected to operate to produce nonasbestos (asbestos-free) materials. Specify the limits for each
operating parameter within which the process will produce nonasbestos (asbestos-free) materials.

(5)  The length of the test.

(c)  During the initial 90 days of operation,

(1)  Continuously monitor and log the operating parameters identi�ed during start-up performance tests that are
intended to ensure the production of nonasbestos (asbestos-free) output material.

(2)  Monitor input materials to ensure that they are consistent with the test feed materials described during start-up
performance tests in paragraph (b)(1) of this section.

(3)  Collect and analyze samples, taken as 10-day composite samples (one 200-gram (7-ounce) sample collected every
8 hours of operation) of all output material for the presence of asbestos. Composite samples may be for fewer than
10 days. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shall be used to analyze the output material for the presence of
asbestos. During the initial 90-day period, all output materials must be stored on-site until analysis shows the
material to be asbestos-free or disposed of as asbestos-containing waste material according to § 61.150.

(d)  After the initial 90 days of operation,

(1)  Continuously monitor and record the operating parameters identi�ed during start-up performance testing and any
subsequent performance testing. Any output produced during a period of deviation from the range of operating
conditions established to ensure the production of nonasbestos (asbestos-free) output materials shall be:

(i)  Disposed of as asbestos-containing waste material according to § 61.150, or

(ii)  Recycled as waste feed during process operation within the established range of operating conditions, or

(iii)  Stored temporarily on-site in a leak-tight container until analyzed for asbestos content. Any product material
that is not asbestos-free shall be either disposed of as asbestos-containing waste material or recycled as
waste feed to the process.

(2)  Collect and analyze monthly composite samples (one 200-gram (7-ounce) sample collected every 8 hours of
operation) of the output material. Transmission electron microscopy shall be used to analyze the output material
for the presence of asbestos.

(e)  Discharge no visible emissions to the outside air from any part of the operation, or use the methods speci�ed by §
61.152 to clean emissions containing particulate asbestos material before they escape to, or are vented to, the outside
air.

(f)  Maintain records on-site and include the following information:

(1)  Results of start-up performance testing and all subsequent performance testing, including operating parameters,
feed characteristic, and analyses of output materials.

(2)  Results of the composite analyses required during the initial 90 days of operation under § 61.155(c).

(3)  Results of the monthly composite analyses required under § 61.155(d).

(4)  Results of continuous monitoring and logs of process operating parameters required under § 61.155 (c) and (d).

(5)  The information on waste shipments received as required in § 61.154(e).
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[55 FR 48431, Nov. 20, 1990]

§ 61.156 Cross-reference to other asbestos regulations.

In addition to this subpart, the regulations referenced in Table 1 also apply to asbestos and may be applicable to those sources
speci�ed in §§ 61.142 through 61.151, 61.154, and 61.155 of this subpart. These cross-references are presented for the reader's
information and to promote compliance with the cited regulations.

Table 1 - Cross-Reference to Other Asbestos Regulations

EPA 40 CFR
part 763,
subpart E

Requires schools to inspect for asbestos and implement response actions and
submit asbestos management plans to States. Speci�es use of accredited
inspectors, air sampling methods, and waste disposal procedures.

40 CFR
part 427

E�uent standards for asbestos manufacturing source categories.

40 CFR
part 763,
subpart G

Protects public employees performing asbestos abatement work in States not
covered by OSHA asbestos standard.

OSHA 29 CFR
1910.1001

Worker protection measures-engineering controls, worker training, labeling,
respiratory protection, bagging of waste, permissible exposure level.

29 CFR
1926.1101

Worker protection measures for all construction work involving asbestos, including
demolition and renovation-work practices, worker training, bagging of waste,
permissible exposure level.

(6)  For output materials where no analyses were performed to determine the presence of asbestos, record the name
and location of the purchaser or disposal site to which the output materials were sold or deposited, and the date of
sale or disposal.

(7)  Retain records required by paragraph (f) of this section for at least 2 years.

(g)  Submit the following reports to the Administrator:

(1)  A report for each analysis of product composite samples performed during the initial 90 days of operation.

(2)  A quarterly report, including the following information concerning activities during each consecutive 3-month
period:

(i)  Results of analyses of monthly product composite samples.

(ii)  A description of any deviation from the operating parameters established during performance testing, the
duration of the deviation, and steps taken to correct the deviation.

(iii)  Disposition of any product produced during a period of deviation, including whether it was recycled, disposed
of as asbestos-containing waste material, or stored temporarily on-site until analyzed for asbestos content.

(iv)  The information on waste disposal activities as required in § 61.154(f).

(h)  Nonasbestos (asbestos-free) output material is not subject to any of the provisions of this subpart. Output materials in
which asbestos is detected, or output materials produced when the operating parameters deviated from those
established during the start-up performance testing, unless shown by TEM analysis to be asbestos-free, shall be
considered to be asbestos-containing waste and shall be handled and disposed of according to §§ 61.150 and 61.154 or
reprocessed while all of the established operating parameters are being met.

Agency
CFR

citation
Comment
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MSHA 30 CFR
part 56,
subpart D

Speci�es exposure limits, engineering controls, and respiratory protection
measures for workers in surface mines.

30 CFR
part 57,
subpart D

Speci�es exposure limits, engineering controls, and respiratory protection
measures for workers in underground mines.

DOT 49 CFR
parts 171
and 172

Regulates the transportation of asbestos-containing waste material. Requires
waste containment and shipping papers.

[55 FR 48432, Nov. 20, 1990, as amended at 60 FR 31920, June 19, 1995; 68 FR 54793, Sept. 18, 2003; 69 FR 43324, July 20, 2004]

§ 61.157 Delegation of authority.

[55 FR 48433, Nov. 20, 1990]

Appendix A to Subpart M of Part 61 - Interpretive Rule Governing Roof Removal Operations

I. Applicability of the Asbestos NESHAP

1.1. Asbestos-containing material (ACM) is material containing more than one percent asbestos as determined using the methods
speci�ed in appendix E, subpart E, 40 CFR part 763, section 1, Polarized Light Microscopy. The NESHAP classi�es ACM as either
“friable” or “nonfriable”. Friable ACM is ACM that, when dry, can be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by hand pressure.
Nonfriable ACM is ACM that, when dry, cannot be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by hand pressure.

1.2. Nonfriable ACM is further classi�ed as either Category I ACM or Category II ACM. Category I ACM and Category II ACM are
distinguished from each other by their potential to release �bers when damaged. Category I ACM includes asbestos-containing
gaskets, packings, resilient �oor coverings, resilient �oor covering mastic, and asphalt roo�ng products containing more than one
percent asbestos. Asphalt roo�ng products which may contain asbestos include built-up roo�ng; asphalt-containing single ply
membrane systems; asphalt shingles; asphalt-containing underlayment felts; asphalt-containing roof coatings and mastics; and
asphalt-containing base �ashings. ACM roo�ng products that use other bituminous or resinous binders (such as coal tars or
pitches) are also considered to be Category I ACM. Category II ACM includes all other nonfriable ACM, for example, asbestos-
cement (A/C) shingles, A/C tiles, and transite boards or panels containing more than one percent asbestos. Generally speaking,
Category II ACM is more likely to become friable when damaged than is Category I ACM. The applicability of the NESHAP to
Category I and II ACM depends on: (1) the condition of the material at the time of demolition or renovation, (2) the nature of the
operation to which the material will be subjected, (3) the amount of ACM involved.

(a)  In delegating implementation and enforcement authority to a State under section 112(d) of the Act, the authorities
contained in paragraph (b) of this section shall be retained by the Administrator and not transferred to a State.

(b)  Authorities that will not be delegated to States:

(1)  Section 61.149(c)(2)

(2)  Section 61.150(a)(4)

(3)  Section 61.151(c)

(4)  Section 61.152(b)(3)

(5)  Section 61.154(d)

(6)  Section 61.155(a).
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1.3. Asbestos-containing material regulated under the NESHAP is referred to as “regulated asbestos-containing material” (RACM).
RACM is de�ned in § 61.141 of the NESHAP and includes: (1) friable asbestos-containing material; (2) Category I nonfriable ACM
that has become friable; (3) Category I nonfriable ACM that has been or will be sanded, ground, cut, or abraded; or (4) Category II
nonfriable ACM that has already been or is likely to become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder. If the coverage threshold
for RACM is met or exceeded in a renovation or demolition operation, then all friable ACM in the operation, and in certain
situations, nonfriable ACM in the operation, are subject to the NESHAP.

A. Threshold Amounts of Asbestos-Containing Roo�ng Material

1.A.1. The NESHAP does not cover roo�ng projects on single family homes or on residential buildings containing four or fewer
dwelling units. 40 CFR 61.141. For other roo�ng renovation projects, if the total asbestos-containing roof area undergoing
renovation is less than 160 ft , the NESHAP does not apply, regardless of the removal method to be used, the type of material
(Category I or II), or its condition (friable versus nonfriable). 40 CFR 61.145(a)(4). However, EPA would recommend the use of
methods that damage asbestos-containing roo�ng material as little as possible. EPA has determined that where a rotating blade
(RB) roof cutter or equipment that similarly damages the roo�ng material is used to remove Category I nonfriable asbestos-
containing roo�ng material, the removal of 5580 ft  of that material will create 160 ft  of RACM. For the purposes of this
interpretive rule, “RB roof cutter” means an engine-powered roof cutting machine with one or more rotating cutting blades the
edges of which are blunt. (Equipment with blades having sharp or tapered edges, and/or which does not use a rotating blade, is
used for “slicing” rather than “cutting” the roo�ng material; such equipment is not included in the term “RB roof cutter”.) Therefore,
it is EPA's interpretation that when an RB roof cutter or equipment that similarly damages the roo�ng material is used to remove
Category I nonfriable asbestos-containing roo�ng material, any project that is 5580 ft  or greater is subject to the NESHAP;
conversely, it is EPA's interpretation that when an RB roof cutter or equipment that similarly damages the roo�ng material is used to
remove Category I nonfriable asbestos-containing roo�ng material in a roof removal project that is less than 5580 ft , the project is
not subject to the NESHAP, except that noti�cation is always required for demolitions. EPA further construes the NESHAP to mean
that if slicing or other methods that do not sand, grind, cut or abrade will be used on Category I nonfriable ACM, the NESHAP does
not apply, regardless of the area of roof to be removed.

1.A.2. For asbestos cement (A/C) shingles (or other Category II roo�ng material), if the area of the roo�ng material to be removed
is at least 160 ft  and the removal methods will crumble, pulverize, reduce to powder, or contaminate with RACM (from other ACM
that has been crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder) 160 ft  or more of such roo�ng material, the removal is subject to the
NESHAP. Conversely, if the area of the A/C shingles (or other Category II roo�ng materials) to be removed is less than 160 ft , the
removal is not subject to the NESHAP regardless of the removal method used, except that noti�cation is always required for
demolitions. 40 CFR 61.145(a). However, EPA would recommend the use of methods that damage asbestos-containing roo�ng
material as little as possible. If A/C shingles (or other Category II roo�ng materials) are removed without 160 ft  or more of such
roo�ng material being crumbled, pulverized, reduced to powder, or contaminated with RACM (from other ACM that has been
crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder), the operation is not subject to the NESHAP, even where the total area of the roo�ng
material to be removed exceeds 160 ft ; provided, however, that if the renovation includes other operations involving RACM, the
roof removal operation is covered if the total area of RACM from all renovation activities exceeds 160 ft . See the de�nition of
regulated asbestos-containing material (RACM), 40 CFR 61.141.

1.A.3. Only roo�ng material that meets the de�nition of ACM can qualify as RACM subject to the NESHAP. Therefore, to determine
if a removal operation that meets or exceeds the coverage threshold is subject to the NESHAP, any suspect roo�ng material (i.e.
roo�ng material that may be ACM) should be tested for asbestos. If any such roo�ng material contains more than one percent
asbestos and if the removal operation is covered by the NESHAP, then EPA must be noti�ed and the work practices in § 61.145(c)
must be followed. In EPA's view, if a removal operation involves at least the threshold level of suspect material, a roo�ng contractor
may choose not to test for asbestos if the contractor follows the noti�cation and work practice requirements of the NESHAP.

B. A/C Shingle Removal (Category II ACM Removal)

1.B.1. A/C shingles, which are Category II nonfriable ACM, become regulated ACM if the material has a high probability of
becoming or has become crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by the forces expected to act on the material in the course of
demolition or renovation operations. 40 CFR 61.141. However, merely breaking an A/C shingle (or any other category II ACM) that
is not friable may not necessarily cause the material to become RACM. A/C shingles are typically nailed to buildings on which they
are attached. EPA believes that the extent of breakage that will normally result from carefully removing A/C shingles and lowering
the shingles to the ground will not result in crumbling, pulverizing or reducing the shingles to powder. Conversely, the extent of
breakage that will normally occur if the A/C shingles are dropped from a building or scraped off of a building with heavy machinery
would cause the shingles to become RACM. EPA therefore construes the NESHAP to mean that the removal of A/C shingles that
are not friable, using methods that do not crumble, pulverize, or reduce the A/C shingles to powder (such as pry bars, spud bars
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and shovels to carefully pry the material), is not subject to the NESHAP provided that the A/C shingles are properly handled during
and after removal, as discussed in this paragraph and the asbestos NESHAP. This interpretation also applies to other Category II
nonfriable asbestos-containing roo�ng materials.

C. Cutting vs. Slicing and Manual Methods for Removal of Category I ACM

1.C.1. Because of damage to the roo�ng material, and the potential for �ber release, roof removal operations using rotating blade
(RB) roof cutters or other equipment that sand, grind, cut or abrade the roof material are subject to the NESHAP. As EPA interprets
the NESHAP, the use of certain manual methods (using equipment such as axes, hatchets, or knives, spud bars, pry bars, and
shovels, but not saws) or methods that slice, shear, or punch (using equipment such as a power slicer or power plow) does not
constitute “cutting, sanding, grinding or abrading.” This is because these methods do not destroy the structural matrix or integrity
of the material such that the material is crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder. Hence, it is EPA's interpretation that when such
methods are used, assuming the roof material is not friable, the removal operation is not subject to the regulation.

1.C.2. Power removers or power tear-off machines are typically used to pry the roo�ng material up from the deck after the roof
membrane has been cut. It is EPA's interpretation that when these machines are used to pry roo�ng material up, their use is not
regulated by the NESHAP.

1.C.3. As noted previously, the NESHAP only applies to the removal of asbestos-containing roo�ng materials. Thus, the NESHAP
does not apply to the use of RB cutters to remove non-asbestos built up roo�ng (BUR). On roofs containing some asbestos-
containing and some non-asbestos-containing materials, coverage under the NESHAP depends on the methods used to remove
each type of material in addition to other coverage thresholds speci�ed above. For example, it is not uncommon for existing roofs
to be made of non-asbestos BUR and base �ashings that do contain asbestos. In that situation, EPA construes the NESHAP to be
inapplicable to the removal of the non-asbestos BUR using an RB cutter so long as the RB cutter is not used to cut 5580 ft  or more
of the asbestos-containing base �ashing or other asbestos-containing material into sections. In addition, the use of methods that
slice, shear, punch or pry could then be used to remove the asbestos �ashings and not trigger coverage under the NESHAP.

II. Noti�cation

2.1. Noti�cation for a demolition is always required under the NESHAP. However, EPA believes that few roof removal jobs
constitute “demolitions” as de�ned in the NESHAP (§ 61.141). In particular, it is EPA's view that the removal of roo�ng systems
(i.e., the roof membrane, insulation, surfacing, coatings, �ashings, mastic, shingles, and felt underlayment), when such removal is
not a part of a demolition project, constitutes a “renovation” under the NESHAP. If the operation is a renovation, and Category I
roo�ng material is being removed using either manual methods or slicing, noti�cation is not required by the NESHAP. If Category II
material is not friable and will be removed without crumbling, pulverizing, or reducing it to powder, no noti�cation is required. Also,
if the renovation involves less than the threshold area for applicability as discussed above, then no noti�cation is required.
However, if a roof removal meets the applicability and threshold requirements under the NESHAP, then EPA (or the delegated
agency) must be noti�ed in advance of the removal in accordance with the requirements of § 61.145(b), as follows:

• Noti�cation must be given in writing at least 10 working days in advance and must include the information in § 61.145(b)(4),
except for emergency renovations as discussed below.

• The notice must be updated as necessary, including, for example, when the amount of asbestos-containing roo�ng material
reported changes by 20 percent or more.

• EPA must be noti�ed if the start date of the roof removal changes. If the start date of a roof removal project is changed to an
earlier date, EPA must be provided with a written notice of the new start date at least 10 working days in advance. If the start date
changes to a later date, EPA must be noti�ed by telephone as soon as possible before the original start date and a written notice
must be sent as soon as possible.

• For emergency renovations (as de�ned in § 61.141), where work must begin immediately to avoid safety or public health hazards,
equipment damage, or unreasonable �nancial burden, the noti�cation must be postmarked or delivered to EPA as soon as
possible, but no later than the following work day.

III. Emission Control Practices

A. Requirements To Adequately Wet and Discharge No Visible Emission
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3.A.1. The principal controls contained in the NESHAP for removal operations include requirements that the affected material be
adequately wetted, and that asbestos waste be handled, collected, and disposed of properly. The requirements for disposal of
waste materials are discussed separately in section IV below. The emission control requirements discussed in this section III apply
only to roof removal operations that are covered by the NESHAP as set forth in Section I above.

3.A.2. For any operation subject to the NESHAP, the regulation (§§ 61.145(c)(2)(i), (3), (6)(i)) requires that RACM be adequately wet
(as de�ned in § 61.141) during the operation that damages or disturbs the asbestos material until collected for disposal.

3.A.3. When using an RB roof cutter (or any other method that sands, grinds, cuts or abrades the roo�ng material) to remove
Category I asbestos-containing roo�ng material, the emission control requirements of § 61.145(c) apply as discussed in Section I
above. EPA will consider a roof removal project to be in compliance with the “adequately wet” and “discharge no visible emission”
requirements of the NESHAP if the RB roof cutter is equipped and operated with the following: (1) a blade guard that completely
encloses the blade and extends down close to the roof surface; and (2) a device for spraying a �ne mist of water inside the blade
guard, and which device is in operation during the cutting of the roof.

B. Exemptions From Wetting Requirements

3.B.1. The NESHAP provides that, in certain instances, wetting may not be required during the cutting of Category I asbestos
roo�ng material with an RB roof cutter. If EPA determines in accordance with § 61.145(c)(3)(i), that wetting will unavoidably
damage the building, equipment inside the building, or will present a safety hazard while stripping the ACM from a facility
component that remains in place, the roof removal operation will be exempted from the requirement to wet during cutting. EPA
must have su�cient written information on which to base such a decision. Before proceeding with a dry removal, the contractor
must have received EPA's written approval. Such exemptions will be made on a case-by-case basis.

3.B.2. It is EPA's view that, in most instances, exemptions from the wetting requirements are not necessary. Where EPA grants an
exemption from wetting because of the potential for damage to the building, damage to equipment within the building or a safety
hazard, the NESHAP speci�es alternative control methods (§ 61.145(c)(3)(i)(B)). Alternative control methods include (a) the use of
local exhaust ventilation systems that capture the dust, and do not produce visible emissions, or (b) methods that are designed
and operated in accordance with the requirements of § 61.152, or (c) other methods that have received the written approval of
EPA. EPA will consider an alternative emission control method in compliance with the NESHAP if the method has received written
approval from EPA and the method is being implemented consistent with the approved procedures (§ 61.145(c)(3)(ii) or §
61.152(b)(3)).

3.B.3. An exemption from wetting is also allowed when the air or roof surface temperature at the point of wetting is below freezing,
as speci�ed in § 61.145(c)(7). If freezing temperatures are indicated as the reason for not wetting, records must be kept of the
temperature at the beginning, middle and end of the day on which wetting is not performed and the records of temperature must
be retained for at least 2 years. 42 CFR § 61.145(c)(7)(iii). It is EPA's interpretation that in such cases, no written application to, or
written approval by the Administrator is needed for using emission control methods listed in § 61.145(c)(3)(i)(B), or alternative
emission control methods that have been previously approved by the Administrator. However, such written application or approval
is required for alternative emission control methods that have not been previously approved. Any dust and debris collected from
cutting must still be kept wet and placed in containers. All of the other requirements for noti�cation and waste disposal would
continue to apply as described elsewhere in this notice and the Asbestos NESHAP.

C. Waste Collection and Handling

3.C.1. It is EPA's interpretation that waste resulting from slicing and other methods that do not cut, grind, sand or abrade Category I
nonfriable asbestos-containing roo�ng material is not subject to the NESHAP and can be disposed of as nonasbestos waste. EPA
further construes the NESHAP to provide that if Category II roo�ng material (such as A/C shingles) is removed and disposed of
without crumbling, pulverizing, or reducing it to powder, the waste from the removal is not subject to the NESHAP waste disposal
requirements. EPA also interprets the NESHAP to be inapplicable to waste resulting from roof removal operations that do not meet
or exceed the coverage thresholds described in section I above. Of course, other State, local, or Federal regulations may apply.

3.C.2. It is EPA's interpretation that when an RB roof cutter, or other method that similarly damages the roo�ng material, is used to
cut Category I asbestos containing roo�ng material, the damaged material from the cut (the sawdust or debris) is considered
asbestos containing waste subject to § 61.150 of the NESHAP, provided the coverage thresholds discussed above in section 1 are
met or exceeded. This sawdust or debris must be disposed of at a disposal site operated in accordance with the NESHAP. It is also
EPA's interpretation of the NESHAP that if the remainder of the roof is free of the sawdust and debris generated by the cutting, or if
such sawdust or debris is collected as discussed below in paragraphs 3.C.3, 3.C.4, 3.C.5 and 3.C.6, the remainder of the roof can
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be disposed of as nonasbestos waste because it is considered to be Category I nonfriable material (as long as the remainder of
the roof is in fact nonasbestos material or if it is Category I asbestos material and the removal methods do not further sand, grind,
cut or abrade the roof material). EPA further believes that if the roof is not cleaned of such sawdust or debris, i.e., it is
contaminated, then it must be treated as asbestos-containing waste material and be handled in accordance with § 61.150.

3.C.3. In order to be in compliance with the NESHAP while using an RB roof cutter (or device that similarly damages the roo�ng
material) to cut Category I asbestos containing roo�ng material, the dust and debris resulting from the cutting of the roof should
be collected as soon as possible after the cutting operation, and kept wet until collected and placed in leak-tight containers. EPA
believes that where the blade guard completely encloses the blade and extends down close to the roof surface and is equipped
with a device for spraying a �ne mist of water inside the blade guard, and the spraying device is in operation during the cutting,
most of the dust and debris from cutting will be con�ned along the cut. The most e�cient methods to collect the dust and debris
from cutting are to immediately collect or vacuum up the damaged material where it lies along the cut using a �ltered vacuum
cleaner or debris collector that meets the requirements of 40 CFR 61.152 to clean up as much of the debris as possible, or to
gently sweep up the bulk of the debris, and then use a �ltered vacuum cleaner that meets the requirements of 40 CFR 61.152 to
clean up as much of the remainder of the debris as possible. On smooth surfaced roofs (nonaggregate roofs), sweeping up the
debris and then wet wiping the surface may be done in place of using a �ltered vacuum cleaner. It is EPA's view that if these
decontamination procedures are followed, the remaining roo�ng material does not have to be collected and disposed of as
asbestos waste. Additionally, it is EPA's view that where such decontamination procedures are followed, if the remaining portions
of the roof are non-asbestos or Category I nonfriable asbestos material, and if the remaining portions are removed using removal
methods that slice, shear, punch or pry, as discussed in section 1.C above, then the remaining portions do not have to be collected
and disposed of as asbestos waste and the NESHAP's no visible emissions and adequately wet requirements are not applicable to
the removal of the remaining portions. In EPA's interpretation, the failure of a �ltered vacuum cleaner or debris collector to collect
larger chunks or pieces of damaged roo�ng material created by the RB roof cutter does not require the remaining roo�ng material
to be handled and disposed of as asbestos waste, provided that such visible chunks or pieces of roo�ng material are collected
(e.g. by gentle sweeping) and disposed of as asbestos waste. Other methods of decontamination may not be adequate, and
should be approved by the local delegated agency.

3.C.4. In EPA's interpretation, if the debris from the cutting is not collected immediately, it will be necessary to lightly mist the dust
or debris, until it is collected, as discussed above, and placed in containers. The dust or debris should be lightly misted frequently
enough to prevent the material from drying, and to prevent airborne emissions, prior to collection as described above. It is EPA's
interpretation of the NESHAP that if these procedures are followed, the remaining roo�ng material does not have to be collected
and disposed of as asbestos waste, as long as the remaining roof material is in fact nonasbestos material or if it is Category I
asbestos material and the removal methods do not further sand, grind, cut or abrade the roof material.

3.C.5. It is EPA's interpretation that, provided the roo�ng material is not friable prior to the cutting operation, and provided the
roo�ng material has not been made friable by the cutting operation, the appearance of rough, jagged or damaged edges on the
remaining roo�ng material, due to the use of an RB roof cutter, does not require that such remaining roo�ng material be handled
and disposed of as asbestos waste. In addition, it is also EPA's interpretation that if the sawdust or debris generated by the use of
an RB roof cutter has been collected as discussed in paragraphs 3.C.3, 3.C.4 and 3.C.6, the presence of dust along the edge of the
remaining roof material does not render such material “friable” for purposes of this interpretive rule or the NESHAP, provided the
roo�ng material is not friable prior to the cutting operation, and provided that the remaining roo�ng material near the cutline has
not been made friable by the cutting operation. Where roo�ng material near the cutline has been made friable by the use of the RB
cutter (i.e. where such remaining roo�ng material near the cutline can be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder using hand
pressure), it is EPA's interpretation that the use of an encapsulant will ensure that such friable material need not be treated or
disposed of as asbestos containing waste material. The encapsulant may be applied to the friable material after the roo�ng
material has been collected into stacks for subsequent disposal as nonasbestos waste. It is EPA's view that if the encapsulation
procedure set forth in this paragraph is followed in operations where roo�ng material near the cutline has been rendered friable by
the use of an RB roof cutter, and if the decontamination procedures set forth in paragraph 3.C.3 have been followed, the NESHAP's
no visible emissions and adequately wet requirements would be met for the removal, handling and disposal of the remaining
roo�ng material.

3.C.6. As one way to comply with the NESHAP, the dust and debris from cutting can be placed in leak-tight containers, such as
plastic bags, and the containers labeled using warning labels required by OSHA (29 CFR 1926.58). In addition, the containers must
have labels that identify the waste generator (such as the name of the roo�ng contractor, abatement contractor, and/or building
owner or operator) and the location of the site at which the waste was generated.

IV. Waste Disposal

A. Disposal Requirements

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.150
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.152
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.152
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-29/section-1926.58


4.A.1. Section 61.150(b) requires that, as soon as is practical, all collected dust and debris from cutting as well as any
contaminated roo�ng squares, must be taken to a land�ll that is operated in accordance with § 61.154 or to an EPA-approved site
that converts asbestos waste to nonasbestos material in accordance with § 61.155. During the loading and unloading of affected
waste, asbestos warning signs must be a�xed to the vehicles.

B. Waste Shipment Record

4.B.1. For each load of asbestos waste that is regulated under the NESHAP, a waste shipment record (WSR) must be maintained in
accordance with § 61.150(d). Information that must be maintained for each waste load includes the following:

• Name, address, and telephone number of the waste generator

• Name and address of the local, State, or EPA regional o�ce responsible for administering the asbestos NESHAP program

• Quantity of waste in cubic meters (or cubic yards)

• Name and telephone number of the disposal site operator

• Name and physical site location of the disposal site

• Date transported

• Name, address, and telephone number of the transporter(s)

• Certi�cation that the contents meet all government regulations for transport by highways.

4.B.2. The waste generator is responsible for ensuring that a copy of the WSR is delivered to the disposal site along with the waste
shipment. If a copy of the WSR signed by the disposal site operator is not returned to the waste generator within 35 days, the waste
generator must contact the transporter and/or the disposal site to determine the status of the waste shipment. 40 CFR 61.150(d)
(3). If the signed WSR is not received within 45 days, the waste generator must report, in writing, to the responsible NESHAP
program agency and send along a copy of the WSR. 40 CFR 61.150(d)(4). Copies of WSRs, including those signed by the disposal
site operator, must be retained for at least 2 years. 40 CFR 61.150(d)(5).

V. Training

5.1. For those roof removals that are subject to the NESHAP, at least one on-site supervisor trained in the provisions of the
NESHAP must be present during the removal of the asbestos roo�ng material. 40 CFR 61.145(c)(8). In EPA's view, this person can
be a job foreman, a hired consultant, or someone who can represent the building owner or contractor responsible for the removal.
In addition to the initial training requirement, a refresher training course is required every 2 years. The NESHAP training
requirements became effective on November 20, 1991.

5.2. Asbestos training courses developed speci�cally to address compliance with the NESHAP in roo�ng work, as well as courses
developed for other purposes can satisfy this requirement of the NESHAP, as long as the course covers the areas speci�ed in the
regulation. EPA believes that Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) training courses will, for example, satisfy the
NESHAP training requirements. However, nothing in this interpretive rule or in the NESHAP shall be deemed to require that roo�ng
contractors or roo�ng workers performing operations covered by the NESHAP must be trained or accredited under AHERA, as
amended by the Asbestos School Hazard Abatement Reauthorization Act (ASHARA). Likewise, state or local authorities may
independently impose additional training, licensing, or accreditation requirements on roo�ng contractors performing operations
covered by the NESHAP, but such additional training, licensing or accreditation is not called for by this interpretive rule or the
federal NESHAP.

5.3. For removal of Category I asbestos containing roo�ng material where RB roof cutters or equipment that similarly damages the
asbestos-containing roo�ng material are used, the NESHAP training requirements (§ 61.145(c)(8)) apply as discussed in Section I
above. It is EPA's intention that removal of Category I asbestos-containing roo�ng material using hatchets, axes, knives, and/or the
use of spud bars, pry bars and shovels to lift the roo�ng material, or similar removal methods that slice, punch, or shear the roof

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.150#p-61.150(b)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.154
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.155
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.150#p-61.150(d)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.150#p-61.150(d)(3)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.150#p-61.150(d)(4)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.150#p-61.150(d)(5)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.145#p-61.145(c)(8)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/section-61.145#p-61.145(c)(8)


membrane are not subject to the training requirements, since these methods do not cause the roof removal to be subject to the
NESHAP. Likewise, it is EPA's intention that roof removal operations involving Category II nonfriable ACM are not subject to the
training requirements where such operations are not subject to the NESHAP as discussed in section I above.

[59 FR 31158, June 17, 1994, as amended at 60 FR 31920, June 19, 1995]

https://www.federalregister.gov/citation/59-FR-31158
https://www.federalregister.gov/citation/60-FR-31920


FactSheet

What is the hazard?
Asbestos fibers are released into the air during 
activities that disturb asbestos-containing materials.

The asbestos fibers can then be inhaled without 
knowing and trapped in the lungs. If swallowed, 
they can become embedded into the digestive 
tract as well.

Asbestos is a known human carcinogen and can 
cause chronic lung disease as well as lung and 
other cancers. Symptoms and/or cancer may take 
many years to develop following exposure. 

Where is the hazard?
The hazard may occur during manufacturing of 
asbestos-containing products; performing brake 
or clutch repairs; renovating or demolishing 
buildings or ships; or cleanup from those 
activities; contact with deteriorating asbestos-
containing materials and during cleanup after 
natural disasters.

Some materials are presumed to contain 
asbestos if installed before 1981. Examples 
of these materials, as well as other presumed 
asbestos-containing materials are:

•	 Thermal system insulation 
•	 Roofing and siding shingles
•	 Vinyl floor tiles 
•	 Plaster, cement, putties and caulk
•	 Ceiling tiles and spray-on coatings
•	 Industrial pipe wrapping
•	 Heat-resistant textiles
•	 Automobile brake linings and clutch pads

OSHA Standards
OSHA has three standards to protect workers 
from the hazards of asbestos depending on the 

type of workplace. For complete information on 
all of the requirements, see the standard specific 
to your type of workplace:

General Industry: 29 CFR 1910.1001 covers work 
in general industry, such as exposure during 
brake and clutch repair, maintenance work, and 
manufacture of asbestos-containing products. 

Shipyards: 29 CFR 1915.1001 covers construction, 
alteration, repair, maintenance, renovation and 
demolition of structures containing asbestos 
during work in shipyards. 

Construction: 29 CFR 1926.1101 covers 
construction, alteration, repair, maintenance, 
or renovation and demolition of structures 
containing asbestos. 

What protections exist in the Standards?
•	 Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) for asbestos 

is 0.1 fiber per cubic centimeter of air as an 
eight-hour time-weighted average (TWA), with 
an excursion limit (EL) of 1.0 asbestos fibers 
per cubic centimeter over a 30-minute period. 
The employer must ensure that no one is 
exposed above these limits.

•	 Assessment of workplaces covered by the 
standards must be completed to determine 
if asbestos is present and if the work will 
generate airborne fibers by a specific method 
under each standard. 

•	 Monitoring necessary to detect if asbestos 
exposure is at or above the PEL or EL for workers 
who are, or may be expected to be exposed 
to asbestos. Frequency depends on work 
classification and exposure. The construction 
and shipyard standards require assessment and 
monitoring by a competent person.

Asbestos
Asbestos is a naturally occurring mineral fiber. It was used in numerous building 
materials and vehicle products for its strength and ability to resist heat and 
corrosion before its dangerous health effects were discovered. Individual asbestos 
fibers cannot be seen by the naked eye, which puts workers at an increased risk. 
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has regulations to 
protect workers from the hazards of asbestos.

https://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_Hurricane_Facts/AsbestosHazards.pdf
https://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_Hurricane_Facts/AsbestosHazards.pdf
http://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3693.pdf
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=standards&p_id=9995
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&p_id=10287
http://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3096.pdf
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&p_id=10862


•	 If the exposure has the potential to be above 
the PEL or EL, employers must use proper 
engineering controls and work practices to the 
extent feasible to keep it at or below the PEL and 
EL. Where feasible engineering controls and 
work practices do not ensure worker protection 
at the exposure limits, employers must reduce 
the exposures to the lowest level achievable 
and then supplement with proper respiratory 
protection to meet the PEL. The construction 
and shipyard standards contain specific control 
methods depending on work classification, 
and the general industry standard has specific 
controls for brake and clutch repair work. 

•	 Proper hazard communication and demarcation 
with warning signs containing specified 
language in areas that have exposures above 
the PEL or EL is necessary. No smoking, eating, 
or drinking should occur in these areas and 
proper PPE must be provided and used to 
prevent exposure.

•	 Separate decontamination and lunch areas 
with proper hygiene practices must be 
provided to workers exposed above the PEL 
to avoid contamination.

•	 Training requirements depend on the workplace 
exposure and classification. Training must be 
provided to all workers exposed at or above the 
PEL before work begins and yearly thereafter. 
All training must be conducted in a manner 
and language in which the worker is able to 
understand. Workers who perform housekeeping 
operations in buildings with presumed asbestos-
containing materials but not at the PEL must also 
be provided asbestos awareness training. 

•	 Medical surveillance requirements are 
different depending on the industry. Medical 
surveillance must be provided for workers 
who engage in certain classifications of work, 
or experience exposures at or above the PEL 
in construction and shipyards. In general 
industry, medical examinations must be  
 

provided for workers who experience exposure 
at or above the PEL. 

•	 Records must be kept on exposure monitoring 
for asbestos for at least 30 years, and worker 
medical surveillance records retained for the 
duration of employment plus 30 years. Training 
records must be kept for at least 1 year beyond 
the last date of employment. 

Contact OSHA
For more information on this and other health-
related issues impacting workers, to report an 
emergency, fatality or catastrophe, to order 
publications, to file a confidential complaint, 
or to request OSHA’s free on-site consultation 
service, contact your nearest OSHA office, visit 
www.osha.gov, or call OSHA at 1-800-321-OSHA 
(6742), TTY 1-877-889-5627.

Worker Rights
Workers have the right to:

•	 Working conditions that do not pose a 
risk of serious harm. 

•	 Receive information and training (in a 
language and vocabulary the worker 
understands) about workplace hazards, 
methods to prevent them, and the OSHA 
standards that apply to their workplace. 

•	 Review records of work-related injuries 
and illnesses. 

•	 Get copies of test results that find and 
measure hazards. 

•	 File a complaint asking OSHA to inspect 
their workplace if they believe there is a 
serious hazard or that their employer is 
not following OSHA’s rules. 

•	 OSHA will keep all identities confidential.
•	 Exercise their rights under the law 

without retaliation or discrimination. 

For more information, see OSHA’s workers page.

This is one in a series of informational fact sheets highlighting OSHA programs, policies or standards. 
It does not impose any new compliance requirements. For a comprehensive list of compliance 
requirements of OSHA standards or regulations, refer to Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
This information will be made available to sensory-impaired individuals upon request. The voice phone 
is (202) 693-1999; teletypewriter (TTY) number: (877) 889-5627.
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Employers are responsible for providing a 
safe and healthy workplace for their employ-
ees. OSHA’s role is to promote the safety and 
health of America’s working men and 
women by setting and enforcing stan-
dards; providing training, outreach and 
education; establishing partnerships; and 
encouraging continual improvement in 
workplace safety and health. 

This publication provides a general overview 
of a particular standards-related topic. This 
publication does not alter or determine com-
pliance responsibilities which are set forth 
in OSHA standards, and the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act of 1970. Moreover, 
because interpretations and enforcement 
policy may change over time, for additional 
guidance on OSHA compliance require-
ments the reader should consult current 
OSHA administrative interpretations and 
decisions by the Occupational Safety and 
Health Review Commission and the courts. 

Material contained in this publication is in 
the public domain and may be reproduced, 
fully or partially, without permission. Source 
credit is requested but not required. 

This information is available to sensory 
impaired individuals upon request. Voice 
phone: (202) 693-1999; teletypewriter (TTY) 
number: (877) 889-5627. 
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Health Hazards of Lead Exposure 

Pure lead (Pb) is a heavy metal at room temperature and 
pressure. A basic chemical element, it can combine with various 
other substances to form numerous lead compounds. 

Lead has been poisoning workers for thousands of years. Lead 
can damage the central nervous system, cardiovascular system, 
reproductive system, hematological system, and kidneys. When 
absorbed into the body in high enough doses, lead can be toxic. 

In addition, workers’ lead exposure can harm their children’s 
development. 

Short-term (acute) overexposure–as short as days--can cause 
acute encephalopathy, a condition affecting the brain that develops 
quickly into seizures, coma, and death from cardiorespiratory arrest. 
Short-term occupational exposures of this type are highly unusual 
but not impossible. 

Extended, long-term (chronic) overexposure can result in severe 
damage to the central nervous system, particularly the brain. It can 
also damage the blood-forming, urinary, and reproductive systems. 
There is no sharp dividing line between rapidly developing acute 
effects of lead and chronic effects that take longer to develop. 

SYMPTOMS OF CHRONIC OVEREXPOSURE 

Some of the common symptoms include: 
� Loss of appetite; 
� Constipation; 
� Nausea; 
� Excessive tiredness; 
� Headache; 
� Fine tremors; 
� Colic with severe abdominal pain; 
� Metallic taste in the mouth; 
� Weakness; 
� Nervous irritability; 
� Hyperactivity; 
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� Muscle and joint pain or soreness; 
� Anxiety; 
� Pallor; 
� Insomnia; 
� Numbness; and 
� Dizziness. 

REPRODUCTIVE RISKS 

Lead is toxic to both male and female reproductive systems. 
Lead can alter the structure of sperm cells and there is evidence of 
miscarriage and stillbirth in women exposed to lead or whose 
partners have been exposed. Children born to parents who were 
exposed to excess lead levels are more likely to have birth defects, 
mental retardation, or behavioral disorders or to die during the first 
year of childhood. 

Workers who desire medical advice about reproductive issues 
related to lead should contact qualified medical personnel to 
arrange for a job evaluation and medical followup--particularly if 
they are pregnant or actively seeking to have a child. Employers 
whose employees may be exposed to lead and who have been 
contacted by employees with concerns about reproductive issues 
must make medical examinations and consultations available. 

CHELATING AGENTS 

Under certain limited circumstances, a physician may 
prescribe special drugs called chelating agents to reduce the 
amount of lead absorbed in body tissues. Using chelation as a 
preventive measure--that is, to lower blood level but continue to 
expose a worker--is prohibited and therapeutic or diagnostic 
chelations of lead that are required must be done under the 
supervision of a licensed physician in a clinical setting, with 
thorough and appropri-ate medical monitoring. The employee 
must be notified in writing before treatment of potential 
consequences and allowed to obtain a second opinion. 
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Worker Exposure 

Lead is most commonly absorbed into the body by inhalation. 
When workers breathe in lead as a dust, fume, or mist, their lungs 
and upper respiratory tract absorb it into the body. They can also 
absorb lead through the digestive system if it enters the mouth and 
is ingested. 

A significant portion of the lead inhaled or ingested gets into the 
bloodstream. Once in the bloodstream, lead circulates through the 
body and is stored in various organs and body tissues. Some of this 
lead is filtered out of the body quickly and excreted, but some 
remains in the blood and tissues. As exposure continues, the amount 
stored will increase if the body absorbs more lead than it excretes. 
The lead stored in the tissue can slowly cause irreversible damage, 
first to individual cells, then to organs and whole body systems. 

Construction Workers and Lead Exposure 

HOW LEAD IS USED 

In construction, lead is used frequently for roofs, cornices, 
tank linings, and electrical conduits. In plumbing, soft solder, 
used chiefly for soldering tinplate and copper pipe joints, is an 
alloy of lead and tin. Soft solder has been banned for many uses 
in the United States. In addition, the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission bans the use of lead-based paint in residences. 
Because lead-based paint inhibits the rusting and corrosion of iron 
and steel, however, lead continues to be used on bridges, railways, 
ships, lighthouses, and other steel structures, although substitute 
coatings are available. 

Construction projects vary in their scope and potential for 
exposing workers to lead and other hazards. Projects such as 
removing paint from a few interior residential doors may involve 
limited exposure. Others projects, however, may involve removing 
or stripping substantial quantities of lead-based paints on large 
bridges and other structures. 

MOST VULNERABLE WORKERS 

Workers potentially at risk for lead exposure include those 
involved in iron work; demolition work; painting; lead-based paint 
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abatement; plumbing; heating and air conditioning maintenance 
and repair; electrical work; and carpentry, renovation, and remodel-
ing work. Plumbers, welders, and painters are among those 
workers most exposed to lead. Significant lead exposures also can 
arise from removing paint from surfaces previously coated with 
lead-based paint such as bridges, residences being renovated, and 
structures being demolished or salvaged. With the increase in 
highway work, bridge repair, residential lead abatement, and resi-
dential remodeling, the potential for exposure to lead-based paint 
has become more common. 

Workers at the highest risk of lead exposure are those involved 
in: 
� Abrasive blasting and 
� Welding, cutting, and burning on steel structures. 

Other operations with the potential to expose workers to lead 
include: 
� Lead burning; 
� Using lead-containing mortar; 
� Power tool cleaning without dust collection systems; 
� Rivet busting; 
� Cleanup activities where dry expendable abrasives are used; 
� Movement and removal of abrasive blasting enclosures; 
� Manual dry scraping and sanding; 
� Manual demolition of structures; 
� Heat-gun applications; 
� Power tool cleaning with dust collection systems; and 
� Spray painting with lead-based paint. 

OSHA’s Lead Standard 

OSHA’s Lead Standard for the Construction Industry, Title 29 Code 
of Federal Regulations 1926.62, covers lead in a variety of forms, 
including metallic lead, all inorganic lead compounds, and organic 
lead soaps. 
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EXPOSURE LIMITS 

The standard establishes maximum limits of exposure to lead 
for all workers covered, including a permissible exposure limit 
(PEL) and action level (AL). 

The PEL sets the maximum worker exposure to lead: 50 micro-
grams of lead per cubic meter of air (50µg/m3) averaged over an 
eight-hour period. If employees are exposed to lead for more than 
eight hours in a workday, their allowable exposure as a TWA for 
that day must be reduced according to this formula: 

Employee exposure (in µg/m3) = 400 divided by the hours worked 
in the day. 

The AL, regardless of respirator use, is an airborne concentra-
tion of 30µg/m3, averaged over an eight-hour period. The AL is the 
level at which an employer must begin specific compliance activi-
ties outlined in the standard. 

APPLICABILITYTO CONSTRUCTION 

OSHA’s lead in construction standard applies to all construction 
work where an employee may be exposed to lead. All work related 
to construction, alteration, or repair, including painting and decorat-
ing, is included. Under this standard, construction includes, but is 
not limited to: 
� Demolition or salvage of structures where lead or materials 

containing lead are present; 
� Removal or encapsulation of materials containing lead; 
� New construction, alteration, repair, or renovation of structures, 

substrates, or portions or materials containing lead; 
� Installation of products containing lead; 
� Lead contamination from emergency cleanup; 
� Transportation, disposal, storage, or containment of lead or 

materials containing lead where construction activities are 
performed; and 

� Maintenance operations associated with these construction 
activities. 
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Employer Responsibilities 
WORKER PROTECTIONS 

Employers of construction workers are responsible for 
develop-ing and implementing a worker protection program. At a 
minimum, the employer’s worker protection program for 
employees exposed to lead above the PEL should include: 
� Hazard determination, including exposure assessment; 
� Medical surveillance and provisions for medical removal; 
� Job-specific compliance programs; 
� Engineering and work practice controls; 
� Respiratory protection; 
� Protective clothing and equipment; 
� Housekeeping; 
� Hygiene facilities and practices; 
� Signs; 
� Employee information and training; and 
� Recordkeeping. 

Because lead is a cumulative and persistent toxic substance and 
health effects may result from exposure over prolonged periods, 
employers must use these precautions where feasible to minimize 
employee exposure to lead. 

The employer should, as needed, consult a qualified safety and 
health professional to develop and implement an effective, site-
specific worker protection program. These professionals may work 
independently or may be associated with an insurance carrier, trade 
organization, or on-site consultation program. 

ELEMENTS OF A COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

For each job where employee exposure exceeds the PEL, the 
employer must establish and implement a written compliance 
program to reduce employee exposure to the PEL or below. The 
compliance program must provide for frequent and regular inspec-
tions of job sites, materials, and equipment by a competent person. 
Written programs, which must be reviewed and updated at least 
every six months, must include: 
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� A description of each activity in which lead is emitted (such as 
equipment used, material involved, controls in place, crew size, 
employee job responsibilities, operating procedures, and 
maintenance practices); 

� The means to be used to achieve compliance and engineering 
plans and studies used to determine the engineering controls 
selected where they are required; 

� Information on the technology considered to meet the PEL; 
� Air monitoring data that document the source of lead emissions; 
� A detailed schedule for implementing the program, including 

copies of documentation (such as purchase orders for 
equipment, construction contracts); 

� A work practice program; 
� An administrative control schedule, if applicable; and 
� Arrangements made among contractors on multi-contractor 

sites to inform employees of potential lead exposure. 

Hazard Assessment 
An employer is required to conduct an initial employee 

exposure assessment of whether employees are exposed to lead 
at or above the AL based on: 
� Any information, observation, or calculation that indicates 

employee exposure to lead; 
� Any previous measurements of airborne lead; and 
� Any employee complaints of symptoms attributable to lead 

exposure. 

Objective data and historical measurements of lead may be used 
to satisfy the standard’s initial monitoring requirements. 

INITIAL EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT 

Initial monitoring may be limited to a representative sample of 
those employees exposed to the greatest concentrations of 
airborne lead. Representative exposure sampling is permitted when 
there are a number of employees performing the same job, with 
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lead exposure of similar duration and level, under essentially the 
same conditions. For employees engaged in similar work, the 
standard requires that the members of the group reasonably 
expected to have the highest exposure levels be monitored. This 
result is then attributed to the other employees of the group. 

The employer must establish and maintain an accurate record 
documenting the nature and relevancy of previous exposure data. 
Instead of performing initial monitoring, the employer may in some 
cases rely on objective data that demonstrate that a particular lead-
containing material or product cannot result in employee exposure 
at or above the action level when it is processed, used, or handled. 

BIOLOGICAL MONITORINGTESTS 

Analysis of blood lead samples must be conducted by an OSHA-
approved lab and be accurate (to a confidence level of 95 percent) 
within plus or minus 15 percent, or 6 µg/dl, whichever is greater. If 
an employee’s airborne lead level is at or above the AL for more 
than 30 days in any consecutive 12 months, the employer must 
make biological monitoring available on the following schedule: 

� At least every two months for the first six months and every six 
months thereafter for employees exposed at or above the action 
level for more than 30 days annually; 

� At least every two months for employees whose last blood 
sampling and analysis indicated a blood lead level at or above 
40 µg/dl; and 

� At least monthly while an employee is removed from exposure 
due an elevated blood lead level. 

PENDING EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT 

Until the employer performs an exposure assessment and 
documents that employees are not exposed above the PEL, OSHA 
requires some degree of interim protection for employees. This 
means providing respiratory protection, protective work clothing 
and equipment, hygiene facilities, biological monitoring, and 
training—as specified by the standards—for certain tasks prone to 
produce high exposure. These include: 
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� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

Manual demolition of structures such as dry wall, manual 
scraping, manual sanding, and use of a heat gun where lead-
containing coatings or paints are present; 

Power tool cleaning with or without local exhaust ventilation; 

Spray painting with lead-containing paint; 

Lead burning; 

Use of lead-containing mortar; 

Abrasive blasting, rivet busting, welding, cutting, or torch-
burning on any structure where lead-containing coatings or 
paint are present; 

Abrasive blasting enclosure movement and removal; 

Cleanup of activities where dry expendable abrasives are used; 
and 

Any other task the employer believes may cause exposures in 
excess of the PEL. 

TEST RESULTS SHOWING NO OVEREXPOSURES 

If the initial assessment indicates that no employee is exposed 
above the AL, the employer may discontinue monitoring. Further 
exposure testing is not required unless there is a change in 
processes or controls that may result in additional employees being 
exposed to lead at or above the AL, or may result in employees 
already exposed at or above the AL being exposed above the PEL. 
The employer must keep a written record of the determination, 
including the date, location within the work site, and the name and 
social security number of each monitored employee. 

EMPLOYEE NOTIFICATION OF MONITORING RESULTS 

The employer must notify each employee in writing of 
employee exposure assessment results within five working days 
of receiving them. Whenever the results indicate that the 
representative employee exposure, without the use of respirators, 
is above the PEL, the employer must include a written notice 
stating that the employee’s exposure exceeded the PEL and 
describing corrective action taken or to be taken to reduce 
exposure to or below the PEL. 
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Medical Surveillance 
When an employee’s airborne exposure is at or above the AL 

for more than 30 days in any consecutive 12 months, an 
immediate medical consultation is required when the employee 
notifies the employer that he or she: 
� Has developed signs or symptoms commonly associated with 

lead-related disease; 
� Has demonstrated difficulty in breathing during respirator use or 

a fit test; 
� Desires medical advice concerning the effects of past or current 

lead exposure on the employee’s ability to have a healthy child; 
and 

� Is under medical removal and has a medically appropriate need. 

MEDICAL EXAMS 

The best indicator of personal lead exposure is through a 
blood test to indicate elevated blood lead levels. A medical 
exam must also include: 
� Detailed work and medical histories, with particular attention to 

past lead exposure (occupational and nonoccupational), 
personal habits (smoking and hygiene), and past gastro-
intestinal, hematologic, renal, cardiovascular, reproductive, and 
neurological problems; 

� A thorough physical exam, with particular attention to gums, 
teeth, hematologic, gastrointestinal, renal, cardiovascular, and 
neurological systems; evaluation of lung function if respirators 
are used; 

� A blood pressure measurement; 
� A blood sample and analysis to determine blood lead level; 

• Hemoglobin and hematocrit determinations, red cell indices,
and an exam of peripheral smear morphology; and

• Zinc protopor-phyrin; blood urea nitrogen; and serum
creatinine;

� A routine urinalysis with microscopic exam; and 
� Any lab or other test the examining physician deems necessary. 
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INFORMATION FORTHE EXAMINING PHYSICIAN 

The employer must provide all examining physicians with a 
copy of the lead in construction standard, including all appendices, 
a description of the affected employee's duties as they relate to the 
employee’s exposure, the employee's lead exposure level or antici-
pated exposure level, a description of personal protective equipment 
used or to be used, prior blood lead determinations, and all prior 
written medical opinions for the employee. 

WHEN MONITORING SHOWS EMPLOYEE 
EXPOSURES ABOVE THE AL 

Employers must make available, at no cost to the employee, 
initial medical surveillance for employees exposed to lead on the 
job at or above the action level on any one day per year. This initial 
medical surveillance consists of biological monitoring in the form of 
blood sampling and analysis for lead and zinc protoporyrin (ZPP) 
levels. In addition, a medical surveillance program with biological 
monitoring must be made available to any employee exposed at or 
above the action level for more than 30 days in any consecutive 12 
months. 

AFTER THE MEDICAL EXAMINATION 

Employers must obtain and provide the employee a copy of a 
written opinion from each examining or consulting physician that 
contains only information related to occupational exposure to lead 
and must include: 
� Whether the employee has any detected medical condition that 

would increase the health risk from lead exposure; 
� Any special protective measures or limitations on the worker’s 

exposure to lead, 
� Any limitation on respirator use; and 
� Results of the blood lead determinations. 

In addition, the written statement may include a statement that 
the physician has informed the employee of the results of the con-
sultation or medical examination and any medical condition that 
may require further examination or treatment. 
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The employer must instruct the physician that findings, including 
lab results or diagnoses unrelated to the worker’s lead exposure, 
must not be revealed to the employer or included in the written 
opinion to the employer. The employer must also instruct the 
physician to advise employees of any medical condition, occupa-
tional or non-occupational, that necessitates further evaluation or 
treatment. In addition, some states also require laboratories and 
health care providers to report cases of elevated blood lead concen-
trations to their state health departments. 

Medical Removal Provisions 
Temporary medical removal can result from an elevated blood 

level or a written medical opinion. More specifically, the employer 
is required to remove from work an employee with a lead exposure 
at or above the AL each time periodic and follow-up (within two 
weeks of the periodic test) blood sampling tests indicate that the 
employee’s blood level is at or above 50 µg /dl. The employer also 
must remove from work an employee with lead exposure at or 
above the AL each time a final medical determination indicates that 
the employee needs reduced lead exposure for medical reasons. If 
the physician who is implementing the employer’s medical 
program makes a final written opinion recommending the 
employee’s removal or other special protective measures, the 
employer must implement the physician’s recommendation. 

For an employee removed from exposure to lead at or above the 
AL due to a blood lead level at or above 50 µg/dl, the employer may 
return that employee to former job status when two consecutive 
blood sampling tests indicate that the employee’s blood lead level 
is below 40 µg /dl. For an employee removed from exposure to lead 
due to a final medical determination, the employee must be 
returned when a subsequent final medical determination results in 
a medical finding, determination, or opinion that the employee no 
longer has a detected medical condition that places the employee 
at increased risk of lead exposure. 

The employer must remove any limitations placed on employees 
or end any special protective measures when a subsequent final 
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medical determination indicates they are no longer necessary. If the 
former position no longer exists, the employee is returned con-
sistent with whatever job assignment discretion the employer 
would have had if no removal occurred. 

WORKER PROTECTIONS AND BENEFITS 

The employer must provide up to 18 months of medical removal 
protection (MRP) benefits each time an employee is removed from 
lead exposure or medically limited. As long as the position/job 
exists, the employer must maintain the earnings, seniority, and 
other employment rights and benefits as though the employee had 
not been removed from the job or otherwise medically limited. The 
employer may condition medical removal protection benefits on the 
employee's participation in followup medical surveillance. 

If a removed employee files a worker's compensation claim or 
other compensation for lost wages due to a lead-related disability, 
the employer must continue medical removal protection benefits 
until the claim is resolved. However, the employer's MRP benefits 
obligation will be reduced by the amount that the employee 
receives from these sources. Also, the employer’s MRP benefits 
obligation will be reduced by any income the employee receives 
from employment with another employer made possible by virtue 
of the employee’s removal. 

RECORDS REQUIREMENTS INVOLVING MEDICAL REMOVAL 

In the case of medical removal, the employer’s records must 
include: 
� The worker’s name and social security number, 
� The date of each occasion that the worker was removed from 

current exposure to lead, 
� The date when the worker was returned to the former job 

status, 
� A brief explanation of how each removal was or is being 

accomplished, and 
� A statement indicating whether the reason for the removal was 

an elevated blood lead level. 
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Recordkeeping 

EMPLOYER REQUIREMENTS 

The employer must maintain any employee exposure and 
medical records to document ongoing employee exposure, medical 
monitoring, and medical removal of workers. This data provides a 
baseline to evaluate the employee’s health properly. Employees or 
former employees, their designated representatives, and OSHA 
must have access to exposure and medical records in accordance 
with 29 CFR 1910.1020. Rules of agency practice and procedure 
governing OSHA access to employee medical records are found in 
29 CFR 1913.10. 

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT RECORDS 

The employer must establish and maintain an accurate record of 
all monitoring and other data used to conduct employee exposure 
assessments as required by this standard and in accordance with 29 
CFR 1910.1020. The exposure assessment records must include: 

� The dates, number, duration, location, and results of each 
sample taken, including a description of the sampling 
procedure used to determine representative employee 
exposure; 

� A description of the sampling and analytical methods used and 
evidence of their accuracy; 

� The type of respiratory protection worn, if any; 
� The name, social security number, and job classification of 

the monitored employee and all others whose exposure the 
measurement represents; and 

� Environmental variables that could affect the measurement of 
employee exposure. 

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE RECORDS 

The employer must maintain an accurate record for each 
employee subject to medical surveillance, including: 
� The name, social security number, and description of the 

employee's duties; 
� A copy of the physician's written opinions; 
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� The results of any airborne exposure monitoring done for the 
employee and provided to the physician; and 

� Any employee medical complaints related to lead exposure. 

In addition, the employer must keep or ensure that the 
examining physician keeps the following medical records: 

� A copy of the medical examination results including medical and 
work history; 

� A description of the laboratory procedures and a copy of any 
guidelines used to interpret the test results; and 

� A copy of the results of biological monitoring. 

The employer or physician or both must maintain medical 
records in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1020. 

DOCUMENTS FOR EMPLOYEES SUBJECT TO MEDICAL REMOVAL 

The employer must maintain--for at least the duration of 
employment–an accurate record for each employee subject to 
medical removal, including: 
� The name and social security number of the employee; 
� The date on each occasion that the employee was removed 

from current exposure to lead and the corresponding date which 
the employee was returned to former job status; 

� A brief explanation of how each removal was or is being 
accomplished; and 

� A statement about each removal indicating whether the reason 
for removal was an elevated blood level. 

EMPLOYER REQUIREMENTS RELATEDTO OBJECTIVE DATA 

The employer must establish and maintain an accurate record 
documenting the nature and relevancy of objective data relied on to 
assess initial employee exposure in lieu of exposure monitoring. 
The employer must maintain the record of objective data relied on 
for at least 30 years. 

DOCUMENTS FOR OSHA AND NIOSH REVIEW 

The employer must make all records--including exposure 
moni-toring, objective data, medical removal, and medical 
records--
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available upon request to affected employees, former employees, 
and their designated representatives and to the OSHA Assistant 
Secretary and the Director of the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) for examination and copying in accor-
dance with 29 CFR 1910.1020. 

WHEN CLOSING A BUSINESS 

When an employer ceases to do business, the successor em-
ployer must receive and retain all required records. If no suc-
cessor is available, these records must be sent to the Director of 
NIOSH. 

Exposure Reduction and 
Employee Protection 

The most effective way to protect workers is to minimize their 
exposure through engineering controls, good work practices and 
training, and use of personal protective clothing and equipment, 
including respirators, where required. The employer needs to 
designate a competent person capable of identifying existing and 
predictable lead hazards and who is authorized to take prompt cor-
rective measures to eliminate such problems. The employer should, 
as needed, consult a qualified safety and health professional to 
develop and implement an effective worker protection program. 
These professionals may work independently or may be associated 
with an insurance carrier, trade organization, or on-site consultation 
program. 

Engineering Controls 
Engineering measures include local and general exhaust ventila-

tion, process and equipment modification, material substitution, 
component replacement, and isolation or automation. Examples of 
recommended engineering controls that can help reduce worker 
exposure to lead are described as follows. 

EXHAUST VENTILATION 

Equip power tools used to remove lead-based paint with dust 
collection shrouds or other attachments so that paint is exhausted 
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through a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) vacuum system. For 
operations such as welding, cutting/burning, or heating, use local 
exhaust ventilation. Use HEPA vacuums during cleanup operations. 

For abrasive blasting operations, build a containment structure 
that is designed to optimize the flow of clean ventilation air past the 
workers’ breathing zones. This will help reduce the exposure to 
airborne lead and increase visibility. Maintain the affected area 
under negative pressure to reduce the chances that lead dust will 
contaminate areas outside the enclosure. Equip the containment 
structure with an adequately sized dust collector to control 
emissions of particulate matter into the environment. 

ENCLOSURE OR ENCAPSULATION 

One way to reduce the lead inhalation or ingestion hazard posed 
by lead-based paint is to encapsulate it with a material that bonds 
to the surface, such as acrylic or epoxy coating or flexible wall 
coverings. Another option is to enclose it using systems such as 
gypsum wallboard, plywood paneling, and aluminum, vinyl, or 
wood exterior siding. Floors coated with lead-based paint can be 
covered using vinyl tile or linoleum. 

The building owner or other responsible person should oversee 
the custodial and maintenance staffs and contractors during all 
activities involving enclosed or encapsulated lead-based paint. This 
will minimize the potential for an inadvertent lead release during 
maintenance, renovation, or demolition. 

SUBSTITUTION 

Choose materials and chemicals that do not contain lead for con-
struction projects. Among the options are: 
� Use zinc-containing primers covered by an epoxy intermediate 

coat and polyurethane topcoat instead of lead-containing 
coatings. 

� Substitute mobile hydraulic shears for torch cutting under 
certain circumstances. 

� Consider surface preparation equipment such as needle guns 
with multiple reciprocating needles completely enclosed within 
an adjustable shroud, instead of abrasive blasting under certain 
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conditions. The shroud captures dust and debris at the cutting 
edge and can be equipped with a HEPA vacuum filtration with a 
self-drumming feature. One such commercial unit can remove 
lead-based paint from flat steel and concrete surfaces, outside 
edges, inside corners, and pipes. 

� Choose chemical strippers in lieu of hand scraping with a heat 
gun for work on building exteriors, surfaces involving carvings 
or molding, or intricate iron work. Chemical removal generates 
less airborne lead dust. (Be aware, however, that these strippers 
themselves can be hazardous and that the employer must 
review the material safety data sheets (MSDSs) for these 
stripping agents to obtain information on their hazards.) 

COMPONENT REPLACEMENT 

Replace lead-based painted building components such as 
windows, doors, and trim with new components free of lead-con-
taining paint. Another option is to remove the paint off site and then 
repaint the components with zinc-based paint before replacing 
them. 

PROCESS OR EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION 

When applying lead paints or other lead-containing coatings, 
use a brush or roller rather than a sprayer. This application 
method introduces little or no paint mist into the air to present a 
lead inhalation hazard. (Note that there is a ban on the use of 
lead-based paint in residential housing.) 

Use non-silica-containing abrasives such as steel or iron shot/
grit sand instead of sand in abrasive blasting operations when 
practical. The free silica portion of the dust presents a respiratory 
health hazard. 

When appropriate for the conditions, choose blasting 
techniques that are less dusty than open-air abrasive blasting. 
These include hydro- or wet-blasting using high-pressure water 
with or without an abrasive or surrounding the blast nozzle with a 
ring of water, and vacuum blasting where a vacuum hood for 
material removal is positioned around the exterior of the blasting 
nozzle. 

When using a heat gun to remove lead-based paints in residen-
tial housing units, be sure it is of the flameless electrical softener 20 
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type. Heat guns should have electronically controlled temperature 
settings to allow usage below 700 degrees F. Equip heat guns with 
various nozzles to cover all common applications and to limit the 
size of the heated work area. 

When using abrasive blasting with a vacuum hood on exterior 
building surfaces, ensure that the configuration of the heads on the 
blasting nozzle match the configuration of the substrate so that the 
vacuum is effective in containing debris. 

Ensure that HEPA vacuum cleaners have the appropriate attach-
ments for use on unusual surfaces. Proper use of brushes of 
various sizes, crevice and angular tools, when needed, will enhance 
the quality of the HEPA-vacuuming process and help reduce the 
amount of lead dust released into the air. 

ISOLATION 

Although it is not feasible to enclose and ventilate some abrasive 
blasting operations completely, it is possible to isolate many opera-
tions to help reduce the potential for lead exposure. Isolation 
consists of keeping employees not involved in the blasting opera-
tions as far away from the work area as possible, reducing the risk 
of exposure. 

Housekeeping and Personal Hygiene 
Lead is a cumulative and persistent toxic substance that poses a 

serious health risk. A rigorous housekeeping program and the 
observance of basic personal hygiene practices will minimize 
employee exposure to lead. In addition, these two elements of the 
worker protection program help prevent workers from taking lead-
contaminated dust out of the worksite and into their homes where 
it can extend the workers’ exposures and potentially affect their 
families’ health. 

HOUSEKEEPING PRACTICES 

An effective housekeeping program involves a regular schedule 
to remove accumulations of lead dust and lead-containing debris. 
The schedule should be adapted to exposure conditions at a partic-
ular worksite. OSHA’s Lead Standard for Construction requires 
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employers to maintain all surfaces as free of lead contamination as 
practicable. Vacuuming lead dust with HEPA-filtered equipment or 
wetting the dust with water before sweeping are effective control 
measures. Compressed air may not be used to remove lead from 
contaminated surfaces unless a ventilation system is in place to 
capture the dust generated by the compressed air. 

In addition, put all lead-containing debris and contaminated 
items accumulated for disposal into sealed, impermeable bags or 
other closed impermeable containers. Label bags and containers as 
lead-containing waste. These measures provide additional help in 
controlling exposure. 

PERSONAL HYGIENE PRACTICES 

Emphasize workers’ personal hygiene such as washing their 
hands and face after work and before eating to minimize their 
exposure to lead. Provide and ensure that workers use washing 
facilities. Provide clean change areas and readily accessible eating 
areas. If possible, provide a parking area where cars will not be con-
taminated with lead. These measures: 
� Reduce workers’ exposure to lead and the likelihood that they 

will ingest lead, 
� Ensure that the exposure does not extend beyond the worksite, 
� Reduce the movement of lead from the worksite, and 
� Provide added protection to employees and their families. 

CHANGE AREAS 

The employer must provide a clean change area for employees 
whose airborne exposure to lead is above the PEL. The area must 
be equipped with storage facilities for street clothes and a separate 
area with facilities for the removal and storage of lead-contaminated 
protective work clothing and equipment. This separation prevents 
cross-contamination of the employee’s street and work clothing. 

Employees must use a clean change area for taking off street 
clothes, suiting up in clean protective work clothing, donning respi-
rators before beginning work, and dressing in street clothes after 
work. No lead-contaminated items should enter this area. 
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Work clothing must not be worn away from the jobsite. Under 
no circumstances should lead-contaminated work clothes be 
laundered at home or taken from the worksite, except to be 
laundered professionally or for disposal following applicable 
federal, state, and local regulations. 

SHOWERS AND WASHING FACILITIES 

When feasible, showers must be provided for use by employees 
whose airborne exposure to lead is above the permissible exposure 
limit so they can shower before leaving the worksite. Where 
showers are provided, employees must change out of their work 
clothes and shower before changing into their street clothes and 
leaving the worksite. If employees do not change into clean clothing 
before leaving the worksite, they may contaminate their homes and 
automobiles with lead dust, extending their exposure and exposing 
other members of their household to lead. 

In addition, employers must provide adequate washing facilities 
for their workers. These facilities must be close to the worksite and 
furnished with water, soap, and clean towels so employees can 
remove lead contamination from their skin. 

Contaminated water from washing facilities and showers must 
be disposed of in accordance with applicable local, state, or federal 
regulations. 

PERSONAL PRACTICES 

The employer must ensure that employees do not enter 
lunchroom facilities or eating areas with protective work clothing or 
equipment unless surface lead dust has been removed. HEPA 
vacuuming and use of a downdraft booth are examples of cleaning 
methods that limit the dispersion of lead dust from contaminated 
work clothing. 

In all areas where employees are exposed to lead above the PEL, 
employees must observe the prohibition on the presence and con-
sumption or use of food, beverages, tobacco products, and 
cosmetics. Employees whose airborne exposure to lead is above 
the PEL must wash their hands and face before eating, drinking, 
smoking, or applying cosmetics. 
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END-OF-DAY PROCEDURES 

Employers must ensure that workers who are exposed to lead 
above the permissible exposure limit follow these procedures at the 
end of their workday: 
� Place contaminated clothes, including work shoes and personal 

protective equipment to be cleaned, laundered, or disposed of, 
in a properly labeled closed container. 

� Take a shower and wash their hair. Where showers are not 
provided, employees must wash their hands and face at the end 
of the workshift. 

� Change into street clothes in clean change areas. 

Protective Clothing and Equipment 

EMPLOYER REQUIREMENTS 

Employers must provide workers who are exposed to lead 
above the PEL or for whom the possibility of skin or eye irritation 
exists with clean, dry protective work clothing and equipment that 
are appropriate for the hazard. Employers must provide these items 
at no cost to employees. Appropriate protective work clothing and 
equipment used on construction sites includes: 
� Coveralls or other full-body work clothing; 
� Gloves, hats, and shoes or disposable shoe coverlets; 
� Vented goggles or face shields with protective spectacles or 

goggles; 
� Welding or abrasive blasting helmets; and 
� Respirators. 

Clean work clothing must be issued daily for employees whose 
exposure levels to lead are above 200 µg/m3, weekly if exposures 
are above the PEL but at or below 200 µg/m3 or where the possibili-
ty of skin or eye irritation exists. 

HANDLING CONTAMINATED PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 

Workers must not be allowed to leave the worksite wearing lead-
contaminated protective clothing or equipment. This is an essential 
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step in reducing the movement of lead contamination from the 
workplace into the worker’s home and provides added protection 
for employees and their families. 

Disposable coveralls and separate shoe covers may be used, if 
appropriate, to avoid the need for laundering. Workers must 
remove protective clothing in change rooms provided for that 
purpose. 

Employers must ensure that employees leave the respirator use 
area to wash their faces and respirator facepieces as necessary. In 
addition, employers may require their employees to use HEPA 
vacuuming, damp wiping, or another suitable cleaning method 
before removing a respirator to clear loose particle contamination 
on the respirator and at the face-mask seal. 

Place contaminated clothing that is to be cleaned, laundered, or 
disposed of by the employer in closed containers. Label containers 
with the warning: "Caution: Clothing contaminated with lead. Do not 
remove dust by blowing or shaking. Dispose of lead-contaminated 
wash water in accordance with applicable local, state, or federal 
regulations." 

Workers responsible for handling contaminated clothing, 
including those in laundry services or subcontractors, must be 
informed in writing of the potential health hazard of lead exposure. 
At no time shall lead be removed from protective clothing or 
equipment by brushing, shaking, or blowing. These actions disperse 
the lead into the work area. 

PREVENTING HEAT STRESS 

Workers wearing protective clothing, particularly in hot 
environ-ments or within containment structures, can face a risk 
from heat stress if proper control measures are not used. 

Heat stress is caused by several interacting factors, including 
environmental conditions, type of protective clothing worn, the 
work activity required and anticipated work rate, and individual 
employee characteristics such as age, weight, and fitness level. 
When heat stress is a concern, the employer should choose lighter, 
less insulating protective clothing over heavier clothing, as long as 
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it provides adequate protection. Other measures the employer can 
take include: discussing the possibility of heat stress and its signs 
and symptoms with all workers; using appropriate work/rest 
regimens; and providing heat stress monitoring that includes 
measuring employees’ heart rates, body temperatures, and weight 
loss. Employers must provide a source of water or electrolyte drink 
in a non-contaminated eating and drinking area close to the work 
area so workers can drink often throughout the day. Workers must 
wash their hands and face before drinking any fluid if their airborne 
exposure is above the PEL. 

Respiratory Protection 
Although engineering and work practice controls are the 

primary means of protecting workers from exposure to lead, 
source control at construction sites sometimes is insufficient to 
control exposure. In these cases, airborne lead concentrations 
may be high or may vary widely. Respirators often must be used 
to supplement engi-neering controls and work practices to reduce 
worker lead exposures below the PEL. When respirators are 
required, employers must provide them at no cost to workers. 

The standard requires that respirators be used during periods 
when an employee’s exposure to lead exceeds the PEL, including 
� Periods necessary to install or implement engineering or work 

practice controls, and 
� Work operations for which engineering and work practice 

controls are insufficient to reduce employee exposures to or 
below the PEL. 

Respirators also must be provided upon employee request. 
A requested respirator is included as a requirement to provide 
increased protection for those employees who wish to reduce 
their lead burden below what is required by the standard, particu-
larly if they intend to have children in the near future. In addition, 
respirators must be used when performing previously indicated 
high exposure or "trigger" tasks, before completion of the initial 
assessment. 
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PROVIDING ADEQUATE RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 

Before any employee first starts wearing a respirator in the 
work environment, the employer must perform a fit test. For all 
employees wearing negative or positive pressure tight-fitting 
facepiece respirators, the employer must perform either qualitative 
or quantitative fit tests using an OSHA-accepted fit testing protocol. 
In addition, employees must be fit tested whenever a different res-
pirator facepiece is used, and at least annually thereafter. 

Where daily airborne exposure to lead exceeds 50 µg/m3, 
affected workers must don respirators before entering the work area 
and should not remove them until they leave the high-exposure 
area or have completed a decontamination procedure. Employers 
must assure that the respirator issued to the employee is selected 
and fitted properly to ensure minimum leakage through the 
facepiece-to-face seal. 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAMS 

When respirators are required at a worksite, the employer must 
establish a respiratory protection program in accordance with the 
OSHA standard on respiratory protection, 29 CFR 1910.134. At a 
minimum, an acceptable respirator program for lead must include: 
� Procedures for selecting respirators appropriate to the hazard; 
� Fit testing procedures; 
� Procedures for proper use of respirators in routine and reasonably 

foreseeable emergency situations, including cartridge change 
schedules; 

� Procedures and schedules for cleaning, disinfecting, storing, 
inspecting, repairing, discarding, and otherwise maintaining 
respirators; 

� Training of employees in the respiratory hazard to which they are 
potentially exposed during routine and emergency situations; 

� Training of employees in the proper use of respirators, including 
putting on and removing them, any limitations of their use, and 
their maintenance; 
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� Procedures for regularly evaluating the effectiveness of the 
program; 

� Procedures to ensure air quality when supplied air is used; 
� A written program and designation of a program administrator; 

and 
� Recordkeeping procedures. 

In addition, the construction industry lead standard stipulates 
medical evaluations of employees required to use respirators. 

If an employee has difficulty in breathing during a fit test or while 
using a respirator, the employer must make a medical examination 
available to that employee to determine whether he or she can 
wear a respirator safely. 

SELECTING A RESPIRATOR 

The employer must select the appropriate respirator from Table 
1 of the lead standard, 29 CFR 1926.62(f)(3)(i). The employer must 
provide a powered air-purifying respirator when an employee 
chooses to use this respirator and it will provide the employee 
adequate protection. A NIOSH-certified respirator must be selected 
and used in compliance with the conditions of its certification. In 
addition, if exposure monitoring or experience indicates airborne 
exposures to contaminants other than lead such as silica, solvents, 
or polyurethane coatings, these exposures must be considered 
when selecting respiratory protection. 

Select type CE respirators approved by NIOSH for abrasive 
blasting operations. Currently, there are two kinds of CE respirators 
with the following assigned protection factors (APFs): a continuous-
flow respirator with a loose-fitting hood, APF 25; and a full facepiece 
supplied-air respirator operated in a positive-pressure mode, APF 
2,000. (Note: OSHA recognizes Bullard Helmets, Models 77 and 88 
(1995); Clemco Appollo, Models 20 and 60 (1997); and 3M Model 
8100 (1998) as having APFs of 1,000.) 

For any airline respirator, it is important to follow the manufac-
turer’s instructions regarding air quality, air pressure, and inside 
diameter and length of hoses. Be aware that using longer hoses or 
smaller inside diameter hoses than the manufacturer specifies or 
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hoses with bends or kinks may reduce or restrict the airflow to 
a respirator. 

Employee Information and Training 
The employer must inform employees about lead hazards 

according to the requirement of OSHA's Hazard Communication 
standard for the construction industry, 29 CFR 1926.59, including--
but not limited to--the requirements for warning signs and labels, 
material safety data sheets (MSDSs), and employee information and 
training. (Refer to 29 CFR 1910.1200.) 

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

Employers must institute an information and training program 
and ensure that all employees subject to exposure to lead or lead 
compounds at or above the action level on any day participate. Also 
covered under information and training are employees who may 
suffer skin or eye irritation from lead compounds. Initial training 
must be provided before the initial job assignment. Training must 
be repeated at least annually and, in brief summary, must include: 
� The content of the OSHA lead standard and its appendices; 
� The specific nature of operations that could lead to lead 

exposure above the action level; 
� The purpose, proper selection, fit, use, and limitations of 

respirators; 
� The purpose and a description of the medical surveillance 

program, and the medical removal protection program; 
� Information concerning the adverse health effects associated 

with excessive lead exposure; 
� The engineering and work practice controls associated with 

employees' job assignments; 
� The contents of any lead-related compliance plan in effect; 
� Instructions to employees that chelating agents must not be 

used routinely to remove lead from their bodies and when 
necessary only under medical supervision and at the direction 
of a licensed physician; and 
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� The right to access records under "Access to Employee 
Exposure and Medical Records," 29 CFR 1910.1020. 

All materials relating to the training program and a copy of the 
standard and its appendices must be made readily available to all 
affected employees. 

WARNING SIGNS 

Employers are required to post these warning signs in each 
work area where employee exposure to lead is above the PEL: 
� WARNING 
� LEAD WORK AREA 
� POISON 
� NO SMOKING OR EATING 

All signs must be well lit and kept clean so that they are easily 
visible. Statements that contradict or detract from the signs' mean-
ing are prohibited. Signs required by other statutes, regulations, or 
ordinances, however, may be posted in addition to, or in combina-
tion with, this sign. 

OSHA Assistance 

OSHA can provide extensive help through a variety of programs, 
including technical assistance about effective safety and health 
programs, state plans, workplace consultations, voluntary pro-
tection programs, strategic partnerships, training and education, 
and more. An overall commitment to workplace safety and health 
can add value to your business, to your workplace and to your life. 

SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAM MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

Effective management of employee safety and health protection 
is a decisive factor in reducing the extent and severity of work-
related injuries and illnesses and their related costs. In fact, an 
effective safety and health program forms the basis of good 
employee protection can save time and money, increase produc-
tivity, reduce employee injuries, illnesses and related workers’ 
compensation costs. 
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To assist employers and employees in developing effective 
safety and health programs, OSHA published recommended Safety 
and Health Program Management Guidelines (54 Federal Register 
(16): 3904-3916, January 26, 1989). These voluntary guidelines 
apply to all places of employment covered by OSHA. 

The guidelines identify four general elements critical to the 
development of a successful safety and health management 
system: 
� Management leadership and employee involvement, 
� Worksite analysis, 
� Hazard prevention and control, and 
� Safety and health training. 

The guidelines recommend specific actions, under each of 
these general elements, to achieve an effective safety and health 
program. The Federal Register notice is available online at 
www.osha.gov. 

STATE PROGRAMS 

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) 
encourages states to develop and operate their own job safety and 
health plans. OSHA approves and monitors these plans. Twenty-
four states, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands currently operate 
approved state plans: 22 cover both private and public (state and 
local government) employment; Connecticut, New Jersey, New York 
and the Virgin Islands cover the public sector only. States and terri-
tories with their own OSHA-approved occupational safety and 
health plans must adopt standards identical to, or at least as 
effective as, the Federal OSHA standards. 

CONSULTATION SERVICES 

Consultation assistance is available on request to employers 
who want help in establishing and maintaining a safe and 
healthful workplace. Largely funded by OSHA, the service is 
provided at no cost to the employer. Primarily developed for 
smaller employers with more hazardous operations, the 
consultation service is delivered by state governments employing 
professional safety and health 
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consultants. Comprehensive assistance includes an appraisal of all 
mechanical systems, work practices and occupational safety and 
health hazards of the workplace and all aspects of the employer’s 
present job safety and health program. In addition, the service 
offers assistance to employers in developing and implementing an 
effective safety and health program. No penalties are proposed or 
citations issued for hazards identified by the consultant. OSHA 
provides consultation assistance to the employer with the assurance 
that his or her name and firm and any information about the 
workplace will not be routinely reported to OSHA enforcement staff. 

Under the consultation program, certain exemplary employers 
may request participation in OSHA's Safety and Health Achievement 
Recognition Program (SHARP). Eligibility for participation in SHARP 
includes receiving a comprehensive consultation visit, demonstrat-
ing exemplary achievements in workplace safety and health by 
abating all identified hazards, and developing an excellent safety 
and health program. 

Employers accepted into SHARP may receive an exemption from 
programmed inspections (not complaint or accident investigation 
inspections) for a period of one year. For more information concern-
ing consultation assistance, see the OSHA website at 
www.osha.gov. 

VOLUNTARY PROTECTION PROGRAMS 

Voluntary Protection Programs and on-site consultation 
services, when coupled with an effective enforcement program, 
expand employee protection to help meet the goals of the OSH 
Act. The VPPs motivate others to achieve excellent safety and 
health results in the same outstanding way as they establish a 
cooperative rela-tionship between employers, employees and 
OSHA. 

For additional information on VPP and how to apply, contact 
the OSHA regional offices listed at the end of this publication. 

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 

OSHA’s Strategic Partnership Program, the newest member 
of OSHA’s cooperative programs, helps encourage, assist and 
recognize the efforts of partners to eliminate serious workplace 
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hazards and achieve a high level of employee safety and health. 
Whereas OSHA’s Consultation Program and VPP entail one-on-
one relationships between OSHA and individual worksites, most 
strategic partnerships seek to have a broader impact by building 
cooperative relationships with groups of employers and employees. 
These partnerships are voluntary, cooperative relationships between 
OSHA, employers, employee representatives and others (e.g., trade 
unions, trade and professional associations, universities and other 
government agencies). 

For more information on this and other cooperative programs, 
contact your nearest OSHA office, or visit OSHA’s website at 
www.osha.gov. 

ALLIANCE PROGRAM 

Through the Alliance Program, OSHA works with groups 
committed to safety and health, including businesses, trade or 
professional organizations, unions and educational institutions, to 
leverage resources and expertise to develop compliance assistance 
tools and resources and share information with employers and 
employees to help prevent injuries, illnesses and fatalities in the 
workplace. 

Alliance program agreements have been established with a wide 
variety of industries including meat, apparel, poultry, steel, plastics, 
maritime, printing, chemical, construction, paper and telecommuni-
cations. These agreements are addressing many safety and health 
hazards and at-risk audiences, including silica, fall protection, 
amputations, immigrant workers, youth and small businesses. By 
meeting the goals of the Alliance Program agreements (training 
and education, outreach and communication, and promoting the 
national dialogue on workplace safety and health), OSHA and the 
Alliance Program participants are developing and disseminating 
compliance assistance information and resources for employers 
and employees such as electronic assistance tools, fact sheets, 
toolbox talks, and training programs. 

OSHA TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

OSHA area offices offer a variety of information services, such 
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as compliance assistance, technical advice, publications, audiovisual 
aids and speakers for special engagements. OSHA’s Training 
Institute in Arlington Heights, IL, provides basic and advanced 
courses in safety and health for Federal and state compliance 
officers, state consultants, Federal agency personnel, and private 
sector employers, employees and their representatives. 

The OSHA Training Institute also has established OSHA Training 
Institute Education Centers to address the increased demand for its 
courses from the private sector and from other federal agencies. 
These centers include colleges, universities and nonprofit training 
organizations that have been selected after a competition for partici-
pation in the program. 

OSHA also provides funds to nonprofit organizations, through 
grants, to conduct workplace training and education in subjects 
where OSHA believes there is a lack of workplace training. Grants 
are awarded annually. Grant recipients are expected to contribute 
20 percent of the total grant cost. 

For more information on grants, training and education, contact 
the OSHA Training Institute, Directorate of Training and Education, 
2020 South Arlington Heights Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005, 
(847) 297-4810 or see Training on OSHA’s website at www.osha.gov. 
For further information on any OSHA program, contact your nearest 
OSHA regional office listed at the end of this publication.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE ELECTRONICALLY 

OSHA has a variety of materials and tools available on its 
website at www.osha.gov. These include electronic compliance 
assistance tools, such as Safety and Health Topics Pages, eTools, 
Expert Advisors; regulations, directives, publications and videos; 
and other information for employers and employees. OSHA’s 
software programs and compliance assistance tools walk you 
through challenging safety and health issues and common 
problems to find the best solutions for your workplace. 

A wide variety of OSHA materials, including standards, interpre-
tations, directives, and more can be purchased on CD-ROM from 
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, 
toll-free phone (866) 512-1800. 
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OSHA PUBLICATIONS 

OSHA has an extensive publications program. For a listing of 
free or sales items, visit OSHA’s website at www.osha.gov or 
contact the OSHA Publications Office, U.S. Department of Labor, 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW, N-3101, Washington, DC 20210. 
Telephone (202) 693-1888 or fax to (202) 693-2498. 

CONTACTING OSHA 

To report an emergency, file a complaint or seek OSHA advice, 
assistance or products, call (800) 321-OSHA or contact your nearest 
OSHA regional or area office listed at the end of this publication. 
The teletypewriter (TTY) number is (877) 889-5627. 

Written correspondence can be mailed to the nearest OSHA 
Regional or Area Office listed at the end of this publication or to 
OSHA’s national office at: U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration, 200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20210. 

By visiting OSHA’s website at www.osha.gov, you can also: 

• File a complaint online,
• Submit general inquiries about workplace safety and health elec-

tronically, and
• Find more information about OSHA and occupational safety and

health.
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OSHA Regional Offices 
Region I 
(CT,* ME, MA, NH, RI, VT*) 
JFK Federal Building, Room E340 
Boston, MA 02203 
(617) 565-9860

Region II 
(NJ,* NY,* PR,* VI*) 
201 Varick Street, Room 670 
New York, NY 10014 
(212) 337-2378

Region III 
(DE, DC, MD,* PA,* VA,* WV) 
The Curtis Center 
170 S. Independence Mall West 
Suite 740 West 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-3309 
(215) 861-4900

Region IV 
(AL, FL, GA, KY,* MS, NC,* SC,* 
TN*) 
61 Forsyth Street, SW, Room 6T50 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
(404) 562-2300

Region V 
(IL, IN,* MI,* MN,* OH, WI) 
230 South Dearborn Street, Room 
3244 
Chicago, IL 60604 
(312) 353-2220

Region VI 
(AR, LA, NM,* OK, TX) 
525 Griffin Street, Room 602 
Dallas, TX 75202 
(972) 850-4145

Region VII 
(IA,* KS, MO, NE) 
Two Pershing Square 
2300 Main Street, Suite 1010 
Kansas City, MO 64108-2416 
(816) 283-8745

Region VIII 
(CO, MT, ND, SD, UT,* WY*) 
1999 Broadway, Suite 1690 
PO Box 46550 
Denver, CO 80202-5716 
(720) 264-6550

Region IX 
(AZ,* CA,* HI, NV,* and American 
Samoa, Guam 
and the Northern Mariana Islands) 
90 7th Street, Suite 18-100 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 625-2547

Region X 
(AK,* ID, OR,* WA*) 
1111 Third Avenue, Suite 715 
Seattle, WA 98101-3212 
(206) 553-5930

* These states and territories operate their own OSHA-approved job safety
and health programs and cover state and local government employees as
well as private sector employees. The Connecticut, New Jersey, New York
and Virgin Islands plans cover public employees only. States with approved
programs must have standards that are identical to, or at least as effective
as, the Federal OSHA standards.

Note: To get contact information for OSHA Area Offices, OSHA-approved
State Plans and OSHA Consultation Projects, please visit us online at
www.osha.gov or call us at 1-800-321-0SHA.
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Employers are responsible for providing a
safe and healthy workplace for their employ-
ees. OSHA’s role is to promote the safety and
health of America’s working men and
women by setting and enforcing stan-
dards; providing training, outreach and
education; establishing partnerships; and
encouraging continual improvement in
workplace safety and health.

This publication provides a general overview
of a particular standards-related topic. This
publication does not alter or determine com-
pliance responsibilities which are set forth
in OSHA standards, and the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970. Moreover,
because interpretations and enforcement
policy may change over time, for additional
guidance on OSHA compliance require-
ments the reader should consult current
OSHA administrative interpretations and
decisions by the Occupational Safety and
Health Review Commission and the courts.

Material contained in this publication is in
the public domain and may be reproduced,
fully or partially, without permission. Source
credit is requested but not required.

This information is available to sensory
impaired individuals upon request. Voice
phone: (202) 693-1999; teletypewriter (TTY)
number: (877) 889-5627.

O>SHA: 
www.osha.gov 
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By Standard Number / 1910.1025 - Lead.

Part Number: 1910
Part Number Title: Occupational Safety and Health Standards
Subpart: 1910 Subpart Z
Subpart Title: Toxic and Hazardous Substances
Standard Number: 1910.1025
Title: Lead.
Appendix: A; B; C; D
GPO Source: e-CFR

1910.1025(a)
Scope and application.

1910.1025(a)(1)
This section applies to all occupational exposure to lead, except as provided in paragraph (a)(2).

1910.1025(a)(2)
This section does not apply to the construction industry or to agricultural operations covered by 29 CFR Part
1928.

1910.1025(b)
Definitions.  

Action level means employee exposure, without regard to the use of respirators, to an airborne concentration of
lead of 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air (30 ug/m ) averaged over an 8-hour period.  

Assistant Secretary means the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S.
Department of Labor, or designee.  

Director means the Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, or designee.  

Lead means metallic lead, all inorganic lead compounds, and organic lead soaps. Excluded from this definition
are all other organic lead compounds.

1910.1025(c)
Permissible exposure limit (PEL).

1910.1025(c)(1)
The employer shall assure that no employee is exposed to lead at concentrations greater than fifty micrograms
per cubic meter of air (50 ug/m ) averaged over an 8-hour period.

1910.1025(c)(2)
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If an employee is exposed to lead for more than 8 hours in any work day, the permissible exposure limit, as a
time weighted average (TWA) for that day, shall be reduced according to the following formula:  

Maximum permissible limit (in ug/m )=400 divided by hours worked in the day.

1910.1025(c)(3)
When respirators are used to supplement engineering and work practice controls to comply with the PEL and all
the requirements of paragraph (f) have been met, employee exposure, for the purpose of determining whether
the employer has complied with the PEL, may be considered to be at the level provided by the protection factor
of the respirator for those periods the respirator is worn. Those periods may be averaged with exposure levels
during periods when respirators are not worn to determine the employee's daily TWA exposure.

1910.1025(d)
Exposure monitoring -

1910.1025(d)(1)
General.

1910.1025(d)(1)(i)
For the purposes of paragraph (d), employee exposure is that exposure which would occur if the employee were
not using a respirator.

1910.1025(d)(1)(ii)
With the exception of monitoring under paragraph (d)(3), the employer shall collect full shift (for at least 7
continuous hours) personal samples including at least one sample for each shift for each job classification in
each work area.

1910.1025(d)(1)(iii)
Full shift personal samples shall be representative of the monitored employee's regular, daily exposure to lead.

1910.1025(d)(2)
Initial determination. Each employer who has a workplace or work operation covered by this standard shall
determine if any employee may be exposed to lead at or above the action level.

1910.1025(d)(3)
Basis of initial determination.

1910.1025(d)(3)(i)
The employer shall monitor employee exposures and shall base initial determinations on the employee
exposure monitoring results and any of the following, relevant considerations:

1910.1025(d)(3)(i)(A)
Any information, observations, or calculations which would indicate employee exposure to lead;

1910.1025(d)(3)(i)(B)
Any previous measurements of airborne lead; and

1910.1025(d)(3)(i)(C)
Any employee complaints of symptoms which may be attributable to exposure to lead.
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1910.1025(d)(3)(ii)
Monitoring for the initial determination may be limited to a representative sample of the exposed employees who
the employer reasonably believes are exposed to the greatest airborne concentrations of lead in the workplace.

1910.1025(d)(3)(iii)
Measurements of airborne lead made in the preceding 12 months may be used to satisfy the requirement to
monitor under paragraph (d)(3)(i) if the sampling and analytical methods used meet the accuracy and
confidence levels of paragraph (d)(9) of this section.

1910.1025(d)(4)
Positive initial determination and initial monitoring.

1910.1025(d)(4)(i)
Where a determination conducted under paragraphs (d)(2) and (3) of this section shows the possibility of any
employee exposure at or above the action level, the employer shall conduct monitoring which is representative
of the exposure for each employee in the workplace who is exposed to lead.

1910.1025(d)(4)(ii)
Measurements of airborne lead made in the preceding 12 months may be used to satisfy this requirement if the
sampling and analytical methods used meet the accuracy and confidence levels of paragraph (d)(9) of this
section.

1910.1025(d)(5)
Negative initial determination. Where a determination, conducted under paragraphs (d)(2) and (3) of this section
is made that no employee is exposed to airborne concentrations of lead at or above the action level, the
employer shall make a written record of such determination. The record shall include at least the information
specified in paragraph (d)(3) of this section and shall also include the date of determination, location within the
worksite, and the name of each employee monitored.

1910.1025(d)(6)
Frequency.

1910.1025(d)(6)(i)
If the initial monitoring reveals employee exposure to be below the action level the measurements need not be
repeated except as otherwise provided in paragraph (d)(7) of this section.

1910.1025(d)(6)(ii)
If the initial determination or subsequent monitoring reveals employee exposure to be at or above the action
level but below the permissible exposure limit the employer shall repeat monitoring in accordance with this
paragraph at least every 6 months. The employer shall continue monitoring at the required frequency until at
least two consecutive measurements, taken at least 7 days apart, are below the action level at which time the
employer may discontinue monitoring for that employee except as otherwise provided in paragraph (d)(7) of this
section.

1910.1025(d)(6)(iii)
If the initial monitoring reveals that employee exposure is above the permissible exposure limit the employer
shall repeat monitoring quarterly. The employer shall continue monitoring at the required frequency until at least
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two consecutive measurements, taken at least 7 days apart, are below the PEL but at or above the action level
at which time the employer shall repeat monitoring for that employee at the frequency specified in paragraph (d)
(6)(ii), except as otherwise provided in paragraph (d)(7) of this section.

1910.1025(d)(7)
Additional monitoring. Whenever there has been a production, process, control or personnel change which may
result in new or additional exposure to lead, or whenever the employer has any other reason to suspect a
change which may result in new or additional exposures to lead, additional monitoring in accordance with this
paragraph shall be conducted.

1910.1025(d)(8)
Employee notification.

1910.1025(d)(8)(i)
The employer must, within 15 working days after the receipt of the results of any monitoring performed under
this section, notify each affected employee of these results either individually in writing or by posting the results
in an appropriate location that is accessible to affected employees.

1910.1025(d)(8)(ii)
Whenever the results indicate that the representative employee exposure, without regard to respirators,
exceeds the permissible exposure limit, the employer shall include in the written notice a statement that the
permissible exposure limit was exceeded and a description of the corrective action taken or to be taken to
reduce exposure to or below the permissible exposure limit.

1910.1025(d)(9)
Accuracy of measurement. The employer shall use a method of monitoring and analysis which has an accuracy
(to a confidence level of 95%) of not less than plus or minus 20 percent for airborne concentrations of lead equal
to or greater than 30 ug/m .

1910.1025(e)
Methods of compliance -

1910.1025(e)(1)
Engineering and work practice controls.

1910.1025(e)(1)(i)
Where any employee is exposed to lead above the permissible exposure limit for more than 30 days per year,
the employer shall implement engineering and work practice controls (including administrative controls) to
reduce and maintain employee exposure to lead in accordance with the implementation schedule in Table I
below, except to the extent that the employer can demonstrate that such controls are not feasible. Wherever the
engineering and work practice controls which can be instituted are not sufficient to reduce employee exposure
to or below the permissible exposure limit, the employer shall nonetheless use them to reduce exposures to the
lowest feasible level and shall supplement them by the use of respiratory protection which complies with the
requirements of paragraph (f) of this section.

1910.1025(e)(1)(ii)
Where any employee is exposed to lead above the permissible exposure limit, but for 30 days or less per year,
the employer shall implement engineering controls to reduce exposures to 200 ug/m , but thereafter may
implement any combination of engineering, work practice (including administrative controls), and respiratory
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controls to reduce and maintain employee exposure to lead to or below 50 ug/m

TABLE I

Industry
 

Compliance dates(1): 
(50 UG/m )

Lead chemicals, secondary copper smeting. 

Nonferrous foundries. 

Brass and bronze ingot manufacture.

July 19, 1996. 

July 19, 1996(2). 

6 years(3).
Footnote(1) Calculated by counting from the date the stay on implementation of paragraph (e)(1) was lifted by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, the number of years specified in the 1978 lead standard
and subsequent amendments for compliance with the PEL of 50 ug/m  for exposure to airborne concentrations
of lead levels for the particular industry. 
Footnote(2) Large nonferrous foundries (20 or more employees) are required to achieve the PEL of 50 ug/m  by
means of engineering and work practice controls. Small nonferrous foundries (fewer than 20 employees) are
required to achieve an 8-hour TWA of 75 ug/m  by such controls. 
Footnote(3) Expressed as the number of years from the date on which the Court lifts the stay on the
implementation of paragraph (e)(1) for this industry for employers to achieve a lead in air concentration of 75
ug/m . Compliance with paragraph (e) in this industry is determined by a complance directive that incorporates
elements from the settlement agreement between OSHA and representatives of the injury. are required to
comply within five years.

1910.1025(e)(2)
Respiratory protection. Where engineering and work practice controls do not reduce employee exposure to or
below the 50 ug/m  permissible exposure limit, the employer shall supplement these controls with respirators in
accordance with paragraph (f).

1910.1025(e)(3)
Compliance program.

1910.1025(e)(3)(i)
Each employer shall establish and implement a written compliance program to reduce exposures to or below the
permissible exposure limit, and interim levels if applicable, solely by means of engineering and work practice
controls in accordance with the implementation schedule in paragraph (e)(1).

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)
Written plans for these compliance programs shall include at least the following:

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(A)
A description of each operation in which lead is emitted; e.g. machinery used, material processed, controls in
place, crew size, employee job responsibilities, operating procedures and maintenance practices;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(B)
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A description of the specific means that will be employed to achieve compliance, including engineering plans
and studies used to determine methods selected for controlling exposure to lead;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(C)
A report of the technology considered in meeting the permissible exposure limit;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(D)
Air monitoring data which documents the source of lead emissions;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(E)
A detailed schedule for implementation of the program, including documentation such as copies of purchase
orders for equipment, construction contracts, etc.;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(F)
A work practice program which includes items required under paragraphs (g), (h) and (i) of this regulation;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(G)
An administrative control schedule required by paragraph (e)(5) of this section, if applicable;

1910.1025(e)(3)(ii)(H)
Other relevant information.

1910.1025(e)(3)(iii)
Written programs shall be submitted upon request to the Assistant Secretary and the Director, and shall be
available at the worksite for examination and copying by the Assistant Secretary, Director, any affected
employee or authorized employee representatives.

1910.1025(e)(3)(iv)
Written programs must be revised and updated at least annually to reflect the current status of the program.

1910.1025(e)(4)
Mechanical ventilation.

1910.1025(e)(4)(i)
When ventilation is used to control exposure, measurements which demonstrate the effectiveness of the system
in controlling exposure, such as capture velocity, duct velocity, or static pressure shall be made at least every 3
months. Measurements of the system's effectiveness in controlling exposure shall be made within 5 days of any
change in production, process, or control which might result in a change in employee exposure to lead.

1910.1025(e)(4)(ii)
Recirculation of air. If air from exhaust ventilation is recirculated into the workplace, the employer shall assure
that (A) the system has a high efficiency filter with reliable back-up filter; and (B) controls to monitor the
concentration of lead in the return air and to bypass the recirculation system automatically if it fails are installed,
operating, and maintained.

1910.1025(e)(5)
Administrative controls. If administrative controls are used as a means of reducing employees TWA exposure to
lead, the employer shall establish and implement a job rotation schedule which includes:
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1910.1025(e)(5)(i)
Name or identification number of each affected employee;

1910.1025(e)(5)(ii)
Duration and exposure levels at each job or work station where each affected employee is located; and

1910.1025(e)(5)(iii)
Any other information which may be useful in assessing the reliability of administrative controls to reduce
exposure to lead.

1910.1025(f)
Respiratory protection.

1910.1025(f)(1)
General. For employees who use respirators required by this section, the employer must provide each
employee an appropriate respirator that complies with the requirements of this paragraph. Respirators must be
used during:

1910.1025(f)(1)(i)
Periods necessary to install or implement engineering or work-practice controls.

1910.1025(f)(1)(ii)
Work operations for which engineering and work-practice controls are not sufficient to reduce employee
exposures to or below the permissible exposure limit.

1910.1025(f)(1)(iii)
Periods when an employee requests a respirator.

1910.1025(f)(2)
Respirator program.

1910.1025(f)(2)(i)
The employer must implement a respiratory protection program in accordance with § 1910.134(b) through (d)
(except (d)(1)(iii)), and (f) through (m), which covers each employee required by this section to use a respirator.

1910.1025(f)(2)(ii)
If an employee has breathing difficulty during fit testing or respirator use, the employer must provide the
employee with a medical examination in accordance with paragraph (j)(3)(i)(C) of this section to determine
whether or not the employee can use a respirator while performing the required duty.

1910.1025(f)(3)
Respirator selection.

1910.1025(f)(3)(i)
Employers must:

1910.1025(f)(3)(i)(A)
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Select, and provide to employees, the appropriate respirators specified in paragraph (d)(3)(i)(A) of 29 CFR
1910.134.

1910.1025(f)(3)(i)(B)
Provide employees with full facepiece respirators instead of half mask respirators for protection against lead
aerosols that cause eye or skin irritation at the use concentrations.

1910.1025(f)(3)(i)(C)
Provide HEPA filters for powered and non-powered air-purifying respirators.

1910.1025(f)(3)(ii)
Employers must provide employees with a powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) instead of a negative
pressure respirator selected according to paragraph (f)(3)(i) of this standard when an employee chooses to use
a PAPR and it provides adequate protection to the employee as specified by paragraph (f)(3)(i) of this standard.

1910.1025(g)
Protective work clothing and equipment -

1910.1025(g)(1)
Provision and use. If an employee is exposed to lead above the PEL, without regard to the use of respirators or
where the possibility of skin or eye irritation exists, the employer shall provide at no cost to the employee and
assure that the employee uses appropriate protective work clothing and equipment such as, but not limited to:

1910.1025(g)(1)(i)
Coveralls or similar full-body work clothing;

1910.1025(g)(1)(ii)
Gloves, hats, and shoes or disposable shoe coverlets; and

1910.1025(g)(1)(iii)
Face shields, vented goggles, or other appropriate protective equipment which complies with 1910.133 of this
Part.

1910.1025(g)(2)
Cleaning and replacement.

1910.1025(g)(2)(i)
The employer shall provide the protective clothing required in paragraph (g)(1) of this section in a clean and dry
condition at least weekly, and daily to employees whose exposure levels without regard to a respirator are over
200 ug/m  of lead as an 8-hour TWA.

1910.1025(g)(2)(ii)
The employer shall provide for the cleaning, laundering, or disposal of protective clothing and equipment
required by paragraph (g)(1) of this section.

1910.1025(g)(2)(iii)
The employer shall repair or replace required protective clothing and equipment as needed to maintain their
effectiveness.
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1910.1025(g)(2)(iv)
The employer shall assure that all protective clothing is removed at the completion of a work shift only in change
rooms provided for that purpose as prescribed in paragraph (i)(2) of this section.

1910.1025(g)(2)(v)
The employer shall assure that contaminated protective clothing which is to be cleaned, laundered, or disposed
of, is placed in a closed container in the change-room which prevents dispersion of lead outside the container.

1910.1025(g)(2)(vi)
The employer shall inform in writing any person who cleans or launders protective clothing or equipment of the
potentially harmful effects of exposure to lead.

1910.1025(g)(2)(vii)
Labeling of contaminated protective clothing and equipment.

1910.1025(g)(2)(vii)(A)
The employer shall ensure that labels of bags or containers of contaminated protective clothing and equipment
include the following information: 

DANGER: CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT CONTAMINATED WITH LEAD. MAY DAMAGE FERTILITY OR THE
UNBORN CHILD. CAUSES DAMAGE TO THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. DO NOT EAT, DRINK OR
SMOKE WHEN HANDLING. DO NOT REMOVE DUST BY BLOWING OR SHAKING. DISPOSE OF LEAD
CONTAMINATED WASH WATER IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL
REGULATIONS.

1910.1025(g)(2)(vii)(B)
Prior to June 1, 2015, employers may include the following information on bags or containers of contaminated
protective clothing and equipment in lieu of the labeling requirements in paragraphs (g)(2)(vii)(A) of this section:  

CAUTION: CLOTHING CONTAMINATED WITH LEAD. DO NOT REMOVE DUST BY BLOWING OR SHAKING.
DISPOSE OF LEAD CONTAMINATED WASH WATER IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LOCAL, STATE,
OR FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

1910.1025(g)(2)(viii)
The employer shall prohibit the removal of lead from protective clothing or equipment by blowing, shaking, or
any other means which disperses lead into the air.

1910.1025(h)
Housekeeping -

1910.1025(h)(1)
Surfaces. All surfaces shall be maintained as free as practicable of accumulations of lead.

1910.1025(h)(2)
Cleaning floors.

1910.1025(h)(2)(i)
Floors and other surfaces where lead accumulates may not be cleaned by the use of compressed air.
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1910.1025(h)(2)(ii)
Shoveling, dry or wet sweeping, and brushing may be used only where vacuuming or other equally effective
methods have been tried and found not to be effective.

1910.1025(h)(3)
Vacuuming. Where vacuuming methods are selected, the vacuums shall be used and emptied in a manner
which minimizes the reentry of lead into the workplace.

1910.1025(i)
Hygiene facilities and practices.

1910.1025(i)(1)
The employer shall assure that in areas where employees are exposed to lead above the PEL, without regard to
the use of respirators, food or beverage is not present or consumed, tobacco products are not present or used,
and cosmetics are not applied, except in change rooms, lunchrooms, and showers required under paragraphs
(i)(2) - through (i)(4) of this section.

1910.1025(i)(2)
Change rooms.

1910.1025(i)(2)(i)
The employer shall provide clean change rooms for employees who work in areas where their airborne
exposure to lead is above the PEL, without regard to the use of respirators.

1910.1025(i)(2)(ii)
The employer shall assure that change rooms are equipped with separate storage facilities for protective work
clothing and equipment and for street clothes which prevent cross-contamination.

1910.1025(i)(3)
Showers.

1910.1025(i)(3)(i)
The employer shall assure that employees who work in areas where their airborne exposure to lead is above the
PEL, without regard to the use of respirators, shower at the end of the work shift.

1910.1025(i)(3)(ii)
The employer shall provide shower facilities in accordance with 1910.141 (d)(3) of this part.

1910.1025(i)(3)(iii)
The employer shall assure that employees who are required to shower pursuant to paragraph (i)(3)(i) do not
leave the workplace wearing any clothing or equipment worn during the work shift.

1910.1025(i)(4)
Lunchrooms.

1910.1025(i)(4)(i)
The employer shall provide lunchroom facilities for employees who work in areas where their airborne exposure
to lead is above the PEL, without regard to the use of respirators.
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1910.1025(i)(4)(ii)
The employer shall assure that lunchroom facilities have a temperature controlled, positive pressure, filtered air
supply, and are readily accessible to employees.

1910.1025(i)(4)(iii)
The employer shall assure that employees who work in areas where their airborne exposure to lead is above the
PEL without regard to the use of a respirator wash their hands and face prior to eating, drinking, smoking or
applying cosmetics.

1910.1025(i)(4)(iv)
The employer shall assure that employees do not enter lunchroom facilities with protective work clothing or
equipment unless surface lead dust has been removed by vacuuming, down draft booth, or other cleaning
method.

1910.1025(i)(5)
Lavatories. The employer shall provide an adequate number of lavatory facilities which comply with 1910.141(d)
(1) and (2) of this part.

1910.1025(j)
Medical surveillance -

1910.1025(j)(1)
General.

1910.1025(j)(1)(i)
The employer shall institute a medical surveillance program for all employees who are or may be exposed at or
above the action level for more than 30 days per year.

1910.1025(j)(1)(ii)
The employer shall assure that all medical examinations and procedures are performed by or under the
supervision of a licensed physician.

1910.1025(j)(1)(iii)
The employer shall provide the required medical surveillance including multiple physician review under
paragraph (j)(3)(iii) without cost to employees and at a reasonable time and place.

1910.1025(j)(2)
Biological monitoring -

1910.1025(j)(2)(i)
Blood lead and ZPP level sampling and analysis. The employer shall make available biological monitoring in the
form of blood sampling and analysis for lead and zinc protoporphyrin levels to each employee covered under
paragraph (j)(1)(i) of this section on the following schedule:

1910.1025(j)(2)(i)(A)
At least every 6 months to each employee covered under paragraph (j)(1)(i) of this section;

1910.1025(j)(2)(i)(B)
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At least every two months for each employee whose last blood sampling and analysis indicated a blood lead
level at or above 40 ug/100 g of whole blood. This frequency shall continue until two consecutive blood samples
and analyses indicate a blood lead level below 40 ug/100 g of whole blood; and

1910.1025(j)(2)(i)(C)
At least monthly during the removal period of each employee removed from exposure to lead due to an elevated
blood lead level.

1910.1025(j)(2)(ii)
Follow-up blood sampling tests. Whenever the results of a blood lead level test indicate that an employee's
blood lead level is at or above the numerical criterion for medical removal under paragraph (k)(1)(i)(A) of this
section, the employer shall provide a second (follow-up) blood sampling test within two weeks after the
employer receives the results of the first blood sampling test.

1910.1025(j)(2)(iii)
Accuracy of blood lead level sampling and analysis. Blood lead level sampling and analysis provided pursuant
to this section shall have an accuracy (to a confidence level of 95 percent) within plus or minus 15 percent or 6
ug/100 ml, whichever is greater, and shall be conducted by a laboratory licensed by the Center for Disease
Control, United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare (CDC) or which has received a satisfactory
grade in blood lead proficiency testing from CDC in the prior twelve months.

1910.1025(j)(2)(iv)
Employee notification. Within five working days after the receipt of biological monitoring results, the employer
shall notify in writing each employee whose blood lead level is at or above 40 [mu]g/100 g:

1910.1025(j)(2)(iv)(A)
Of that employee's blood lead level; and

1910.1025(j)(2)(iv)(B)
That the standard requires temporary medical removal with Medical Removal Protection benefits when an
employee's blood lead level is at or above the numerical criterion for medical removal under paragraph (k)(1)(i)
of this section.

1910.1025(j)(3)
Medical examinations and consultations -

1910.1025(j)(3)(i)
Frequency. The employer shall make available medical examinations and consultations to each employee
covered under paragraph (j)(1)(i) of this section on the following schedule:

1910.1025(j)(3)(i)(A)
At least annually for each employee for whom a blood sampling test conducted at any time during the preceding
12 months indicated a blood lead level at or above 40 ug/100 g;

1910.1025(j)(3)(i)(B)
Prior to assignment for each employee being assigned for the first time to an area in which airborne
concentrations of lead are at or above the action level;

1910.1025(j)(3)(i)(C)
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As soon as possible, upon notification by an employee either that the employee has developed signs or
symptoms commonly associated with lead intoxication, that the employee desires medical advice concerning
the effects of current or past exposure to lead on the employee's ability to procreate a healthy child, or that the
employee has demonstrated difficulty in breathing during a respirator fitting test or during use; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(i)(D)
As medically appropriate for each employee either removed from exposure to lead due to a risk of sustaining
material impairment to health, or otherwise limited pursuant to a final medical determination.

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)
Content. Medical examinations made available pursuant to paragraph (j)(3)(i)(A)-(B) of this section shall include
the following elements:

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(A)
A detailed work history and a medical history, with particular attention to past lead exposure (occupational and
non-occupational), personal habits (smoking, hygiene), and past gastrointestinal, hematologic,renal,
cardiovascular, reproductive and neurological problems;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(B)
A thorough physical examination, with particular attention to teeth, gums, hematologic, gastrointestinal, renal,
cardiovascular, and neurological systems. Pulmonary status should be evaluated if respiratory protection will be
used;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(C)
A blood pressure measurement;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(D)
A blood sample and analysis which determines:

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(D)(1)
Blood lead level;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(D)(2)
Hemoglobin and hematocrit determinations, red cell indices, and examination of peripheral smear morphology;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(D)(3)
Zinc protoporphyrin;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(D)(4)
Blood urea nitrogen; and,

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(D)(5)
Serum creatinine;

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(E)
A routine urinalysis with microscopic examination; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(ii)(F)



Any laboratory or other test which the examining physician deems necessary by sound medical practice. The
content of medical examinations made available pursuant to paragraph (j)(3)(i)(C) - (D) of this section shall be
determined by an examining physician and, if requested by an employee, shall include pregnancy testing or
laboratory evaluation of male fertility.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)
Multiple physician review mechanism.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(A)
If the employer selects the initial physician who conducts any medical examination or consultation provided to
an employee under this section, the employee may designate a second physician:

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(A)(1)
To review any findings, determinations or recommendations of the initial physician; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(A)(2)
To conduct such examinations, consultations, and laboratory tests as the second physician deems necessary to
facilitate this review.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(B)
The employer shall promptly notify an employee of the right to seek a second medical opinion after each
occasion that an initial physician conducts a medical examination or consultation pursuant to this section. The
employer may condition its participation in, and payment for, the multiple physician review mechanism upon the
employee doing the following within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the foregoing notification, or receipt of the
initial physician's written opinion, whichever is later:

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(B)(1)
The employee informing the employer that he or she intends to seek a second medical opinion, and

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(B)(2)
The employee initiating steps to make an appointment with a second physician.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(C)
If the findings, determinations or recommendations of the second physician differ from thoseof the initial
physician, then the employer and the employee shall assure that efforts are made for the two physicians to
resolve any disagreement.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(D)
If the two physicians have been unable to quickly resolve their disagreement, then the employer and the
employee through their respective physicians shall designate a third physician:

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(D)(1)
To review any findings, determinations or recommendations of the prior physicians; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(D)(2)
To conduct such examinations, consultations, laboratory tests and discussions with the prior physicians as the
third physician deems necessary to resolve the disagreement of the prior physicians.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iii)(E)
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The employer shall act consistent with the findings, determinations and recommendations of the third physician,
unless the employer and the employee reach an agreement which is otherwise consistent with the
recommendations of at least one of the three physicians.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)
Information provided to examining and consulting physicians.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)
The employer shall provide an initial physician conducting a medical examination or consultation under this
section with the following information:

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)(1)
A copy of this regulation for lead including all Appendices;

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)(2)
A description of the affected employee's duties as they relate to the employee's exposure;

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)(3)
The employee's exposure level or anticipated exposure level to lead and to any other toxic substance (if
applicable);

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)(4)
A description of any personal protective equipment used or to be used;

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)(5)
Prior blood lead determinations; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(A)(6)
All prior written medical opinions concerning the employee in the employer's possession or control.

1910.1025(j)(3)(iv)(B)
The employer shall provide the foregoing information to a second or third physician conducting a medical
examination or consultation under this section upon request either by the second or third physician, or by the
employee.

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)
Written medical opinions.

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(A)
The employer shall obtain and furnish the employee with a copy of a written medical opinion from each
examining or consulting physician which contains the following information:

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(A)(1)
The physician's opinion as to whether the employee has any detected medical condition which would place the
employee at increased risk of material impairment of the employee's health from exposure to lead;

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(A)(2)
Any recommended special protective measures to be provided to the employee, or limitations to be placed upon
the employee's exposure to lead;



1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(A)(3)
Any recommended limitation upon the employee's use of respirators, including a determination of whether the
employee can wear a powered air purifying respirator if a physician determines that the employee cannot wear a
negative pressure respirator; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(A)(4)
The results of the blood lead determinations.

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(B)
The employer shall instruct each examining and consulting physician to:

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(B)(1)
Not reveal either in the written opinion, or in any other means of communication with the employer, findings,
including laboratory results, or diagnoses unrelated to an employee's occupational exposure to lead; and

1910.1025(j)(3)(v)(B)(2)
Advise the employee of any medical condition, occupational or nonoccupational, which dictates further medical
examination or treatment.

1910.1025(j)(3)(vi)
Alternate Physician Determination Mechanisms. The employer and an employee or authorized employee
representative may agree upon the use of any expeditious alternate physician determination mechanism in lieu
of the multiple physician review mechanism provided by this paragraph so long as the alternate mechanism
otherwise satisfies the requirements contained in this paragraph.

1910.1025(j)(4)
Chelation.

1910.1025(j)(4)(i)
The employer shall assure that any person whom he retains, employs, supervises or controls does not engage
in prophylactic chelation of any employee at any time.

1910.1025(j)(4)(ii)
If therapeutic or diagnostic chelation is to be performed by any person in paragraph (j)(4)(i), the employer shall
assure that it be done under the supervision of a licensed physician in a clinical setting with thorough and
appropriate medical monitoring and that the employee is notified in writing prior to its occurrence.

1910.1025(k)
Medical Removal Protection -

1910.1025(k)(1)
Temporary medical removal and return of an employee -

1910.1025(k)(1)(i)
Temporary removal due to elevated blood lead levels -

1910.1025(k)(1)(i)(A)
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The employer shall remove an employee from work having an exposure to lead at or above the action level on
each occasion that a periodic and a follow-up blood sampling test conducted pursuant to this section indicate
that the employee's blood lead level is at or above 60 ug/100 g of whole blood; and,

1910.1025(k)(1)(i)(B)
The employer shall remove an employee from work having an exposure to lead at or above the action level on
each occasion that the average of the last three blood sampling tests conducted pursuant to this section (or the
average of all blood sampling tests conducted over the previous six (6) months, whichever is longer) indicates
that the employee's blood lead level is at or above 50 [mu]g/100 g of whole blood; provided, however, that an
employee need not be removed if the last blood sampling test indicates a blood lead level below 40 [mu]g/100 g
of whole blood.

1910.1025(k)(1)(ii)
Temporary removal due to a final medical determination.

1910.1025(k)(1)(ii)(A)
The employer shall remove an employee from work having an exposure to lead at or above the action level on
each occasion that a final medical determination results in a medical finding, determination, or opinion that the
employee has a detected medical condition which places the employee at increased risk of material impairment
to health from exposure to lead.

1910.1025(k)(1)(ii)(B)
For the purposes of this section, the phrase "final medical determination" shall mean the outcome of the multiple
physician review mechanism or alternate medical determination mechanism used pursuant to the medical
surveillance provisions of this section.

1910.1025(k)(1)(ii)(C)
Where a final medical determination results in any recommended special protective measures for an employee,
or limitations on an employee's exposure to lead, the employer shall implement and act consistent with the
recommendation.

1910.1025(k)(1)(iii)
Return of the employee to former job status.

1910.1025(k)(1)(iii)(A)
The employer shall return an employee to his or her former job status:

1910.1025(k)(1)(iii)(A)(1)
For an employee removed due to a blood lead level at or above 60 [mu]g/100 g, or due to an average blood
lead level at or above 50 [mu]g/100 g, when two consecutive blood sampling tests indicate that the employee's
blood lead level is below 40 [mu]g/100 g of whole blood;

1910.1025(k)(1)(iii)(A)(2)
For an employee removed due to a final medical determination, when a subsequent final medical determination
results in a medical finding, determination, or opinion that the employee no longer has a detected medical
condition which places the employee at increased risk of material impairment to health from exposure to lead.

1910.1025(k)(1)(iii)(B)
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For the purposes of this section, the requirement that an employer return an employee to his or her former job
status is not intended to expand upon or restrict any rights an employee has or would have had, absent
temporary medical removal, to a specific job classification or position under the terms of a collective bargaining
agreement.

1910.1025(k)(1)(iv)
Removal of other employee special protective measure or limitations. The employer shall remove any limitations
placed on an employee or end any special protective measures provided to an employee pursuant to a final
medical determination when a subsequent final medical determination indicates that the limitations or special
protective measures are no longer necessary.

1910.1025(k)(1)(v)
Employer options pending a final medical determination. Where the multiple physician review mechanism, or
alternate medical determination mechanism used pursuant to the medical surveillance provisions of this section,
has not yet resulted in a final medical determination with respect to an employee, the employer shall act as
follows:

1910.1025(k)(1)(v)(A)
Removal. The employer may remove the employee from exposure to lead, provide special protective measures
to the employee, or place limitations upon the employee, consistent with the medical findings, determinations, or
recommendations of any of the physicians who have reviewed the employee's health status.

1910.1025(k)(1)(v)(B)
Return. The employer may return the employee to his or her former job status, end any special protective
measures provided to the employee, and remove any limitations placed upon the employee, consistent with the
medical findings, determinations, or recommendations of any of the physicians who have reviewed the
employee's health status, with two exceptions. If -

1910.1025(k)(1)(v)(B)(1)
the initial removal, special protection, or limitation of the employee resulted from a final medical determination
which differed from the findings, determinations, or recommendations of the initial physician or

1910.1025(k)(1)(v)(B)(2)
The employee has been on removal status for the preceding eighteen months due to an elevated blood lead
level, then the employer shall await a final medical determination.

1910.1025(k)(2)
Medical removal protection benefits -

1910.1025(k)(2)(i)
Provision of medical removal protection benefits. The employer shall provide to an employee up to eighteen (18)
months of medical removal protection benefits on each occasion that an employee is removed from exposure to
lead or otherwise limited pursuant to this section.

1910.1025(k)(2)(ii)
Definition of medical removal protection benefits. For the purposes of this section, the requirement that an
employer provide medical removal protection benefits means that the employer shall maintain the earnings,
seniority and other employment rights and benefits of an employee as though the employee had not been
removed from normal exposure to lead or otherwise limited.
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1910.1025(k)(2)(iii)
Follow-up medical surveillance during the period of employee removal or limitation. During the period of time
that an employee is removed from normal exposure to lead or otherwise limited, the employer may condition the
provision of medical removal protection benefits upon the employee's participation in follow-up medical
surveillance made available pursuant to this section.

1910.1025(k)(2)(iv)
Workers' compensation claims. If a removed employee files a claim for workers' compensation payments for a
lead-related disability, then the employer shall continue to provide medical removal protection benefits pending
disposition of the claim. To the extent that an award is made to the employee for earnings lost during the period
of removal, the employer's medical removal protection obligation shall be reduced by such amount. The
employer shall receive no credit for workers' compensation payments received by the employee for treatment
related expenses.

1910.1025(k)(2)(v)
Other credits. The employer's obligation to provide medical removal protection benefits to a removed employee
shall be reduced to the extent that the employee receives compensation for earnings lost during the period of
removal either from a publicly or employer-funded compensation program, or receives income from employment
with another employer made possible by virtue of the employee's removal.

1910.1025(k)(2)(vi)
Employees whose blood lead levels do not adequately decline within 18 months of removal. The employer shall
take the following measures with respect to any employee removed from exposure to lead due to an elevated
blood lead level whose blood lead level has not declined within the past eighteen (18) months of removal so that
the employee has been returned to his or her former job status:

1910.1025(k)(2)(vi)(A)
The employer shall make available to the employee a medical examination pursuant to this section to obtain a
final medical determination with respect to the employee;

1910.1025(k)(2)(vi)(B)
The employer shall assure that the final medical determination obtained indicates whether or not the employee
may be returned to his or her former job status, and if not, what steps should be taken to protect the employee's
health;

1910.1025(k)(2)(vi)(C)
Where the final medical determination has not yet been obtained, or once obtained indicates that the employee
may not yet be returned to his or her former job status, the employer shall continue to provide medical removal
protection benefits to the employee until either the employee is returned to former job status, or a final medical
determination is made that the employee is incapable of ever safely returning to his or her former job status.

1910.1025(k)(2)(vi)(D)
Where the employer acts pursuant to a final medical determination which permits the return of the employee to
his or her former job status despite what would otherwise be an unacceptable blood lead level, later questions
concerning removing the employee again shall be decided by a final medical determination. The employer need
not automatically remove such an employee pursuant to the blood lead level removal criteria provided by this
section.



1910.1025(k)(2)(vii)
Voluntary Removal or Restriction of An Employee. Where an employer, although not required by this section to
do so, removes an employee from exposure to lead or otherwise places limitations on an employee due to the
effects of lead exposure on the employee's medical condition, the employer shall provide medical removal
protection benefits to the employee equal to that required by paragraph (k)(2)(i) of this section.

1910.1025(l)
Employee information and training -

1910.1025(l)(1)
Training program.

1910.1025(l)(1)(i)
Each employer who has a workplace in which there is a potential exposure to airborne lead at any level shall
inform employees of the content of Appendices A and B of this regulation.

1910.1025(l)(1)(ii)
The employer shall train each employee who is subject to exposure to lead at or above the action level, or for
whom the possibility of skin or eye irritation exists, in accordance with the requirements of this section. The
employer shall institute a training program and ensure employee participation in the program.

1910.1025(l)(1)(iii)
The employer shall provide initial training by 180 days from the effective date for those employees covered by
paragraph (l)(1)(ii) on the standard's effective date and prior to the time of initial job assignment for those
employees subsequently covered by this paragraph.

1910.1025(l)(1)(iv)
The training program shall be repeated at least annually for each employee.

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)
The employer shall assure that each employee is informed of the following:

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(A)
The content of this standard and its appendices;

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(B)
The specific nature of the operations which could result in exposure to lead above the action level;

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(C)
The purpose, proper selection, fitting, use, and limitations of respirators;

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(D)
The purpose and a description of the medical surveillance program, and the medical removal protection
program including information concerning the adverse health effects associated with excessive exposure to lead
(with particular attention to the adverse reproductive effects on both males and females);

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(E)
The engineering controls and work practices associated with the employee's job assignment;
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1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(F)
The contents of any compliance plan in effect; and

1910.1025(l)(1)(v)(G)
Instructions to employees that chelating agents should not routinely be used to remove lead from their bodies
and should not be used at all except under the direction of a licensed physician;

1910.1025(l)(2)
Access to information and training materials.

1910.1025(l)(2)(i)
The employer shall make readily available to all affected employees a copy of this standard and its appendices.

1910.1025(l)(2)(ii)
The employer shall provide, upon request, all materials relating to the employee information and training
program to the Assistant Secretary and the Director.

1910.1025(l)(2)(iii)
In addition to the information required by paragraph (l)(1)(v), the employer shall include as part of the training
program, and shall distribute to employees, any materials pertaining to the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
the regulations issued pursuant to that Act, and this lead standard, which are made available to the employer by
the Assistant Secretary.

1910.1025(m)
Communication of hazards—

1910.1025(m)(1)
Hazard communication—general.

1910.1025(m)(1)(i)
Chemical manufacturers, importers, distributors and employers shall comply with all requirements of the Hazard
Communication Standard (HCS) (§ 1910.1200) for lead.

1910.1025(m)(1)(ii)
In classifying the hazards of lead at least the following hazards are to be addressed:
Reproductive/developmental toxicity; central nervous system effects; kidney effects; blood effects; and acute
toxicity effects.

1910.1025(m)(1)(iii)
Employers shall include lead in the hazard communication program established to comply with the HCS (§
1910.1200). Employers shall ensure that each employee has access to labels on containers of lead and to
safety data sheets, and is trained in accordance with the requirements of HCS and paragraph (l) of this section.

1910.1025(m)(2)
Signs.

1910.1025(m)(2)(i)
The employer shall post the following warning signs in each work area where the PEL is exceeded:  



DANGER 
LEAD 
MAY DAMAGE FERTILITY OR THE UNBORN CHILD 
CAUSES DAMAGE TO THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
DO NOT EAT, DRINK OR SMOKE IN THIS AREA

1910.1025(m)(2)(ii)
The employer shall ensure that no statement appears on or near any sign required by this paragraph (m)(2)
which contradicts or detracts from the meaning of the required sign.

1910.1025(m)(2)(iii)
The employer shall ensure that signs required by this paragraph (m)(2) are illuminated and cleaned as
necessary so that the legend is readily visible.

1910.1025(m)(2)(iv)
The employer may use signs required by other statutes, regulations, or ordinances in addition to, or in
combination with, signs required by this paragraph (m)(2).

1910.1025(m)(2)(v)
Prior to June 1, 2016, employers may use the following legend in lieu of that specified in paragraph (m)(2)(ii) of
this section:  

WARNING 
LEAD WORK AREA 
POISON 
NO SMOKING OR EATING

1910.1025(n)
Recordkeeping -

1910.1025(n)(1)
Exposure monitoring.

1910.1025(n)(1)(i)
The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate record of all monitoring required in paragraph (d) of this
section.

1910.1025(n)(1)(ii)
This record shall include:

1910.1025(n)(1)(ii)(A)
The date(s), number, duration, location and results of each of the samples taken, including a description of the
sampling procedure used to determine representative employee exposure where applicable;

1910.1025(n)(1)(ii)(B)
A description of the sampling and analytical methods used and evidence of their accuracy;

1910.1025(n)(1)(ii)(C)
The type of respiratory protective devices worn, if any;
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1910.1025(n)(1)(ii)(D)
Name and job classification of the employee monitored and of all other employees whose exposure the
measurement is intended to represent; and

1910.1025(n)(1)(ii)(E)
The environmental variables that could affect the measurement of employee exposure.

1910.1025(n)(1)(iii)
The employer shall maintain these monitoring records for at least 40 years or for the duration of employment
plus 20 years, whichever is longer.

1910.1025(n)(2)
Medical surveillance.

1910.1025(n)(2)(i)
The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate record for each employee subject to medical surveillance
as required by paragraph (j) of this section.

1910.1025(n)(2)(ii)
This record shall include:

1910.1025(n)(2)(ii)(A)
The name and description of the duties of the employee;

1910.1025(n)(2)(ii)(B)
A copy of the physician's written opinions;

1910.1025(n)(2)(ii)(C)
Results of any airborne exposure monitoring done for that employee and the representative exposure levels
supplied to the physician; and

1910.1025(n)(2)(ii)(D)
Any employee medical complaints related to exposure to lead.

1910.1025(n)(2)(iii)
The employer shall keep, or assure that the examining physician keeps, the following medical records:

1910.1025(n)(2)(iii)(A)
A copy of the medical examination results including medical and work history required under paragraph (j) of
this section;

1910.1025(n)(2)(iii)(B)
A description of the laboratory procedures and a copy of any standards or guidelines used to interpret the test
results or references to that information;

1910.1025(n)(2)(iii)(C)
A copy of the results of biological monitoring.
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1910.1025(n)(2)(iv)
The employer shall maintain or assure that the physician maintains those medical records for at least 40 years,
or for the duration of employment plus 20 years, whichever is longer.

1910.1025(n)(3)
Medical removals.

1910.1025(n)(3)(i)
The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate record for each employee removed from current
exposure to lead pursuant to paragraph (k) of this section.

1910.1025(n)(3)(ii)
Each record shall include:

1910.1025(n)(3)(ii)(A)
The name of the employee;

1910.1025(n)(3)(ii)(B)
The date on each occasion that the employee was removed from current exposure to lead as well as the
corresponding date on which the employee was returned to his or her former job status;

1910.1025(n)(3)(ii)(C)
A brief explanation of how each removal was or is being accomplished; and

1910.1025(n)(3)(ii)(D)
A statement with respect to each removal indicating whether or not the reason for the removal was an elevated
blood lead level.

1910.1025(n)(3)(iii)
The employer shall maintain each medical removal record for at least the duration of an employee's
employment.

1910.1025(n)(4)
Availability.

1910.1025(n)(4)(i)
The employer shall make available upon request all records required to be maintained by paragraph (n) of this
section to the Assistant Secretary and the Director for examination and copying.

1910.1025(n)(4)(ii)
Environmental monitoring, medical removal, and medical records required by this paragraph shall be provided
upon request to employees, designated representatives, and the Assistant Secretary in accordance with 29
CFR 1910.1020 (a)-(e) and (2)-(i). Medical removal records shall be provided in the same manner as
environmental monitoring records.

1910.1025(n)(5)
Transfer of records.
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1910.1025(n)(5)(i)
Whenever the employer ceases to do business, the successor employer shall receive and retain all records
required to be maintained by paragraph (n) of this section.

1910.1025(n)(5)(ii)
The employer shall also comply with any additional requirements involving transfer of records set forth in 29
CFR 1910.1020(h).

1910.1025(o)
Observation of monitoring.

1910.1025(o)(1)
Employee observation. The employer shall provide affected employees or their designated representatives an
opportunity to observe any monitoring of employee exposure to lead conducted pursuant to paragraph (d) of this
section.

1910.1025(o)(2)
Observation procedures.

1910.1025(o)(2)(i)
Whenever observation of the monitoring of employee exposure to lead requires entry into an area where the use
of respirators, protective clothing or equipment is required, the employer shall provide the observer with and
assure the use of such respirators, clothing and such equipment, and shall require the observer to comply with
all other applicable safety and health procedures.

1910.1025(o)(2)(ii)
Without interfering with the monitoring, observers shall be entitled to:

1910.1025(o)(2)(ii)(A)
Receive an explanation of the measurement procedures;

1910.1025(o)(2)(ii)(B)
Observe all steps related to the monitoring of lead performed at the place of exposure; and

1910.1025(o)(2)(ii)(C)
Record the results obtained or receive copies of the results when returned by the laboratory.

1910.1025(p)
Appendices. The information contained in the appendices to this section is not intended by itself, to create any
additional obligations not otherwise imposed by this standard nor detract from any existing obligation.

[60 FR 52856, Oct. 11, 1995; 61 FR 5507, Feb. 13, 1996; 63 FR 1152, Jan. 8, 1998; 63 FR 20098, April 23, 1998;
70 FR 1142, Jan. 5, 2005; 71 FR 16672 and 16673, April 3, 2006; 71 FR 50189, August 24, 2006; 73 FR 75585,
Dec. 12, 2008; 76 FR 33608, June 8, 2011; 76 FR 80740, Dec. 27, 2011; 77 FR 17780, March 26, 2012; 84 FR
21598, May 14, 2019; 85 FR 8732, Feb. 18. 2020]
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